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CHAPTER I 

INDUSTRIAL POLLUflON IN THAD..AND 

I.I Badcaromid 

Thailud emerged as one of the fastest growing economies in the world in the 1980s with double digil growth 
nra of GDP in the late 1980s lllld GDP growth rates bdweea 7 md 8 per cad in 1-191 md 1992 which are 
also fonast for 1993. In terms of GDP. Thailud is the sixth largest EiCODOIDY in Asia (excluding the former 
Soviet Union) after' <lUna. the Republic of Kona (ROK). India. Taiwm ~of Clllna. md Indonesia. 
Using the United Nation ·s pun:basing power parlay concepc. GDP per capita in Tbailaad inclQ!lld from 16 per 
cat of that of the USA in 1915 IO 22 per cent by 1990. the largest improvemeal of 12S oo.mlries investigated 
by Ille World But.' m terms of growth of c:unad GDP Thailand rmte.J third in 1991. sligbdy below 
Malaysia md the ROK but mc.d of oda maj« Asim economies including Taiwan Province. lndonesi1. China. 
SiDppore md Hong Koag. 2 

Similar 10 other South East Asian oountries. die economic boom of m:m1 Jr.115 went hllld in blDd with 
significant progn:ss in industry. •ith export-led mmur.cturing md foreign dinlct investment playing a crucial 
role. Growth iu 1111DU&cturing. mWily due to growth of manufactumi exports. outstripped GDP growth rates 
by I to 2 per cad every year.1 The shire of manufacturing in GDP (measured in coastant 1980 dollars) 
incrased from IS. 7 per cent ia 1970 to an estimated 2S.4 per cent in 1993 indicating that 1D111ufacturing was 
one of the driving f~ behind the success of Thailand·s economy in m:eot years.• Mirustry of Industry 
(MOI) m:ords show that the number of industrial operations CO!'ltinued to grow in the early 1990s (from 9S.OOO 
in 1989 to 103,000 in 1991) 0-able 1-1). suggesting that growth in industrial production was not oaly the rault 
of the expansion of exisling productioa sites but also of the c:reatioo of new enrerprises. 

The importance of industry for the level of income md living standards is rdlected in the regioaaJ 
distribution of GDP which strongly (positively) comlak:S with the level of industrializalioa. While GDP per 
capita in 1991 was oaly Bt 9.493 ($ 37S) in the banlly industrialimd North East. it reached Bl 87 .032 Bt ($ 
3,441) in the highly induslrialir.ed Bmgkok Metropolilan Area5, double the national average of 81 42,043 ($ 
l ,6S2). This is about two thirds of income levels achieved by poorer OECD countries (Portugal or Grcccc) or 
highly advmced developing countries such as the ROK.' 

Although industry bas played a critical role in economic development and in enhancing the economic welfare 
of large sections of the Thai population by creating new employmenl opportunities and contributing lo the fasl 
modernization of !be counlry, rapid induslrial development bas also shown serious neptive side effects in terms 
of environmenlal degnidatioa. Water pollution is the most conspicuous problem in this respect. Indeed. the 
natural limils of the country's •absorptive c:apicity• for pollution is increasingly becoming a central issue and 
• ral ootdencck for further development, - Illus calling for more efforts lO be undertaken to prevent, control 
and reduce pollution in Thailand. 

Increased spending on cnvironmenral protection will become unavoidable. Thailand spent less than 0. 24 per 
cent of GNP on environmental protection in the late 1980s, compared with levels of around 0.4 per cent in 
cowatries such &.'I the ROK or Indonesia and levels of around 1.3 per cent in OECD countries', 1oi'!, up to 2.8 
per cent of GNP in some EFTA countries (Auslria), which arc cbaractcrir.ed by a sarong ~JUrism industry.' 
Whereas tangible pro1rcss bas been achieved in the pest two decades in improving Thailand's physical 
infrulnacturc, and progress wu llllde on the social front in improving the living standards of large sections of 
the Thai population, the environmental dcgnidation ·so f1r - could not be halted and is increasingly endangerin1 
the progress 1ehieved in othe~ atclS. 
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Table 1-1: M¥w inclmtries rePlered with the Depu1mmt of 
lndmtrial Worb (DIW) (by ,ear end 1919-19'1) 

TSIC!' Major Walby Group End 1919 Ead 1990 End 1991 

311-312 Food "4.SIO S4.6SI S4.646 

313 Bcftl11SC5 244 ?S6 276 

321 Texlila 1.671 1.902 2.147 

322 Wcarinc Appucl 1.693 1.196 2.014 

323-324 l.adacr prodllcta a: 360 392 424 
~ 

331 Wood81111cort 4,IQ3 S,.219 S,541 

341 Piper .... pmpcr products 473 S24 753 

342 Prilaiat puNPhinc a: .llicd l,499 l.S72 l.S9S 

3Sl-3S2 Chemical producls 564 614 650 

3S3-3Sf Peuolcum producls l,S36 1.793 2.027 

3SS-3S6 Rubber ...s rubber prodllcta 614 749 Ill 

361-369 Noa-mdaRii: millcnl I.Sil 1.179 2.253 
producls 

371-372 Buie llldal illdullrics S61 S93 670 

311 ~products S,37S s.11s 6,239 

312-313 Madlincry L"lll dcc1rical 6,680 7,211 1.S90 
amcbimry 

314 T ... mpon cquiplmnl 6,116 6.717 7,373 

315-390 Mi11:cll•neou& 6,421 7,0SS 7,680 

TOTAL M,m 91,99S 102.723 

Source: Ministry of Industry. Department of Industrial Works. 
al Thailand Standard Industrial Classification. 

At the same time. it needs to be stressed that rising living stmdanls. rising levels of education and a highly 
succasful family planning policy. have helped Thailand to keep its population growth in cbeck. The overall 
stagnation in population growth does not however prevent agglomerations such as the Bangkok Metropolitan 
Ala from growing at ecologically unsuslainable rates. Suburban settlemenls around Bangkok experienced annual 
population growth rates of more than 18 per cent in the late 1980s (average 198S-1988: 18.S per cenl).9 
However. the overall stabilii.ation of the population means that - compared with most other developing countries 
- agglomen 'ion problems which aggravate overall environmental problems can be brought under control more 
easily. 

Shifts in what are perceived to be. the most serious development bottlenecks aR well documented in 
Thailand's national development plans. Whereas in the early phase of development deficiencies in the physical 
infrastructure (roads, telecommunication, energy etc.) were regarded as the main shortcoming5, the ranae was 
later broldened to include social as well as technological and - increuingly - environmental issues. 

Environmental problems associated with economic pr<>1reu were recognized first in the Third Plan 
(1972-1976) which in general emphasized further improvements in economic structure, with particular attention 
to rural development and aimed at maintaining economic stability throu1h increased production as well as 
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alleviation of social proble~. The Plan resulted in the establishment of the Technology and Enviroomeot 
Planning Division within the National Economic and Social Development Board in 1975. The Division was to 
formulate not only a Science and Technology Development Plan but also an Environmental Plan as integral part 
of the National Economic and Social .levelopment Plan. Thi~ cootributed to the creation of a general 
environmental awumess process. 

The Fourth Plan (which ended in 1981) again stressed the importance of promoting social justice by reducing 
socio-economic disparities and improving mass welfare as well as scientific and technological progress. But it 
also called for the rehabilitation of environmental conditions in the country. The Ministry of Science. 
Technology and Energy was established in 1979 ms the central policy making. planning, coordinating and 
promoting body in the Government. The Office of the National Environment Board w-.s transferred from the 
Prime Minister's Office to this Ministry. 

In the Fifth Plan (1982-1986), the emphasis on environmental issues was further increased, an E!lvironment 
Plan (and a Science and Technological Plan) being an explicit part of the National Development Plan. The Plan 
again concentrated on rural develt'Pment, increased efficiency in production leading to increased exports and 
import reduction, reJuctioo of income disparities and poverty eradication. The key to the country's development 
objectives was again seen in the strengthening of oatiooal scientific and technological capability in order to 
maintain a proper tnlance between development .md environmental quality. 

In the Sixth Plan (IQ87-1991), environmental issues bad definitely surpassed the era of being considered of 
only secondary importance. The government started to take environmental issues very seriously. Industrial and 
community development were identified as the main sources of air pollution, water pollution and solid wastes. 

The Seventh Plan ( 1992-1996), finally. fonnulaled a comprehensive and at the same time pragmatic approach 
to environmental problems, giving more emphasis to the enfon:ement of environmental laws, strengthening the 
polluter-pays principle, setting reduced standards for exhaust fumes and the lead content in petrol as well as 
targets for carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxide and for the reduction of baDrdous waste volumes by 40 per 
cent by the end of 1996. It supports relocation of pollution-generating industries from the Bangkok Metropolitan 
Area to other designated areas in the country. 10 The creation of an ·environment-friendly industrial sector• 
is a major objective. The Seventh Plan led to a tightening of environmental standards and some p~ in 
the enforcement of environmental laws. In 1993 a number of factories (among the larger producers, inter alia, 
a steel pipe plant11

, a paper production plant and a decorative stone producer) were ordered to temporarily 
close for failing to comply with environmental standards12

• As of April 1993, 17 (larger) plants faced penalties 
for hazardous emissions. 11 In May 1993 a further 170 factories were ordered by the DIW (Department for 
Industrial Works) to set up waste treatment facilities within a period of two years or face closure. Most of the 
major pollution generating plants such as oil refineries, petrochemicals, chemicals etc. already have waste 
treatment facilities. 14 

A good indicator for the actual attempts being made by industry to reduce pollution is the ET (environmental 
technology) market. The ET market volume in Thailand - although still relatively small - is now growing at 
around 25 per cent yearly, i.e. more than double the growth rate of manufacturing in Thailand. Estimates for 
the growth of the ET market turnover in recent years even ranze from 30 per cent to SO per cent annually. So 
far, the main beneficiaries of increased action taken to fight pollution in Thailand were companies from Japan, 
the USA and Europe which hold a combined market share of around 70 per cent of the Thai ET market (with 
25 per cent each for Japan and the USA and some 20 per cent for Europe). A further 10 per cent of the market 
is h~ld by companies from East and South-East Asian countries with Singapore alone accounting for a market 
share of arour.d S per cent. Thai companies were only able to cover about 20 per cent of the fast growing Thai 
ET market." 

Although progress is being made, the actual amounts spent for pollution control are still mode&t despite 
massive increases, and the technologies used have as yet little to do with the concept or ·c1eaner productiun·. 
especially in small and medium sii.ed industries. Industrial pollution is still largely considered to be a mere end
of-pipe problem with end-of-pipe technology being used to mitigate the effects of industriAI pollution instead 
of cleaner production technologies which redur..e pollution. 
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1.2 Water Pollution 

Environmental surveys clearly indicate that major rivers which drain into the Inner Gulf such as the ChlO 
Pbraya. the M11e Klong and the Ta Chin, are severely polluted. mostly by domestic and industrial sewage 
(fable 1-2). This is no longer •on1y· an environmental problem but increa.sint'i a he.alth problem as well, 
affecting large sections of the Thai population. Although recognizing the importance of domestic sewage, the 
govanment identified industrial plants as prime ~ of water pollution. 16 This would however include 
pollutian by fertilizers and pestic:des as well as sewage by domestic households using industrial products. 
Recent studies attribute 25 per cent of total waler pollutiOG to the industrial sector. 17 While some progress 
has been made in reducing waste-water output of (large-scale) industry in Thailand in recent years waler quality 
in many Thai rivers. particularly the Chao Pbraya ...i ThA-.:'.hin. G well as along COtita1 areas where industrial 
establishments are located, deteriorated significantly durir:~ the 1970s and 1980s, below acceptable standards 
for consumption. fisheries and even industrial use. 11 

Water pollution is usually determined by the amount of biological oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical 
oxygen demand (COD), faecal coliform baclerC, the level of acidity, the amount of phosphorus and the oil and 
grease content. As far as data are available, they all indicate a significant deterioration of Thailand's rivers. As 
in many other cowitries the main sources of nutrient pollution and eutrophication are not industrial discharges 
but domestic sewage and agricultural wastes whose discharge is less strictly controlled. Although limited 
inrrease in fertiliDtion actually benefits fisheries through increased food supply, over-fertili:zation gives rise 
to excessive al~l blooms which not only endangers fisheries but also reduces the rivers' ability to neutralize 
industrial waste biologically. 

The Chao Pbtaya - a major river which runs through the Bangkok Metropolitan Area - has dissolved oxygen 
(DO) levels of 0.2 mg/I in its lower section, i.e. it is almost anaerobic. In the Seventh Development Plan the 
Thai Government aims at an increase of DO levels to 4 mg/I by 1996. The dirtiest rivers in developed countries 
on average have DO levels at around 7 mg/I, in developing countries the dirtiest rivers - on average - still have 
DO levels above 4 mg/I. 19 One of the dirtiest rivers in Europe, the Rhine. for instance, still had 4 mg/I of DO 
at the time of its strongest pollution in 1972. Its water quality had improved to 9 mg/I by 1986 after major 
efforts to reduce wastewater inflow. The extremely bad water quality of the Chao Pbraya and other rivers are 
however not only the consequence of high levels of pollution: they also lack water due to severe droughts which 
have incRaSed in intensity in recent years as a result of widespread deforestation, negatively affecting the 
country's fragile eco-system. 

The extremely low levels of dissolved oxygen go hand in hand with high levels of coliform bacteria (the 
indicator used to measure pathogenic bacteria) of more than 700,000 per 100 ml in the lower section of the 
Chao Pbraya. Only a few rivers in the world surpass the 100.000 limit. In most countries rivers have a 
concentration of coliform bacteria of less than 10,000 per 100 mt.» In order to be considered •c1ean· the 
concentration should not surpass S.000 per 100 ml. An analysis of water samples taken from the river showed 
the existence of Vibrio leptospira (causing acute diarrhoea), Candidada albicans (causing skin disease). and 
Hepatitis virus A.11 

The situation of th~ Tha-chin river is not much better. It has a itimilar problem of very low dissolved oxygen 
levels in its lower section (DO of 0.8) and overall high levels of coliform bacteria (around 240,000 in its middle 
sectio.1 and still more than 160.000 in its lower section). The Mae Klong and the Bang Pakong rivers - although 
far from clean - come at least close to levels of pollution which can be regarded as acceptable. 

Recent reports have ciassified the Ping river as far below standard. The river is affected by pollution from 
households, resorts. condominiu~. restaurants as well as some SO factories which dump their untreated waste 
directly into the river.= Apart from deforestation which in times of drought has redu;ed flow from the 
watershed and thus the river's capacity, water from the river is being drained for use in unmonitored ways. This 
has resulted in a reduction of its siu by one third and a corresponding increase in the concentration of 
rollutants. %) 
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Tlble 1-2: Wllter ~llty of •Jor Ttt.I riven, 1987-1989 

Standard 1987 1988 1989 

-
DO BOO Total DO BOO Total DO BOO Total DO BOO Total 

(119/l) (1119/l) Col ifor11 (1119/L) (mg/l) Col lfor111 (1119/L) (mg/L) Col I fonn (1119/L) (mg/L) Col I form 
(MPN/100IN.) (MPN/ 1 ODIN.) ( MPN/ 1 ODIN.) ( MPN/ 1 OOlllt.) 

ChllO Phraya 
Upper 6 1.5 5,000 5.7 1.6 8,000 5.2 1. 7 8,200 5.8 1.0 18,666 
Middle 4 2 20,000 3.0 1.8 29,000 3.4 1.8 13,000 2.4 2.4 35,000 
Lower 2 4 n.a. 0.3 4.0 71,000 0.8 3.8 242,000 0.2 2.8 705,000 

Thllchir. 
Upper 6 1.5 5,000 5.1 2.7 91,666 5.0 2.0 24,000 5.0 2.9 24,000 
Middle 4 2 20,000 1.0 2.4 39,500 1.6 2.8 160,500 1.6 2.6 240,000 
Lower 2 4 n.a. 0.6 4.0 92,400 0.5 3.6 164,000 0.8 2.7 161,000 

MH IClong 4 2 20,000 5.0 2.2 53,300 5.1 1 .8 23, 100 5.3 2.0 25,800 

Ieng Pakong 4 2 20,000 3.7 1.3 9,680 3.6 1. 7 9,314 4.1 1.2 9,800 

ls!!.!!:ll: Nationel Envirorwent loard (1990). 
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Such water pollution does not only affect the country's rivers but also its coastline. It is thus - inter 
alia - also e threat to Thailand's booming tourist industry. Red tide outbreaks in the Gulf of Thailand 
have already been reported. While not yet fully studied, environmental degradation was obviously a major 
cause. Pattaya and Phulcet, Thailand's two major developed coastal tourist resorts, have been declared 
•special pollution control zones•, giving increased powers to the authorities to talce action. 

As pointed out earlier, the largest burden for these rivers in terms of BOD load bas - so far - been 
wastewater discharged from domestic and agricultural r.oun:es. For the Mae Klong river it bas been 
calculated that about 93 per cent of total BOD loading resulted from domestic wastewater (1990). The 
corresponding figure for the Chao Phraya river was about 75 per cent, and the Bang Palcong river and 
TUchin river also showed significant amounts of BOD loading from agricultural and domestic sources. 
Only 3-5 per cent of domestic urban wastewater in Bangkok undergoes treatment before discharge111 

-

significantly less than in the industrial sector. 

This should not be used as an excuse to ignore industrial pollution. As mentioned above, studies 
indicate that industrial wastewater accounts for about 25 per cent of the total wastewater volume and BOD 
load in Thailand. Of all factories in Thailand, 44 per cent ,_.~ consich:red significant •water polluting 
industries• in 1989, as opposed to 31 per cent a decade earlier. The number of watr.r-polluting factories 
more than tripled during the decade. Water-polluting industries doubled their output between 1979 and 
1989. 25 The increasing number of small and medium sized enterprises does not make the task of 
pollution prevention and control any simpler. 

Various attempts have been made to estimate the amount of pollutants being discharged into the 
country's water system by industry. The most widely quoted country-wide study is that undertalcen by 
the Office of the National Environment Board in the mid- l 980s. According to that study, based on data 
of 1986, i.e. before the latest industrial boom had talcen place, about 516,000 tonnes of organic 
substances were discharged every year into Thailand's water system by industry. The highest BOD load 
was found in the Bang Pakong river, closely followed by the Chao Phraya river, the East Coast Gu!f, 
and the Mun.16 

Conventional industrial BOD loading is primarily caused by sugar, tapioca, distillery and brewery, 
pulp and paper, mono-sodium glutamate as well as rubber factories. The total number of these factories 
was about 1,300 in 1989. It is estimated that these industries alone discharged about O.S million tonnes 
of BOD into the rivers in 1991; unless major attempts at reduction are made, a further increase to about 
1.9 million tonnes by the year 2010 is to be expected 
(Table 1-3). 

Combining reports on BOD load (based on the 1986 figures provided by the DIW) and statistics of 
Thailand's industrial structure (based on UNIDO's global econometric database) it can be sten that food 
processing and beverages were not only responsible for the highest levels of conventional water pollution 
in absolute terms; they also showed high BOD/MV A or BOD/employee ratios. To a slightly lesser 
degree, this was also true for the paper industry. (See Table 1-4.) 

These results reflect the situation in the mid 1980s. It has to be pointed out that significant 
improvements have taken place since, as water treatment systems became DK>re widely spread in the 
country, also in processing plants. Furthermore, the comparison may be misleading insofar as only BOD 
load (i.e. "conventional pollution") is measured. The chemical industry and other industries which are 
heavy users of chemicals, such as textiles, tanning, electronics etc., in addition pollute rivers with far 
more hai.ardous waste, which will be discussed lAter. 

The majority of polluting industries are located in the Bangkok Metropolitan Area and nearby 
provinces, including Ayuthaya and Pathumthani Samutpralcam. Many industries in these provinces 
discharge large volumes of wastewater into the Chao Phraya which contributes to the extremely low water 
quality of that river, especially in its lower section and during periods of drought. 
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Table 1-3: 9'11jor hdatrfal polluters ..t ICI) loadings (1991-2010) -I rd.ls try 19891' 1991 1996 2001 2006 2010 

N"'*>er Workers 

Sugar 508 30,443 153, 740 232,425 321,089 436,445 565,811 

Pulp and paper 234 17,849 102, 711 161,991 233,460 331,051 443,955 

R\tiler 44 10,381 96,526 137,525 1n,664 225' 155 276,039 

levera~s 31 17,376 91,2n 130,947 171,303 220,496 273,656 

l8PiOCa 142 14,249 40,245 61,780 86,661 119,610 156,972 

Sleughter 57 5,018 15,482 18,211 19,575 20,702 21 ,957 
- - - - I 

C'"'9d fish and crustaceans 50 5,902 10,910 15,619 20,432 26,300 32,641 

Tarwiery 143 1,627 10,628 20,863 40,341 78,353 136,258 

C'"'9d pineeppleb/ 131 51,597 3,716 4,642 5,299 5,952 6,625 

!/ D•t• taken from the Departinent of lnilatrial W0rk1 datablise. 
Ii!/ N"91ber of factories and worker• repre1ent1 all ca!Yled fruit & vegetable• 
ird.lstries. 
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Tlbl• 1·4: llodl9ie11l ~ 0-.I (IOD) lo.t frcm i,...try (Mlected i,...tri•> (1986) 

Food 
leverages 
THtlles 
WHrlng ~rel 
Wood Md cork 
P~r Md peper 
procM:tl 

Ch•ic.l procM:tl 
•~r procM:tl 
Mon11etallic •lneral 
procM:tl 

Transport equti:.ent 
Miscellaneous 
Others !~tries 
51.*>total • •in ... ter 
polluting l~trlff 

All ....._.fec:turlng 

ICID (tomes) 

288,786 
203,468 

9,409 
3 

1,409 

11,463 
2,138 

549 

11 
38 

109 .. 
516,381 .. 

In percentlte 
nf 11.*>totll 

55.9 
39.4 
1.6 
o.o 
0.3 

2.2 
0.4 
o. 1 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

100.0 

MVA In 11110 
S (current 

pr I CH) 

2,395 
771 

1,288 
1 ,045 

190 

126.2 
376.2 

205 

306 
464 
601 

3,767 

7,767 
11,534 

100/MVA workforce 

121 500,600 
264 59,970 

7 315,000 
0 324,700 
7 50,230 

91 27,480 
6 53,220 
3 31I79Q 

0 20,670 
0 51,490 
0 7,740 

66 1,441,990 .. 1,990,300 

!!!YC£!1: Oepert111nt of !~trial works, quoted In TDRI, The Greening of Thal l~try: ProcM:lnt More Incl Polluting 
Less, 1990; UlllOO Global EconoMtrlc DatabeH 1993. 

ICID t/~loyee 

0.59 
3.45 
0.03 
o.oo 
0.03 

0.42 
0.04 
0.02 

o.oo 
0.00 
0.01 

0.36 
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The govemment bas alrady racted md swted to a:tively monitor lbe effluents from factories. But wilh 
more than 100,000 r.ctories in lbe COUDlry lbe last is immmse. apecially given lbe limited human md 6mnciaJ 
resoura:s. In 1984. lbe Office of N~ Environment Doud (ONEB) drafted so-called •stream standards·. 
wbicb became a useful instrumm.1 for stream classification md monitoring. Effluents from factories are geaerally 
sampled md malpal quarterly 10 check compliance wilb lbe Ministry of Industry's (MOI) slaDliards. For 
specific localiolls wilh serious water pollution. more frequent sampliGg has been inlroduccd. In mddilioa. all 
industrial polluters have lo install suitable wasacwaaer IR:almenl f-.:alities to obtain operating permits from lbe 
DIW. which are lhert nlid for a period of 3 ye.rs. As a result. over 80 per cenl of tbe r.ctories in Tbaibmd 
are reported to have installed some kind of wastewater babnent system.~ All large industries employ 
wastewater babnent processes in order to coq>ly wilh lbe effluent stmdards established by lbe MOI. Non
compliaoce bas already led to a number of temporary closures of factories. 

Thai factories mainly use activated sl...., systems. aerated lagoons and various types of cbemical systems 
for tralmeOt. First promising results have also been acbieved by experimenting wilh biogas systems. Rccendy. 
the Committee of the Science Society of Thailand bas called for an increasing change to •bio-tecbnological 
processes· for pollution reduction. 3 

Aa:onling to information provided by the MOI. about 90 per cent of organic substances from large factories 
on lbe Chao Praya river are now ~ved by wastewater IRatment processes. Agro-industrial plants have 
especially reduced pollution significantly since the early 1980s. mainly through the inlroductioo of oxidation 
tanks. resulting in a 60-90 per cent reduction of these factories• BOD lolld. However. Ibis only applies to large 
and medium-siad factories which are officially registered. The situation is different for small industrial 
entaprises. Thus. it was reported that in the late 1980s the majority of lbe then DKR than 23.000 factories in 
Bangkok still discharged their wastewater into rivers and cmals without ldequale treatment. 29 Allbough that 
percentage may have decrased in the 1990s. the waste-water problem is far from being solved. Many 
wastewater treatment systems are in practice either not operational or inadequate. Most of Bangkok's industrial 
v/ISleWater is still discharged in untreated or only partially treated form inlo public watas. • 

Various governmental agencies, including the MOI. Ministry of Public Heallh (MOPH) and the ONEB 
conduct water quality monitoring. The MOI is responsible for industrial effluent monitoring throughout 
Thailand. De facto priority bas been placed in effluent quality monitoring wilhin and around the Bangkok area 
given the high level of industrialization and contamination in that area. At the nexl stage, however. increased 
monitoring of factories outside Jie Bangkok area will become unavoidable if tbe laws are to be properly 
enforced. II bas also to be noticed that few efforts have been made so far to regulate and check the discharge 
of domestic 'leWage. which partly cffsets progras made to reduce industrial effluents. 

The cbanlcteristics of lhe wastewater differ strongly depending upon lhe type of industry. lhe major water 
pollutants discharged from factories still being organic substances. However. as the industrial structure changes. 
the pollutants are likely to become more aggressive and thus in many cases DKR dangerous. The share of 
lwardous-waste generating factories has increased from 29 per cent in 1979 ro 58 per cenl in 1989.Jt Growth 
industries which would contribute to higher shares of highly toxic chemicals and heavy metals include 
electronics. plastic products. rubber products. leather and leather goods industries, as well as transport 
equipmenc. paper and paper products and chemicals. 

Section I .S will discuss both fluid and solid hu.ardous waste& in more detail. In lhe present context however 
ic should be pointed out thal manufacturing is likely to bcr.ome increasingly a source of effluents containing 
heavy metal. So far, the concentration of heavy metals in biological samples has been within safety limits and 
agriculture is lhe main source (through pesticides, and especially fungicides). But lhe discovery of natural gas 
in the Gulf of Thailand in the late 1980s has boosted heavy industry on the Eastern Seaboard Area and heavier 
pollution of the coa.<>tal line with heavy metals seems to be only a question of time - unless environmental 
standards are strictly adhered to. 

Hazardous wastewater is also generated by several industries which are already well established in Thailand 
such as electroplating, dyeing, metal smelting and the chemical industries. It may come as a surprise chat so
called •clean industries• such as electronics which are likely to play an increasingly important role are also 
sources of haz.ardous wastewater. But the electronics industry is highly chemical intensive, using a wide ranae 
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of toxic chemicals in the various phases of the manufacturing process such u cleaning. diffusion. chemical 
VllpOUI' deposition md etching (u in lbe case of semiconductM lllllDufacturing). A large quantity of solvads mid 
clcw:rs is used to keep the wort place cle:m. Major hazardous wastes gmented include chlorinared solvenlS. 
faons. pbotoresist ~. contaminaled VKUU111 pump oil. copper ddwlts. chromic and fluoroboric Kids. 
solder Shippers. fusing fluids, waste oils de. i: (Sec also cmpter- 4 of this report). 

In oCher' words. structural change is likely 10 reduce the share of BOD (•conventional pollutiOla-) bul DOC 

likely IO reduce lbe overall enviroommlal burden. It may be assumed that in future Thailand's waler bodies 
will haw to cope with more toxic effluents. unless strong md long-felm ~ policies force compmies 
to minimize the toxic content of wastew8la' from lbe very begiaDing of industrial operations. 

1.3 Air Pollution 

Like water pollution. air pollution bas incmiscd dramatically in recent years. Over the 1981-1991 period 
emissions of SPM (suspended particulate matter) increased by arowd 3S per cenl, of CO: by some 90 per c:mt. 
SO: by some 170 per c:mt and NO. by some 2SO per c:mt. Although air pollution is a serious problem. it is -
so far -still largely coocentntcd in certain areas of the country. aoeably Bangkok. In 1991 CO: emissions per 
lad for Thailand as a whole were about 1.9 tonnes per year. signifiantly below the world average (S tonnes) 
and below emissions of lll05I West Eu:ropem countries. 

C~ growth (6.S per c:mt p.a.) however was not only slighdy above lbe East Asian average. but far higher 
lban in ckYeloped countries (0.S per cent p.a.).» An intematioul comparison of~ in NO •• SPM and 
SO: emmions shows an even worse picture for Thailand. although dala covering the same lime period are not 
available. Over the 1970.1990 period. emissions of NO. incn:ased by 0.6 per cent p.a. in OECD countries. 
compared with incRUeS of 9.6 per ceol p.a. in Thailand (1981-1991). This is mainly caused by the dramatic 
e:1pasioa of car traffic. Emissions of SPM declined by 4.S per c:mt p.a. (1970.1990) in the OECD while 
Thailand experienced annual increases of some 3 per ceot (1981-1991 ). 

A similar situation aists for SO: emissions which have dramatically increased in Thailand due to the 
e:1cessive use of cheap lignite for fuel. Lignite bas the lowest cost per kilo tonnes of oil equivalent but emits 
more gaseous pollution than any other fuel type:w: 4-S times more SO:. l .S times more NO. and twice as much 
SPM as coal. While emissions from so. declined by 2.3 per cent p.a. (1970.1990) in the OECD. Thailand 
suffered growth rates of S.S per cent p.a. (1981-1991)." 

While Thailand experiences dangerously high air pollution growth rates, with air pollution reaching or 
surpassing safety limits for human health in some areas, notably in Bangkok, data suggest that traffic is the main 
cause. Lead concentrations, for instance, increased more than five-fold during the 1980s, resulting in blood lead 
levels ranging from 16-40 ug/deciliter, i.e. more than three times the level in developed countries. During the 
same period, carbon mono:1ide emissions in Bangkok increased si~ limes IO a mnimum of S3 mg/m3

, slightly 
surpassing the NEB (National Environment Board) standard of SO mg/hour. In terms of SPM, Bangkok's 
industrial areas show values of some 240 microgrammes/m3• Only a few towns in China, Iran and Malaysia a~-e 
reported to show similar or worse figures. lo all other countries, SPM levels are significantly lower. The 
situation is better in residential areas of Bangk .... , where •on1y• some JOO micrograms per cubic meter of SPM 
are measured - which is still up to twice the developed country level. On the other hand, the annual mean 
concentration of 501 (14 to 15 microgrammestm,) in residential areas in Bangkok (1987-1990) is rather low 
compared to many other towns in developed and developing countries, where concentrations of 40 to SO 
microgrammes/m, are no exception.,. 

A statistical analysis of pollution data (502, N02, C02, SPM) shows that industry, excluding energy 
production, plays a major role in the country's pollution only with respect to suspended particulate matters 
(SPM: 57 per cent of total) (estimates for 1991). On the other hand, the shares for industry (excl. energy 
production), according to 1991 estimates by the TORI, are rather low for NO. (13 per cent), S02 (22 per cent) 
and C01 (23 per cent). Apart from SPM, the share of manufacturing in total pollution is below its share in 
GDP, especially in the case of NO. (see Table 1-S and Anne:1 - Tablea A-1 to A-8). 
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Table 1-S: Air pollution ol i!ldastrial subsecmrs 

1991 esti•te 1991 esti•te 1991 esti1111te 1991 esti•te 
for SO: for ~ for CO: for SAi 

Tonnes awe Tonnes Shart Thouund ~re Tonnes ~re Air 
tonnes pollutian 

(~ilhted __ , 
Tabl 918.99' 531.IM 111.16.l 650.53Z 

., .. ,eta 20.8 u.8 22.1 53.8 Z7.1 
-U.cturin1 in 
mrcewt 

llmufmcturirw 201.681 100.0 63.05 100.0 2'.529 100.0 349.mrr 100.0 100.0 

• Food 34.741 17.2 15.045 ZS.7 12.n: 51.9 127.353 36.4 32.3 

• Tutile 30,225 15.0 3,818 6.1 1,553 6.3 3.780 1.1 7.1 

• UOOd 2.249 '-1 355 0.6 m 1.0 430 0.1 0.7 

• p_,- 17. 123 8.5 5,446 8.6 997 4.1 28.294 8.1 7.3 

• Chaicals 7,049 3.5 1,886 3.1 1,095 4.5 3,691 1.1 3.0 
(Ucl. oil 
refinina> 

• lon·metal 85.024 '2.2 D.216 52.4 6.349 25.9 181,402 51.9 '3.1 

• Basic •tal 8,640 4.3 1,495 2.4 587 '-4 3, 153 0.9 2.5 

• Other 16,630 8.3 2.173 J.4 992 4.0 1.703 0.5 4.1 

!S!!!:£!!: TDRI. The Greening of Tllai lnclatry: Prcdating ~and polluting less. langltolt 1990. 
P.· 17. 111100. Globel Econmetric Database 1993 • 
., The calculation of economic grOllth rates was t.ased on ti• series of MVA expressed in def lated 
1990 US·dol lar. 

Around 14 per cat of MVA is produced by air-polluting industries3' as compared to around 40 per cent 
of MV A produced by water-polluting industries. Industrial air-pollution is thus still less of a threat than water 
pollution. But it is growing; major air-polluting factories accounted for 21 per cat of all fllCtOries in the lale 
1980s, up from IS per cat a decade earlier. Air-polluting factories doubled their output over the 1979-1989 
period. The number of air-polluting factories, however, more than tripled over the 1979 - 1989 period, 
indicating a fast rise in ·sma.11 polluters• which have remained largely uncbcclted so far. 

Overall it can be said that the major air-polluting industries are those using fossil fuels as energy sources. 
In the Bangkok Metropolitan Area and vicinity (Bangkok, Samut Prakam, Pathum 'fbani, Naltbon Pathom, 
Nontha Buri and Semuit Sakhon) a total of 27,000 factories exist with about S,000 boilers using all types of 
fuels (mosCly fuel oil). The total use of fuel oil in the area is approximately 400 million lit~ per month, of 
which about 60 per cent is used for electricity generation and the remainder for manufacturing purposes. 

Industrial fuel use alone generates about 7,200 tonnes of S02, 90 tonnes of C01, 990 tonnes of NO., and 
180 tonnes of SPM per month. Additional air pollution is caused by such industries as ICeel milling in the 
Samut Pralcam area, fishmeal plants (odours) and furniture manufacturers. However, air pollurion from 
industrial activiries has so far not been a real health threar, with the ex<.eption of the case of SO: emissions from 
the Mae Moh Power Planr in the north of Thailand in 1992/93 when people of several villages suffered from 
respiratory problems. 

In general, the problem of air pollution srems from the lack of capaciry ro enforce air pollution regulations 
u well as from poor area planning, in particular in Bangkok. A formal emission srandard for industries has not 
yer been adopted by the Minisrry of Industry. Deci,ions are made on case by case basis, leaving many sources 
of pollurion unrouched. 
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The main sources of industrial air pollution are fuel use and process emissions. At present there are very few 
emission controls for fuel users. The main problems result from high sulphur content of fuels (which also 
c:oatnlJUles lo acid rain) as well as inefficient boilers and bmers. In addition. in areas such as the Samut 
Prabm Industrial District south of Bangkok. sbCks have been found lo be rather low which inds lo a strong 
concentntioo of gases in the immedi•te neighbourt.ocd of factories. Given the proximity to residential areas. 
mny people therefore suffer from the pollutioa caosed by industrial fuel use. 

The ma.i->r emissions from maauc.:turiag processes aR dust from steel and cement mdmtries (notably the 
51ee1 industry in Samut Prabm) and from cement ad rock cruslling industries in Sara ::iuri in the central part 
of Thailand. Since these industries are usimly rather large (wilil the excepcion of the met crushing industries) 

they can afford lo have pollution control equipnlmt 

1bere is also the odour problem. mainly in coanectioo 11-ilh ~- Fishmeal and tapioca pelletizing 
plaals are good examples. The technology ID solve lhe ~problem is usually not easily available as this type 
of fxtories is not very common in developed countries. Thus inexpensive. ready made solutions do not exist. 

A ~ serious problem is odour from solvents. Especially in the cities, where small industries thrive, 
odours from solvents (e.g. ~ usal for furniture mating and fiber glass c.ar bodies) cause problems which 
have only recendy been given altcntion. Apart from relocalioo, the solution is lo install •arter burners• or 
carbon absorption units, but these tend to be too expensive fur small scale enterprises. They thus find it hard 
lo comply with enviroomcotal standards. Moreover, while govemmental agencies have gained experience in 
enforcing regulatioos in large industries, intenlclion with SSI is still far from effective. This incm&singly creates 

problems as the number of ·51m11 polluters• is rising fast. 

In order lo determine the air pollution impact of industrial growth, the •pollution elasticil} of MV A growth• 
WIS calculated (fable I~). In terms of this indicator, indusb'y actually fared rather well durir·g the 1981-1991 
period. One per cent growth in MV A only led to an increase in industrial ~of O.BS per cent while I per cmt 
growth of GDP increased SO: pollution by 1.25 per cmt. Figures for industrial CO: emissions similarly ooJy 
iocRased by 0. 76 per cmt for each per cmt MV A growth. NO: elasticity WIS also better than average although 
above I. Figures for total suspended particulate matters however were very unfavourable, a I per cent growth 
of MV A leading to an increase of 1.57 per cent of SPM while I per cent growth of GDP only increased SPM 
by 0.63 per cent during the decade. 

Overall, the increase of yollution per unit of MV A growth was less for energy production activities {powu 
generation, refining) than for manufacturing activities as such, indicating that in energy production larger 
production units led lo both economies of scale and the faster introduction of basic emission control equipment. 
More importantly, the figures also seem to reflect that rovemment pRSSUre to contain air pollution was :;tronger 
on the power sector than on manufacturing, which is a less serious polluter, as pointed out above. Nevertheless, 
in absolute terms energy production remains the heavier polluter. The low price of lignite does not motivate 
energy producers to switch ov~ to less pollutmg altematives and has even prompted manufae&uring enterprises 
lo convert their boilers to the use of cheap lignite. 

A breakdown of total emission volumes by industrial subscctors reflects the strength of different industrial 
subsectors. The country's largest industrial subsector, food processing, is also the largest single air polluter in 
the manufacturing sector. For SO: and CO: - according lo TORI estimates - the second largest polluter is 
teltiles, and for NO. and SPM the paper industry. 

The highest growth rates for pollution between 1986 and 1991 were registered for 502 in wood processing, 
non-metallic minerals and chemicals, for N01 and CO: in paper, non-metallic minerals and chemicals, and for 
SPM in non-metallic minerals, paper, textiles and chemicals. 'The lowest increase in all four types of pollutants 
investigated occurred in food processing. 
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Tlble 1-6: Air pollutian el•ticity ratio 

~ 
.,_ mi SPiii Air pollutio>~ 

elasticity of elasticity of IWA elasticity of lllVA elasticity of IWA elasticity of 
IWA IWA (unweig.'lted 

avg.) 

llllufecturirw 1.13 1.26 o.m 1.2' 1.13 

of •id9: 

• Food 0.92 0.815 0.81 0.85 0.87 

• Textile 0.97 1.01 0.96 1.44 1.10 

- Uood 1.41 1.18 1.02 0.95 1.14 

• Pm»r 1.38 2.43 1.57 4.~ 2.35 

• a.e.icals <excl. 1.54 t.49 1.35 1.06 1.36 
oil refinins> 

• lon·•tal 1.20 1.54 1.06 3.79 1.90 

• -.Sic •tal 0.95 1.06 1.04 1.32 1.09 

!!!!:m: TDll. The Greening of Tllai lrdlstry: ProcM:ing more and polluting less. Bangkok 1990. p. 17. 
llllDO. Globel Econcmetric Datlbase 1993. 

-

These figun:s partly reflect the growth of different industries in the 1980s. In order lo determine the ·mviroomental 
efficiency• of growth. i.e. growth with the lowest~ in pollution. the elasticities for S02• N02• C02 md SPM were 
cakulated. The pollution elsicity for S02 was highest ( l .S4 per cml) in chemicals. suggesting that production increases were 
DOC llCbieved in •mvironmeolally efficient• ways. Bad results were also rcgislered for wood processing md the paper industry. 
Increases in the output of food processing md 1e.11iles, on the other band. seem lo have been less damaging lo the environment 
in terms of S02 output with elaslicity ratios of 0.92 and 0.97, respectively. 

NO. elasticity shows a similar picture. Paper. noa-mctal products (which includes the cement industry) md chemicals had 
very high pollution elasticity rates (above 2) while food processing, followed by textiles, fared agiUo rather well with ratios 
close lo I, indicating 1n increase in pollution in line with economic growth. 

The only deviation from the general picture was found with respect lo SPM pollution. Once again food processing fared 
well while paper production u well u noa-metallic products showed very bad results. However, in this case textiles had an 
elasticiry ratio of about l.S, worse than the chemi~ sector which came close lo I. 

Summarizing the above results in a combined air-pollution elaslicity index (unweighted average of SOz, NO., C02 and SPM 
elasticiry mios), ii is clear that - so far - pollution growth bas remainc:d lower than MV A growth only in food proceasing. 
All other industrial subsecton seem lo have increased production in environmentally inefficient ways. The highest air pollution 
elasticiry ratios (i.e. the lowest degrer'$ of mvimnmental efficiency) were recorded in the paper industry, followed by the DOD· 

metallic minerals industry ( canenl) and the chemical industry. Proportionate increases of pollution md industrial growth were 
registered in textiles and in basic metal industries; in the latter case this reflects increased use of air pollution control 
equipment in n:cent yean. 

1.4 Solid Waste1 

Where Thai local authorities have waste collection services, these normally take care of industrial solid waste u well. 
However, some specific types of solid wale, such u large quantity process waste, baurdoua waste, etc. must be disposed 
of by industries themselves. The problems of industrial solid waste often start with lbe lack of information concemin1 ill 
quantity and quality, in particular its loxic con1en1. Resulta of random te&tin1 of locations in different indu~rial areas in and 
around Banpok in late 1992 by a US environmental en1ineerin1 consul, incy firm showed hiJh c:oncentrati005 of heavy metal 
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Waste disposa! of industries operating in industrial estates is usually better coatrollcd. solid waste disposal l>eiDg carried 
out by the industrial estates. Normally. the industrial estates employ solid waste landfill ad/oe incineralors foe disposal. Some 
ind\.'strial estates also have the municipality handle their solid wast~ disposal. Handling of aoe major type of solid waste. 
excess sludge from wastewater treatment plants. has already lxx:on: • a serious problem for luge industrial estates due to the 
lack of land for controlled sludge disposal. 

l.S Huardous Waste 

The manufacturing sector is by far the largest generator of baurdous waste in Thailand. In terms of volume, 90 per cent 
of all hazardous waste is generated by manufacturing. In the mid 1980s. 1.2 million tonnes/year of bazudous waste were 
rroduced by the 14 branches which are the major sources of this waste. By the early 1990s, estimafe.s bad risen to 2 million 
tonnes and it is feared that the volume of hazardous wastes ~ill be some 6 million toanes by lbe year 2001 (T.ble 1-7). 

At 15 per cent, the annual growth rate of haurdous waste exceeds the overall growth rate of industrial output. Thai 
manufacturing, as pointed out before, is still largely cbaracteriz.cd by the absence of •cteao ltdmologies• which could help 
to prevent or at least minimize such waste. Willa 1. far smaller production base than Japan. the sector generates more baz.ardous 
waste than the manufacturing industry of Asia's economic superpower.,. Table 1-8 prcscots the cbaracteristics and quantity 
of hazardous wastes from major industries in Thailand. Nearly two-thirds of all regisecr~ factories in Thailand produce some 
kind of hazardous waste. aod about 17,000 factories are estimated to be heavy polluters. 

By far lhe largest single element of hazardous waste are heavy melal sludg~ which ICCOUDl for more than 70 per cent of 
total hazardous waste volume, followai by oils, acid wastes, infectious waste and solvents which account foe some 25 per cent. 
Heavv metal sludges are mainly generated by basic metal industries (nearly 90 per cent). Around 70 per cent of acid waste 
is accuuntcd for by the manufacture of fabricai.,d products and 25 per cent by electrical machinery. including electronics. 
Pollution with solvents occurs in nearly all industries but plays a major role in lhe printing • .,-per. machinery md chemicals 

Tlble 1-7: ~ of projected hazanlDus -te ~ities by -te t,.,e 

waste Type Hazardous Waste Quantities (tonnes/year) 

1986 1991 1996 2001 

Oils 124, 194 219,467 387,893 686,358 

Liquid Organic Residues 187 311 522 876 

Organic Sludges' Solids 3,737 6,674 11,951 21,533 

Inorganic Sludges ' Sol ids 11,698 19,254 32,043 54,080 

Heavy Metal Sludges ' 823,869 1,4"7,590 2,536,030 4,418,030 
Solids 

Solvents 19,783 36, 163 66,532 124,306 

Acid Wastes 81,051 125,428 196,510 311,714 

Alkaline Wastes 21,952 J4,235 54,024 86, 198 

off Spec prOlb:ts 12 25 52 107 

PCB - 'i - - • 
Aqueous Organic Residues 116 242 499 1,037 

Photo Wastes 8.820 16,348 30,398 57,809 

Mu'licipal wastes 7,231 11, 787 19,090 31,093 

Infectious wastes 46 674 76,078 123,219 200.~ 

Total 1,151,729 1,993,602 3,458,763 5,993,840 

'i AssU11e1 no PCB .. terials i~rted into Thailand after 1975. 
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Tlble 1·1: ll1Hrdaul ... te fr• •Jor tia.try <1901>, •ti•t• 

lnllatry Oils Liquid Org1nlc Inorganic Heavy Met. Solvent Acid Alkal lne Off Spec. PCB Aqueous Photo Total 
Organic Sludge Sludge Sludge w11te W11te Prod. Organic W11te 

Wlltt 

Buie •t•l . . . . 1,310,720 . . . . . . . 1,310, 720 
inllatry 
F8bric1te proctx:ts 1,860 . . 6,991 80,305 831 80,868 20,838 . . . . 191 ,693 
Transport equipment 102,663 . . 2,209 . 5,397 660 . . . . . 110,929 
Electric1l 1,261 . . 3, 166 35,463 778 36,686 9,500 . . . . 86,854 
mc:hinery 
Ch•lc1l proctx:ts 27,462 311 4,830 1,540 17,656 3,984 5,822 3,311 25 . 242 . 65, 183 
Mlchinery 43,340 . . 281 . 6,364 6 288 . . . . 51 ,278 
Te•tiles 30,702 . . . . . . . . . . . 30,702 
Printing, . . 1,342 . . 8,652 . . . . • 16,348 26,342 
fl'blishing, •l lied 
R\j)ber-~r 7,869 . . . . 6,950 . . . . . . 14,819 
proctx:ts 
Petroleu11 proctx:ts 2,357 . 75 . . 2,870 . . . . . . 5,301 
Miscell9neOUS nee. 930 . 427 1,224 1,031 327 . . . . . . 3,939 
Furniture • 23 . . 92 1,137 10 1,386 298 . . . . 2,946 
filltures 
WOod·cork . . . 2,678 . . . . . . . . 2,678 
Non11et1llic •iner1l . . . 1,076 . . . . . . . . 1,076 
leverage 
Weiring 1PP1rel 
Tobacco 
L11ther prod. • 
foot-r 
Food 

Tot1l 219,467 311 6,674 19,251 1,446,312 36, 163 125,428 34,235 25 . 242 16,348 , ,904,459 

~: Eminnrim Science, Inc. !l..!L. (1989). 
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industry which together are iupoosible foe about 90 per cent of this type of pollution. FOi' liquid organic residues. organic 
sludge. aqueous organic residues md off-spec products the chemical indmtry is the prime source. More than 70 per cent of 
organic ~udge is also genented by the chemical industry. Pollution with oil is again found in all industrial subsectors but 
tnnspol1 equipment md audiioery alone .xount for two-thirds of the total. followed by teitiles and cbemical~. acb of which 
is RSpOOSible fOI' about another 118 of total pollution. 

• ·' Location or PoUutiac Industries 

Rapid industrial growth has hem coocaltrmd in and around Bangkok Metropolitan Region (BMR), lugely due to the 
availability of better infrasttuctuR and an economic support system comisring of a large number of ~ md medium-simd 
enterprises which are both cost~ and flexible. guannreeiog industry a steady supply of inputs iDcludmg baic indusarial 
servic::es. The Bangkok Metropolitm Region and the adjacent provinces account foe more tbaa two-dairds '""° all registeml 
industrial enterprises. 

The Central Bangkok Region 9CCOUDIS for about half of lbe country"s total air pollution. Togelber with the surrounding 
ceutral region, Bangkok has a share of some 80 per cent of IOlal emissions. Over ~rds of the top five buudous waste 
producing industries, i.e. basic mdal industries. tnnsport equipment and vehicle assembly, electrical mw=hinery and 
dectronics, and chemicals (in particular agro-cbemicals) are found in and around Bangkok. The Bangkok Metropolitaa Region 
itself, with one-half of Thailand's industrial establishments. is estimated to produce more tbaa 70 per cent oflbailand"s toxic 
waste. This could however cbaage soon, as large-sale heavy industrial and petrochemical devdopmenls elsewbc:R, particularly 
oo the Eastern Seabord, have a high hazardous waste potential. 

Attempts made by the Government to decentralize industry, i.e. reduce its concentration in the Bangkok Metropolitan 
Region, JCe beginning to show results. ID 1991, 63 percent of the 1,062 newly registered industrial mtaprises were located 
outside the metropolitan IUQ. Bangkok itself accounted for ooly 20 per cent of newly registered industrial enterprises in 
Thailand in 1991 (see Table 1-9). 

To keep industrial pollution under c.ootrol while pursuing a policy of decentrali:r.ation, the Government encourages location 
of new enterprises outside Bangkok in designated Industrial Eslates. Implementation of this policy is in the bands of the 
Industrial Estates Authority (IEAT) aO'i the Board of Investment (801). The IEAT is respon.51"ble for the operations of 
industrial estates which are managed by the Government or by joint ventures, while the 801 promotes private industrial 
compounds. The estates are equipped with a variety of wastewater and solid waste disposal facilities. More details may be 
found in the sections on IEAT and 801 in Chapter 2. 

Table 1-9: Distribution of newly registend factories by region (1989-19'1) 

Region 1989 1990 1991 

Greater 19.72 20.09 19.84 
Bangkok 

Central 16.49 17.17 18.00 

Eastern 4.65 4.68 4.76 

North 16.14 IS.91 IS.80 

No~ 34.S4 33.70 33.08 

South 8.46 8.45 8.S2 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Computed from data of Factory Conlrol Division, 
Ministry of lnduslry. 
!f Excluding rice mills. 
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Table 1-11: NumLer ol industries mates under operalion by IEAT (end-1"1) 

lnclatriel Estate lhlltler of factories 

General incllstry z- EJqiort processing z-
<GTZ> (EPZ) 

1. Ieng Chen 38 0 

2. Ieng poo 1 224 44 

Ieng poo 2 86 0 

3. Let lrabeng 1-2 56 10 

Let ICrabeng 3 62 73 

4. lorthem Region 39 78 

5. Bang Phlee 110 0 

6. "8p Te Phut 39 0 

1. LMll Chabeng 38 33 

a. Well Grow 121 39 

9. Bangpekong 2 111 0 

10. lo-Win 1 33 37 

lo-Win 2 92 0 

11. Samit Sakhon 16 0 

12. Hi-Tech 55 55 

13. lenpe- in 52 44 

14. Seherettenakorn 41 19 

15 • llong ICee 69 37 

16. ICeeng !Choi 60 23 

17. Gate way 193 126 

18. Eastern 75 35 

Total 1,670 653 
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CHAPTER 2 

ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION, INSTITUl"IONAL FRAMEWORK AND 
INCENTIVE SYSTEM 

2.1 Relnant Legislation and Implementing Agencie 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Public coocem about rapid environmental degradation in Thailand became a political issue during the I 970s 
which bas gained in importance ever since. As a result. a number of environmental laws and notificatioos wa'C 

enacted, and other laws include environmental paragraphs. A list of these is given in Section 2.1.2.4. Three 
major laws with a direct impact on manufacturing will be reviewed in more detail: the •improvement and 
Conservation of National Environment Quality Act• (NEQA) (1975/1978/1992), the •factory Act• (196911992) 
and the •HaDnfous Substances Act• (1967/1992). 

1be impressive array of environmental laws and other n:gulations bas a number of shortcomings which will 
be dealt with later. However. one major point should be made here. Much of the relevant Thai legislation and 
many of the associated standards are based on US environmental n:gulations which are often too stringent to 
be enforceable, given the level of development of Thai companies. As a result. the regulations are often ignored 
altogether. and this seems to have been at least partly tolerated by the authorities in the past'. Strict legislation 
can only be efficient with adequate monitoring and enforcement. and authorities have only recently started to 
take a tougher stand against violations of environmental rules. 

The main agencies involved in the implementation of the regulations will also be discussed. 1bese are the 
National Environment Board (NEB) under the Ministry of Science and Technology and the Environment 
(MOSTE), and DIW. working under MOI. Other institutions dealing with specific environmental issues are the 
Board of Investment (801). the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand (IFCT). the Industrial Estates 
Authority of Thailand (IEAn. the Department of Health (DOH). the Public Works Department {PWD). the 
Office of Industrial Services and Waste Treatment as well as the Office of Toxic Substances (both under MOI), 
and the Office of the National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB). Most of these will be 
discussed as well. 

1be above list indicates another main weakness of environmental legislation and control in Thailand: 
implementation is spread over a variety of Governmental bodies with conflicting jurisdiction and there is as yet 
no central environmental agency. Whether the newly formed Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment 
will be able to play this role is still to be seen. 

2.1.2 Legislation review 

2.1.2.1 Enhancement and Comervation or National Environmaatal Quality Ad 

This central piece of environmental legislation in Thailand was first enacted in 1975 and amended in 1978 
and 1992. NEQA, as enacted in 1975, resulted in the establishment of the National Environment Board (NEB) 
and the Office of the National Environment Board (ONEB) to serve as its secretariat. The Board did not only 
comprise high ranking Government officials, such as a Deputy Prime Minister as Chairman and Pennanent 
Secretaries of the ministries concerned, but also representatives of the private sector. This was a clear indication 
that rules to improve the environmental situation in Thailand would not be imposed on industry but elaborated 
in close co-operation with p.-ivate industry. 

The Act empowered the National Environment Board (NEB) to formulate recommendations on 
environmental policies and environmental plans, to establish standards which had not already been laid down 
by other responsible agencies as well as to co-ordinate environmental policies; the amendmmt of 1978 added 
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the handling of environmental impact assessm-;ots (EIAs) for major projects.: Furthermore. NEQA provided 
for punitive measures against companies in case of non-compliance with environmental regulations. 

The most important element of the law ue the definitions of industrial categories which require an 
environmental imp9Ct assessment (EIA) before liceming. 3 These are shown in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1: Industries requiring an mYironmmtal impact assessment 

Industry Type EIA required if 

Petrochemical Industry > 100 tonnes/day of raw materials input required in oil 
refining and natural gas separation production proce... ~ 

Oil refineries all sizes 

Natural gas separation all Sizes 

Chlorine Albline Industry > 100 tonnes/day production caplcity of each or combined 
product 

Iron and Steel Industry > 100 tonnes/day ore or scrap metal input 

or furnaces with combined capacity of 
< 5 tonnes/batch 

Cement Industry all sizes 

Smelting industry > 50 tonnes/day production capacity 

Pulp Industry > 50 tonnes/day production capacity 

Source: DEG. Commission of the European Communities. Thai-European Cooperation, 
Thailand -Enviroomeotal Technology Study, Vol. I, Cologne 1993, p. 77. 

The requirements for an EIA however did not empower the NEB to directly monitor and enforce the EIA 
findings and recommendations, so that the theoretically most powerful tool of the NEB lost most of its 
importance. If the industry did not implement the changes recommended by the NEB. the latter could only 
refuse to approve a renewal of the license later on - meanwhile, environmental damage would continue. Even 
worse, the NEB was not vested with direct authority to prevent implementation of projects with unsatisfactory 
EIAs. Although the 1975 Act thus established an organi7.ation and - in theory - elllJIOWCR'd it to take full 
responsibility concerning environmental matters, weak points in the legislation prevented the NEB from being 
an effective institution. 

The Board was also empowered to establish environmental standards; but if the other responsible 
Government agencies did not adopt them, the standards could not be enforced. Moreover, it had no direct power 
over polluters which were under the jurisdiction of other ministries (in many cases the Ministry of Industry) 
which significantly reduced the scope of NEB action. If other ministries were slow to take action, the Board 
could in practice do nothing about it. Additionally, there were problems relating to the decentralization of power 
to the provincial level, further restricting the powers of NEB. 

These difficulties led to an amendment of NEQA in 1978, followed by a major amendment which came into 
force in mid-1992. The amended Act of 1992 contains some important (new) features: 

Improved rights for individuals to fight polluting activities and their consequences; 
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Improwd public puticipatWn in the promotion and conservation of environmental quality through 
rqistntioa of noo-govemmeotal organizations (NGOs); 

Esbblisbment of u Environmental Fund; 

Explicit power for the NEB to prescribe mvironmmtal quality standards. binding for odlcr 
govanment agencies; 

IDcorporation of proviDciaJ mvironrnenfal planning into the central eovironmmtal planning process; 

Provisions for establishing special prorected areas; 

Slrmgthening of the EIA pmceduRs; 

Establisbmeot of a powerful Pollution Control Committee; 

New JUies cooceming the use of central wastewata tn:atment plants; 

Improved monitoring, inspection and control possibilities; 

Extended use of the cooc:q:>t of •strict liability• to moove legal bias in favour of polluters; 

Some of these provisions will now be discussed in more detail. 

Improved ri&hts for individuals to fi&ht oollutinc 11ctivities 

Special rights concerning the enviroumeot are llCCOfded to individuals, as stipulated in Section 6 of the Act, 
wbicb (under certain conditions) gives individuals a legal basis for being compeosa•ed by the state for 
environmental damage suffered. Individuals are furthermore given the right to petition against environmental 
degradation and the right to obtain information from the authorities in matters concerning the environment 
(except classified information). The latter point, however, bas not yet been put into practice as the 
1CC01Dp1Dying •mformation Act• so far bas not been promulgated. 

Improved public particiJ!!lion 

Section 1 stipulates, inter alia, that NGOs are entitled to be registered with MOSTE, which gives them 
improved 8CCesS to information and financial assistance for doing rar.arch with respect to environmental 
protection in Thailand. NGOs often play the role of a local ecological civil rights movement; like the green 
movements in Europe, they act as a public pressure group against environmental degndatioo. They were largely 
raponsible for improved public awareness oo environmental issues in Thailand in the past. Strengthening the 
role of NGOs is therefore seen as a cost-efficient way of creating ldditiooal environmental monitoring llctivities. 
NGOs may receive grants or loans from the Environmental FWMI (!lee below) with the explicit approval of the 
NEB. 

Est&blisbment of an Environmental fund 

A new Environmental fund was established in the Ministry of finance (Section 22 of the Act). Priority in 
disbunement is for loans and grants to other government agencies or local ldministrations for pollutioo control. 
In theory, the law does not exclude (subsidiud) loans to private institutions or enterprise& for this purpose as 
well. But basically, the polluter pays principle is appli~ to private enterprise (see below). Moreover, in practice 
lllOll of the Fund is needed for improving public facilities. So far, Bt S,000 millioo (some USS 200 millioo) 
have been allocated to four projects involving the construction of central wastewater treatment and waste 
disposal plants in the tourist centers of Pbuket and Pattaya as well as ill Hat Y ai and Songkhla. 
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Egvironll!'!lltal quality standards 

The provision in Section 32 empowers the NEB to prescribe by notifications. to be published in the 
Government Gazette. environmental quality standards relating to water quality (covering fresh. a:mtal and 
pound water) as 'ftll as standards coacerning ambient air. noise and vibration. For special enviroammtally 
protax:ted areas. Section 33 provides the NEB with power to prescnbc even higher standards. The new 
provisioos are aimed at eliminating the previous problem of NEB standards not being adopted by oda 
Government agencies. 

DeceptraliDtion of environmental guality management pl!DDing 

Section 3S establishes the responsibility and power of the Minister of Science. Tecbnology md the 
Environment to formulare an •Environmental Quality Management Plan• to be approved by the NEB and 
published in the Government Gazette. In this conra.t. the incorponlion of the provincial governors into the 
environment quality management planning pn><:ea is particularly important. Sectioc 37 stipulates that it is the 
duty of the Governor of a Changwat (province). covering a designated araa for cooservatioo and environmental 
prolection. to formui.te an Action Plan for Environmental Quality Management at the Changwat level, to be 
submitted for approval to the NEB which thus maintains its overall co-ordination raponsibility on matters of 
the environment. 

The responsibility for preparing environmental quality mam.gement plans bas thus been deceotraliz.ed to 
provincial and local levels. in particular to areas wbicb have been designated as ·environmcntally c:ooserved 
areas• or as •pollution .-:ootrol areas•. This bas significantly increased the environmental awareness of 
authorities at the provincial level. Governors have already started to change their attitudes md inter alia begun 
to request technical assistance and advice on pollution control, which they bad hardly ever done before. Even 
JMre important. some provincial authorities began to stop irresponsible waste disclwge by enterprises shortly 
after the new law was promulgated (such as the discharge of incinerated waste by a distillery in Ayudhya 
province close to the raw water intake of the metropolitan water works.) 

Protected areas 

Section 43 empowers the Minister of Science. Technology and Environment. with the approval of the NEB. 
to designate additional conservation md environmentally ~ areas outside the limits of national puts or 
wildlife reserves. Protective measures for such designated areas, as described in Section 44, include 
prescriptions concerning lmd use, prohibition of certain activities or projects, as well as detailed requirements 
for environmental impact assessments. Section 4S provides MOSTE with powers to ask for a cabinet 
autboriDtioo to talte measun:s to solve environmental problems in an araa where no action is taken by oda 
govemmeot agencies. 

Strencthening environrnental impact assessments <EIA5> 

This is mainly done by streamlining the procedures. Section 48 specifies that within 1 S days the Office of 
Environmental Policy and Planning must examine an EIA report and appoint committee eJ1perts to review it. 
These have to fulfill their duties within 4S days. Failing to keep the time limits automatically constitutes 
approval of the report. Section SO autboriz.es the committee of uperts or officials assigned by the committee 
to carry out project-site inspections. 

Pollution Control Committee 

Section 52 establishes a Pollvtion Control Committee, with the Permanent Secretary of MOSTE u 
Cbairnw1. The Committee has the power, as stipulated in Section 53, to prepare and submit M action plan for 
pollution conlrol to the NEB; to propose incentives regarding taxation md private investment u well u 
recommendations on service fee rates for central wastewater treatment or central waste dispolllll services. It can 
also make ~..ommendations on the issuing of ministerial replations specifying the types and cate1oriea of 
hazardous Waste&. 
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Section SS explicidy ~ MOSTE to prescribe emission or effluent standards. on the .tvice of the 
Pollution Control Committee. 

1beR is an important provision that existing standards pn:scribed by other laws shall not be less stringent 
than the standards prescribed under NEQA by MOSTE. Agerk."ies responsible for enforcing other laws must 
ensure dais c:oaformity (Sectioa 56). This rule firmly establishes the leading role of the Ministry of Scieoce. 
T ecbnology and Environment with respect 10 eoviromnentaJ standards. 

Polluter-pays-principle 

The Polluta-Pays-Principle (PPP) bas become the general underlying principle of NEQA which is refleckd 
in a number of provisions made in several sections under air. noise aod water pollution. Section 64 shifts all 
responsa'"bility for 8Chieving relevant targets exclusively to the poiluta. 

Section 68 makes it IN!ndatory for the owners or possessors of air-polluting firms to install md operate au 
on-site &cility for air pollution control. Similarly. Section 70 establishes the duty of those responsible for waler 

polluring activities to install and operaae on-site wastewater treatment or waste disposal equipment. Sections 71 
and 72 requires owners or possesmrs of finm causing effluents to use central waste treatment facilities and pay 
service fees unless they have their own sewage treatment systems. Failure to use available central &cilities leads 
to daily fines four times the normal fee for such services (Sections 90-92). 

Moa.itorinc. inspection Ind control 

Section 80 requires the owner or possessor of the source of pollution to collect statistics and data and submit 
reports summarizing the results of his treatment facility. In order to check the validity of those reports. Section 
82 empowers pollution control officials to enter all premises to perform their duties. 1bese officials. however, 
can only recommend the authorities to lake legal action against violators or to cl~ down the operations. The 
final decision remains with the authorities. 

Section 93 empowers local authorities or responsible government agencies to collect service fees for Wtite 

treatment facilities as well as to penaliu non-compliance with environmental rules. Fines (as well as the fees) 
do not have to be remitted to the Treasury. This rule should raise the interest of institutions at the grass-root 
level in malting companies adhere to environmental standards. 

Liability 

A central issue of environmental legislation is the liability for environmental damage. In this context it is 
interesting to compare already existing and still valid provisions made by the Civil aod Commercial Code (CCC) 
and the additional new provisions under the amended NEQA. As will be shown, NEQA indeed seems to fill 
some of the gaps in the CCC, although leaving a number of questions wwiswemd. NEQA defines •pollution• 
to cover wastes, bazardou'I substances and other polluting matters if they cause hann to environmental quality 
or health of the people. Radiation, heal, light. noise. odour. vibration and other nuisances which ocair or are 
discharged from a pollution source. also come under the law. NEQA however only deals with claims for 
environmental damage to public property. Environmental damage to private property comes under CCC. 

Article 420 of the CCC states that ·ror compensation the plaintiff bas the burden of proof to show lbat lhe 
accused's intention or negligence rer.ults in the damages to the plaintiff.• This burden of proof by the plaintiff, 
as experience lw shown, lw made court cases against powerful industries extremely difficult to win, de facto 
reducing the industry's need to upgrade its pollution control systems. Even worse, Article 420 cannot be used 
if damage is not apparent as when a plaintiff suffers from inhaling daily toxic smoke from a factory but does 
not yet suffer from clearly identifiable health problems. 

Furthermore, according to Article 20, the accused must be proven to have had the intention or at least 
shown neiligence which resulted in the da~ge to the plaintiff. This is always very difficult to prove in 
environmental cases. In a few instancu, Article 437 an help, which adopted the concept of the Common Law 
cooceming •strict liability• in which the plaintiff does not have to prove that the damage he lw suffered is due 
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to the KCUSed·s inteotioe or negligence. Article 437 covetS, eput from vehicle Keidents. damage due to goods 
such as ps bottles or explosives which are inflammable or cm easily explode. Owners of such goods are strictly 
liable unless they can prove that the damage was unavoidable, which in general is not ~ for them to do. To 
use ~cle 437 in all cases involving rollution is however DOC possible. Pollution from molasses, for example. 
significantly contributes to the BOD load of Thai rivers. But molasses by itself is not hazardous, and Article 
437 cm therefore DOC be med in Ibis or most other cases of organic pollution. 

A similar situation arises with regard to Article 1337 which stipubtes that m owner of • property tbat 
suffers damage from others fao; the right to t.te Ktion to ranedy the damage without forfeiting bis right for 
compeosalion. According to this Article the plmtiff does not have to prove whether the damage wms due to 
intention or negligence of the llCCUSed (con:ept of strict liability). He JeVer, Article 1337 only covetS cases 
conc:eming •property• in the narrow sense md bas so far DOC been interpreted by the courts in a way which 
could apply to the majority of environmental damage cases. 

Section 96 of the NEQA stipulates that the owner or occupier of • pollution source is liable for damage 
irrespective of wbelaer or DOC the damage was intended or due to negligence, unless it can be proven that the 
damage was unavoidable or the result of war (•concept of strict liability•). However, the liability for the 
damage caused is limited. Section 96 stipulates that compensation only covers expenses for removing the 
pollution. Although this is m important step forward md helps to solve the old problem tbat utborities could 
not even sue for damage to public property, Section 96 does not cover expenses to restore the environment in 
its original condition. For instaoce, in the case of the pollution of a river where a large number of fish are 
tilled, only the expenses to restore water quality can be claimed; the polluter is not obliged to P9Y for 
restocking the river with fish. 

This, can - under certain conditions - be achieved with a clause in Section 97 which stipulates that those 
responsible for unlawful action or negligence which damages natural resources belonging to the public or the 
government, must compensate the value of the natural resources which were lost to the government. It bas to 
be proven that the pollution was indeed unlawful. In the case of pollution which, for example, killed fish but 
did not violate any existing law or regulation, the polluter is only responsible for the cost of cleaning up the 
river (Article 96). 

There are other serious shortcomings in this law. One of the most important is the question of the 
relationship between causes ADd effects in cases where pollution results from a group of industries of the same 
type which does not allow to blame any particular polluter. Another unsolved problem is whether or DOC the 
law allows for Class Action, where the verdict of the court for a case would be binding for all others. In that 
case, r.ach plaintiff does not have to bring their cases to court, which may be a highly impractical procedure. 
Moreover, individuals suing companies are in a far weaker position than a group of affected people acting 
togelhet as plaintiff, if only because individuals are likely to lack the financial means. 

Finally, a further significant improvement would be to allow companies to sue their competitors for •unfair 
trade• practices if this involves ecologically damaging activities. Private companies are likely to react fast if 
they find competitors attempting to cut costs unlawfully by ignoring official ecological standards. In cootrut 
to individuals, companies would also have the financial means to sue such competitors oa a more equal basis 
and could provide the courts with evidence of any unlawful behaviour. The much larger chances of being 
detected and identified as a polluler and of being involved in long and expensive court cases should lead to a 
far more cautious approach of many companies with respect to the environment and a fasler introduction of 
·clean technologies·. 

2.1.2.2 Fadory Ad 

The second central law for industry with respect to environmental legislation is the Factory Act (B.E.2535), 
making DIW and the MOI responsible in a number of areas, including the maintenance of environmental 
standards. The Act and its amendments allow the MOI to regulale the discharge of pollutants as part of the 
factory licensing procedures.• While the NEQA aims to protect and to seek compensation for damage done 
to the environmenl, the faclory Act directly aims at controlling faclory establishments and operations. The four 
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chapters of the Act deal with the establishment. operation. control. licasing md penalties of fack>ries. Aput 
from Government~ enterprises wbidl do not fall under it. factories of nearly all sizes and types ar. subject 
to it. A factory is defined as having one or more m.:hines with at least Sbp. or- employing sewn or- more 
worltcrs. 

Since the amendment in the mid-1970s. the enviromnental dimension of the Act wu signifiamdy 
slJ'cnglbened. The 1992 Act further streamlined the es&ablisbmelll procedures of factories by classifying 
~ inro three groups in .:cordance with the complexity of &ctories. their pollution poreatW and the 
possibilities ro control their emissions. 

The provisions under the law empowa- the Minisby of Industry to prescribe rules which can range from 
setting locatioo criteria - including the designation of industrial zones - to the selection of process and 
production technologies and wasae h'eatment processes to fulfill emission md effluent standards.Section 32 
allows the Minister'. upon approval of the Cabinet. to prohibit the construction or expansion of certain industries 
for the purpose of safeguarding the environment (as well as the safety of the public). 

Section 39 specifically empowers the MOI to issue regulations that i~ limits on the discharge of air 
pollutants. effluent or wastes from factories. and to set standards for .:cideot prevention and oa:upational health 
and safety. The Pennment Secretary or any person designated by him is empowered to order the closing of the 
entire or- some puts of a factory in case of noo-adbermce to saandards set by the MOL DIW bas the ~ to 
withhold factory licences oo environmental grounds md to issue notifications for treatment of wastewater and 
legal sanctioos against violators. Penalties for managers which engage in business without valid permits can 
include fines up to Bt 200.000 (some US$ 8,000) and imprisomoeot of up to 2 years (Section SO). If engineers 
or an:bilects continue to work in a factory which bas been ordend to stop operatioos, they are subject to the 
same penalties as company owners or managers. The new Factory Act - like the NEQA - incorporates the 
concept of strict liability. 

The Factory Act bas become the principal lqislative mechanism for industrial wastewater control. The law 
is less effective in other areas as oo binding air quality st.mdards exist for industry (apart from emission 
standards for smoke stacks, 1971). and as toxic substances regulations (e.g. the Notification concerning 
Industrial Toxic Substances. 1971) are loo general and fail to address the issue of public safety.' 

2.1.1.3 ffa7.ardous Substances Ad 

Several laws and ministries deal with hazardous substances. creating areas of unclear jurisdiction. which in 
tum leads to inefficient management due to overlapping responsibilities Ind lack of proper co-ordination. In 
spite of the new Huardous Substances Act (1992). the Toxic Substances Acts of 1969 and 1973 are still in 
fon:c, further complicaling the legal situation. 

The Hazardous Substances Acl is supposed to control the import, export. manufacture, marketing. storage. 
lransport and use of poisonous subscances and lo establish an intemted approach to hazardous waste. Section 
S identifies the responsible ministers under this Act: the Ministers of Defense, Agriculture Ind Co-operatives. 
Interior. Public Health, and Science, Technology and Environmenl. A Hazardous Substances Committee is 
established (Section 6) comprising all Director-Generals of concerned departments and ministries as well as 
seven experts appoinled by the Cabinet. The Director-General of DIW is appoinled as the Secretary of the 
Committee. thus also indirectly involving the MOI. Section 7 stipulates the duties and powers of the Committee 
which include recommendations to the Minister of lnduslry to publish a list of lwardous substances and lay 
down conditions for dealing wilh them. These condilions are binding for all Governmenl agencies concerned. 
Section 18 eaablishes a Hazardous Substance Information Cenlre in lhe MOI. 
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Huanloas ~ are classified in 4 ategories (Section 18): 

2) nose whose possession requires~ notificalioo IO the aulboritics wi compliance widi criteria and 
procaluRS esaablisbed by them; 

3) nose wbic:b require permits befOre production. import or export possession; 

4) nose whose production. tnde or possession are prohibited. 

Tbe law has a ...,r escape cbuse. Section 44 ca::"'IOWf:l'S the responsible Minister, widi the approval of the 
Hazardous SOOstmre Comminee. to exempt certain substmces if daeir cbuacteristics or quantities are DOt 

deemed very harmful. OI' if complying widi the provisions of the Ad would cause m imppropriafe bunlco. All 
hazlntous substaaces belonging to government ~. public enfaprises. tbe Thai Red Cross wl similar 
institutioas can also be exempted. 

Cbapfa 3 of the Act deals with liabilities md dutic:s. To be liable under' lbc Hazardous SOOstmre Act, lbc 
violation must involve substances wbic:b the Minisler of Industry has notified in tbe Government GaZdte • 
being hazardous substances (Section SS). Sections S9-62 establish duties of producers. importeB. exporters md 
pc'5SCSS'llS of baDnlous substances wl precautioDary measures ro be undertaken. 

Scctioas 63~ assigns liability ro producers, importers, carriers or persons in possession of bazanlous 
subslmces uaJcss it is proved thal injury is causu' by force maieun: or fault of the injured person. It is dws 
UDDe ~ewry for the plaintiff ro prove thal lbc damages were tbe result of the llCCUSCd"s acgligc:nce or inteatioo. 
1bis makes the Hazudous Subscmces Act a powerful instrument for figbling pollution. 

Section 6S stipulales dW the employer. principal. hirer or owner of a business are all joindy liable for 
wrongful -=ts committed under the law. Similarly. Secboa 66 establishes joint liability of the producer, 
importer. wholesaler, retailer, middle-man md my person tUing part in the distribution of hazardous 
subslmces. These clauses are inlellded IO improve wl speed up tbe legal procedun:s for damages. Those 
llCtUally responsible for the violation of the law ~er have a liability IOWards others required to .-y 
c:ompeasatioa in a joint liability cue. 

Section 67 SdS a three year limit for claims. Section 69 empowas the Slate Prosecutor ro institute the claim 
for c:ompensatioa oa behalf of the Slate in cues where damages from hazardous subslanca are inflicted upon 
persons, animals, plants, or the environment in general. 

Cbapcer 4 covers penallies for violations. Sections 70-89 stipulate penalties for various offences ruging 
from failun: ro submil documents IO offences involving forbidden hazardous substaoceal. Tbe lalter may lad ro 
imprisonment up ro ten years and/or fines up IO BT I million (some US $40,000). 

l. J .l.4 Other lezal proYisions 

Apart from the laws which were reviewed in some detail above there are other legislative provisions which 
have m impact on industrial pollution, of which the most imporUnl are the "Groundwat~ Act" ( 1977), which 
governs drillins md the use of sroundwater as well u the disposal of wucewater into ID 1q11ifer through a well; 
the "Navisation in Thai Waters Act", which governs solid waste and chemicals dumping in public waters, the 
"Penal Code" (19Sl) which governs damage and pollulioa of waterways and public drainaga; and the 
"Investment Promotion Act" which will he di&euued in more detail in Chapter 3 of this report. 

Other n:levant laws are the "Public Health Act" (1941), the ·city Planning Act" (197S), the "Groundwater 
Act" (1977), the "Cleanliness and Tidineas of the Country Acl" (1960), the "Minerals Act" (1967), the "Laod 
Trampos:...tion Act", the "Industrial Estate Aulhority of Thailand Act" (1979), the "Building Control Acl" and 
the "Promotion of Investment Act" (1977). In addition, a number of notifications should be mentioned, 
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including the •Notification oonceming Industrial Emission Stlndards for Smoke Intensity at Stack Mouths 
(1971), •Notification concerning Industrial Toxic Substances• (1971), •Notification concerning Industrial 
Effluent stlndards· (197911982), •Notification concerning National Ambient Air Quality standards• (1981), 
•Notification concerning Transport, Storage and Disposal ofT oxic Substances• ( 1 Q82), •Notification concerning 
Duty Reduction on Energy Efficient and Environmental Technology• (1983/1988), •Notification concemin1. 
Air Emission SWldards for CO from Mobile Sources. (1988) and the •Notification Concerning F-=tory Wastes 
(1988)9. 

2.1.l.5 Standanb 

On the basis of the laws reviewed above, in particular NEQA and the Factory Act, DIW and ONEB, have 
established a number of environmental quality standards. With respect to industrial effluents, these arc 
comparable with those in Western Europe and the USA. In contrast, general ambient standards, in particular 
those cooceming air quality, tend to be rather lenient.' Furthermore, Thailand relies mostly on effluent 
staadanls which affect end-of-pipe solutions but not the source technology. The introduction of •ctcan 
technologies• to achieve reduced emissions is thus normally not required. 

Water Standards 

Effluent standards exist for industrial effluents, discharge into deep wells, domestic and building effluents, 
and for waste dumping into water courses. Industrial effluent standards were set by the Ministry of Industry 
in 1978 and 1982 (Table 2-2). Very strict standards for BOD load exist for tanning and fish canning, and the 
manufacture of frozen food, starch, noodles and pulp. Furthermore industrial effluent standards deal with iteim 
such IS oil, formaldehyde, chlorine, H:S (sulfide), HCN (cyanide), phenol, suspended and dissolved solids, and 
heavy metal.'>. Overall wastewater standards tend to he rather high. Toxic discharges such as fluoride, free 
ammonia, ammoniacal nitrogen or phosphates are not yet covered, but standards have been recommended by 
ONEB to the MOI. 

In order to enforce those standards, regulations stipulate the need for qualified supervisors and operators 
of pollution control facilities of the following types of polluting factories: 

- Industrial plants discharging wastewater in excess of 60 m3/hour or having a BOD load of effluent of 
over 100 kg/day; 

- Industrial plants using heavy mecals in the production process and discharging wastewater in excess of 
SO m1/day. (Specific maximum heavy metals contents have been set IS well); 

- Industrial plants dealing with iron and steel, using dry furnaces or acids or other polluting substances 
in the production process, with a production capacity higher than 100 tonnes/day or using steel smelters 
with a total capacity of S tonnes/batch; 

- Petrochemicals plants using more than I 00 toMes/day of raw materials input, industrial plants separating 
or processing natural gas, cement or engaged in crude oil refining; 

- Industrial plants producing chlorine-alkali with daily output in excess of 100 tonnes, industrial plants 
engaged in ore smelting or ~.tals production with daily output in excess of SO toMes and industrial 
plants producing paper pulp in excess of SO tonnes/day. 

Emission standards control only the concentration of pollutant in effluents, not the total volume of 
wastewater discharged. Industries using high amounts of water can thus easily dilute and discharge large 
pollutant volumes without adapting their tt.ehnology. The dfluent standards of 1982 only set dilution ratios in 
the cue of pollution with suspend~j solids. 

Apart from general induslrial effluenl standards, spocial effluenl standards were established by the Ministry 
of Industry concerning di!!Charge jnto deep wells following the requirements of the Deep Well Acl. The 
Department of Mineral Resources is the ext.euting agency under this law. It is a uniform standard applicable 
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Table 2-2: Industrial diluent standards 

ParaJ.'leters Unit Allowable limits Note 

I) pH value 5-9 

2) Pennanagaoate value mg/L < 60 

3) Dissolved solids mg/L < 2,000 

4) Sulfide as HiS mg/L < 0.2 

5) Cyanide as HCN mg/L < 0.2 

6) Heavy Metals 

- Zn mg/L < s.o < 3.0* 

- Cr mg/L < 0.5 < 0.2• 

-As mg/L < 0.25 

- Cu mg/L < 1.0 

- Hg mg/L < o.oos < 0.1• 

-Cd mg/L < 0.03 < 0.1• 

- Ba mg/L < 1.0 

- Se mg/L < 0.02 < 0.02• 

- Pb mg/L < 0.2 < 0.02• 

- Ni mg/L < 0.2 < 0.2• 

-Mn mg/L < s.o 
-Ag mg/L none < 0.02• 

7) Tar 0 

8) Oil and Grease mg/L < s.o 
9) Formaldehyde mg/L < 1.0 

10) Phenol and Cresols mg/L < 1.0 

II) Free Chlorine mg/L < 1.0 

12) Insecticides mg/L 0 

13) Radioactivity mg/L 0 

14) Suspended Solids mg/L < 30 

IS) BODS days, at20"C mg/L < 20 

16) Temp "C <40 

Source: Ministry of Industry 
Note: < = not more than; • = Zinc industry. 

to all types of industries in all areas. The notification specifies the quality of the water to be discharged, the 
discharge rate and procedures, and the installation of observation wells. Parameters involved include colour, 
pH, turbidity, total solids, BOD, oil and grease, free chlorine and heavy metals. 

Furthe.inore, there are ministerial regulatigns and notifications wbich set special limits for certain area.<1. 
MOSTE has issued several ministerial notifications to protect some areas which are crucial for the water supply 
of the Bangkok Metropolitan Region. An area of about 50 square kilometers in Patumlhani was designated in 
B.E. 2522 (1979), and expanded to 200 square kilometers in B.E. 2531 (1988). In B.E. 2534 (1991) a further 
area of 458 square kilometers on the west bank of the Chao Phraya River was specially protected. These 
notifications usually involve restrictions on the expansion of industrial or/and agricultural activities, but a range 
of economic activities may even be prohibited. 
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In order not to endanger coastal mnes (and thus income from tourism). NEQA also foresees that the 
Government. more precisely the Office of Environmental Policy and Planning (OEPP) and Department of 
Pollution Control (DPC), both working under MOSTE7

• can designate •control areas• in Coastal Zones as well 
as for some islands surrounding Pbuket Island. Provincial authorities and local officials in designated areas have 
the responsibility for the formulahJD of environmental quality management plms and 11etion plms. The DPC. 
can intervene if the responsible agencies faii to do so and they can be brought to court. The notifications 
aonmlly include prohibition of llCtivities such as 1D11Dufacturing. 

An:as m far designated include islands such as Phi Phi Le and Phi Phi Don in Krabi Province as well as 
the coastal area at Pattaya and some of its off-shore islands such as Lan. Sark and Krok. On the latter, similar 
llCtivities are prohibited a on Phuket Island and some typei> of 11etivities (such as the construction of jetties and 
thermal power stations) are subject to special environmental impact assessment requirements. 

Air Standards 

Existing Thai air quality standards only cover CO. NO:. SO:. SPM. 0 1 and lead. Industrial emission 
standards only concern the smoke intensity at the mouth of the stack. There are no further industrial emissions 
standards at present. Thus. there are still major differences in ambient air quality standards between Thailand 
and OECD countries. Emission guidelines covering 31 substances applying to all new industries are in t!le 
process of being adopted by the MOI. The NEB has also drafted specific standards for oil refineries. cement, 
and iron smelting and rolling plants which should become legally binding in the foreseeable future. 

Standards for solid and hazardous wastes 

Toxic substances standards are contained in the MOI list of 41 types of chemical wastes, a list of toxic 
substmces and a list of banned and restricted chemicals under the Hazardous Substances Act. Factory licensees 
are responsible for the separation and management of wastes and must provide information regarding type, 
quantity, cbancteristics. storage, location, method of collection, treatment. transportation and disposal of these 
wastes. Regulations include conditions for the location of disposal sites. criteria for land!iJJ design. disposal 
operations and monitoring. There are toxic substance limits for food, atmospheric chemical standards for the 
workplace, regulations for industrial toxic substances (MOI, 1971), IUld regulation for the manufacturing, use, 
transport, storage and disposal of toxic substances (MOI, 1981). 

Hazardous waste standards often tend to be rather general, i.e. not sufficiently industry-specific. So far. the 
concentration of substances such as pesticides in public water bodies has not been regulated. 

2.1.3 Institutional framework - responsible agencies 

The two main Government agencies directly responsible for controlling industrial poJJution are the National 
Environment Board (NEB) under the Ministry of Science and Technology and Environment (MOSTE) and the 
Department of Industrial Works (DIW) under the Ministry of Indw:try (MOI). Enterprises basically deal with 
DIW. Other institutions which are involved in environmental issues include the Industrial Finance Corporation 
of Thailand (IFCT), the Board of Investment (BOI) and the Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (IEA T). 
Finally, the National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB) is at least indirectly involved as its 
Technology & Environment Planning Division has been established to incorporate ecological considerations in 
the overaJJ economic planning process. 

A major problem of the various agencies is the lack of qualified personnel for the implementation, 
monitoring and enforcement of environmental legislation and regulations. The private sector bas drawn many 
qualified people away from the public sector in r~: years. An alternative to the (costly) expansion of 
personnel in the various agencies would be to provide stronger incentives for environmental self-policing in the 
private sector - directly by the enterprises, by the FTI or by independent environmental auditin1 firms. NEQA 
provide& a basis for such a development, but the provisions on third-party auditing remain to be teated in 
pnctice. 
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1.1.3.1 National EnYironment Board 

The NEB. operating under MOSTE. is responsible for formulating Government environmental protectioo 
policies. for supervising private industries in pollution control. for co-ordinating pollution prevention efforts 
with other Government agencies, and plays a leading role in ensuring that other government agencies adopt and 
follow appropriate environmental standards. 

It was indicate above that the 1992 NEQA significantly strengthened the llllndate and especially the 
enfon:ement powers of the NEB. particularly with respect to defining and enforcing standards. This of course 
increases demands on NEB. The Office of the National Environment Board (ONEB). NEB·s secretarial. luid 
an environmental mamgement budget of around Bt 50 million in the late 1980s (around USS 400.00C)). This 
was increased to Bt 184 million in 1991(USS7.2 million) before being cut to Bt 134 million (USS S.4 million) 
in 1992. Despite massive increases compared to the mid 1980s levels. only some $S4 has on average been 
available for each &ctory check. which of course limits the effectiveness of the ONEB. 

With the new legislation. three separate agencies replaced the ONEB in 1992: the Office of Environmental 
Policy and Planning (OEPP). the Pollution Control Department (PCD) and the Environmental Quality 
Promotion Department (EQPD). The duties and powers of the three new agencies are summarized in Boxes 2-1 
to 2-3. 

The OEPP acts as the Secretariat of the NEB and the Secretariat of the Environment Fund Committee. and 
it is responsfole for the administration of the EIA system. It is also empowered by NEQA to designate areas 
for environmental conservation. The DPC is responsible for formulating pollution control strategies and 
establishing SWldards which, in the absence of other standards. automatically become minimum standards for 
ambient quality and limits for emissions and effluents. It has the power to designate pollution control areas. to 
monitor pollution, to take remedial action ~ the responsible organization." fail to do so. and to initiate court 
cases against offenders. The EQPD deals with the dissemination of environmental information. public campaigns 
and education. Promotion of environmental quality through various activities of NGOs also comes under its 
jurisdiction. 

Box 2-1: The Pollution Control Department (PCD). 

The Department. inter alia. has the following mandate and tasks: 

Recommendations for the formulation of policies and plans on pollution control. 

Recommendations on the establishment of environmental quality standards. and 
standards for the control of pollution at sources. 

Preparation of environmental quality management plans and measures for the 
control and abatement of pollution. 

Monitoring and inspection and preparation of pollution status report. 

Development of systems and models including appropriate methodologies for 
application in the management of water and air qualities, noise levels. hazardous 
substances and solid wastes. 

Taking action concerning complaints with re.t;peet to pollution. 
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Box 2-2: The En•ironmmtal Quality Promotion Department (EQPD) 

11le Department, inter alia, bas the following mandate and tasks: 

- Promotion and distribution of information conceming the environment. 

- Collection, preparation and provision of services conc:eming environmental data, malting 
the EQPD an information centre on the environment. 

- Transferring environmental bowledge to bolh government and private agencies. 

Box 2-3: The Office or EnTironmental Policies and Planning (OEPP) 

11le Department, inter alia, bas the following mandate and tasks: 

Preparation of policies and plans to enhance and protect national environmental 
quality •m harmony• with other national policies. 

Co-ordination of the preparation of the Environmental Quality Management Plan. 

Co-ordination of natural resources management following the policies and Plan for 
L'ie Enhancement and Protection of National Environmental Quality, the National 
Economic and Social Development Plan, and the Environmental Quality 
Management Plan. 

Taking action concerning an evaluation of impacts on the environment arising fro~ 
projects or activities of the government or the private sector. 

Establishment of positions and guidelines and co-ordination of international 
activities and commitments concerning ilie environment. 

Recommendations on policies and guidelines and coordination of the administration 
and management of the Environmental Fund including fund raising. 

Co-ordination of matters concerning the environment at the provincial level. 

2.1.3.2 The Department or Industrial Works (DIW) 

So far, the establishment, monitoring and enforcement of industrial pollution regulations a.'ld environmental 
quality standards has largely rested with the DIW. The DIW controls industrial operations mainly through 
mandatory factory licensing in three-year intervals. Licenses can be revoked if factories violate standards. DIW 
is required to co-ordinate its environmental activities with the DPC and with other agencies. 
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DIW units involved in the enfon:ement p~ are lhe Factory l.n.spection Division. the lndustrial 
Environment Division. the Factory Control Division and the Environmental Quality Slanduds Division. Their 
task is to lest and control factories for noise, air and waler pollution and IO check lhe adequacy of waste 
IJUtmeDl facilities. Private sector entrepreneurs have to submit wastewater lreatmenl maslt.-rplans to DIW. 
Table 2-2 summarizes the industrial wastewater slandards. 

Despite their impressive range, the impact of oiw·s environmental protectioc activities is limited. 

First of all. about 40 per cent of all new investment is approved by either the Board of Investment (BOI) 
or the Industrial Estates Agmcy (IEA n. In these cases DIW 6ictory licensing is automatic. and the DIW bas 
no authority IO monitor or enforce environmental standards of &ctories on industrial estates - this is lhe 
respoosibiHly of the IEAT (see below). More importantly. lhe three-year period for the renewal of &ctory 
licences leaves the DIW in a relativeiy weak position for enforcing pollution standards on a day IO day basis. 
DIW is empowered IO check compliance periodically. but does not have powers to punish factories ·on the spot• 
for noo-adheraace. 

1be ratio of staff IO the number of regislenld factories moreover is loo low. Already as low as 1: 100 in the 
mte 1980s. it bas deteriorated further as the number of new factories grew. which makes efficient monitoring 
and enforcement impossible. DIW's budget is also insufficient: it was Bt 93.6 million (USS 3.6 million) in 1989 
and only increased to Bt 106.S million (USS 4.2 million) in 1992. In real 1erms. the increase is even smaller. 
md the average amount available per factory is only $42. 

Furthermore. DIW measures to keep hu.ardous waste under control are often ineffective'. Certain huardous 
wastes- including those from estates - are transported to DIW's treatment facility at Bangkhuntien (Thooburi). 
This plant. established 1988 by the Ministry of Industry but ,-,,erated by a private firm, deals with wastewater 

contaminated with heavy metals from electroplating and textile factories in the Bangkok region. Such common 
facilities are a practical solution for enterprises which are too small IO inslall their own equipment. But with 
a capacity of 120,000 tonnes/year, Bangkhunrien only covers 6 per cent of all ~ waste which is 
produced in Thailand. 9 According to some reports, some three-fourths of all hazardous waste is discharged 
illicitly into rivers and landfills. The construction of additional plants at Ratcbaburi, Saraburi, Chonburi and 
possibly Rayon has been planned; the critical issue will be how to devise a charge system that allows cost 
recovery while discouraging illegal dumping. 

2.1.3.3 lndmtrial Finance Corporat;on or Thailand (IFCT) 

The IFCT, established in 1960, has only recently become involved in attempts to positively influence the 
ecological orientation of Thai industry through subsidized loans. The principal purpose of the IFCT is to 
provide investment capital for the establishnr.nt, expansion and modernization of industries in Thailand. It 
provides a variety of loan types including low-interest long-term loans of five IO fifteen years, with grace 
periods on principal ranging from one to three years. Loan financing is available up IO SO per cent of project 
cost. 

The IFCT plays a role in environmental management in two ways. First, one of the two general managers 
of the new Environment Fund is nominated by the IFCT, with the understanding that the IFCT thus de f11eto 
acts as fund manager for the portion reserved for the private sector10

• It bas however been pointed out before 
that, as yet, the Fund is only marginally invol-1ed in the private !ector. 

At present, special incentives for investment in pollution control may be more important. The IFCT has 
established a special new credit line for pollution control and energy saving ("loan service for environmental 
protecticn") to encourage privare enterprises to make such investments. It is supported by a loan from the 
Japanese Ove~ Economic Co-operation Fund; once enterprises start repaying loans, the scheme could become 
.elf-financing. Although this credit line is rather modest, it is likely IO increase in the years to come; on the 
other hand it might be merged with the Environment Fund. In 1991 the IFCT granted low-interest loans to four 
projects involving the installation of water treatment facilities with a total project cost of Bt 34.0 million (USS 
J.4 million). Total loans in that year amounted to Bt 4,450 million (USS 180 million) for 177 projects. Such 
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iow-interest loans could be a way of initiating pollution control in small and medium-scale plants. which often 
cannot afford environmental consultants and/or the purchase of the equipment they recommend. 

Another scheme to provide financial as,gstance to industry for environmental purposes was initiated by the 
Government. This Bt 1.200 million scheme bas been included in IFCT normal project lending. in which IOIDS 
are evaluated on commercial grounds. To date. 28 projects have been funded; 75 per cent of the funds went to 
water treatment systeim ud the rest to air pollution equipment (see Table 2-3). 

The IFCT bas also started to collect environmentally relevant data and information including standards and 
regulations concerning industrial wa&es. Moreover, it bas held a series of ecological awareness building 

. II semmars • 

Table 2-3: Statistics on IFCT EnTironmental Credit Programme (1'92) 

Tm gr Industo: NY!!!ber or Credit Amount 
Loans {Million baht} 

Pulp and paper 3 400.00 
Construction material s 240.00 
Steel 3 215.00 
Electronic 3 132.50 
Food processing 6 119.00 
Chemical 7 95.85 
Gannent I 10.00 

Total 28 1,212.35 

TIK gr Pollution 
Water pollution 21 697.35 
Air pollution 7 515.00 

Tota! 28 1,212.35 

Si~ S!r Loans1 million haht 
0-20 IS 154.85 
21-50 s 217.00 
51 or more 8 840.50 

Total 28 1,212.35 

Locati2n ~r Proj~~ 
Bangkok and Vicinity 12 360.85 
Other Provinces 16 851.50 

Total 28 l,212.35 

2.1.3.4 Board or lnvesbnent (BOI) 

With the Prime Minister as its Chairman, the BOI is evidently considered a very important organization by 
the Government. The Office of the Board of Investment acts as Secretariat of the Board. It bas been given wide 
powers to promote investment and provide incentives, and it bas established investment service centres, 
provincial offices in Chiang Mai, Nakom Racbasima and Surat Thani, and economic adviser of'rices in New 
York, Frankfurt, Sydney and Tokyo. 
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While it is th~ well-pl.ced lo inform potential foreign (and local) investors about environmental issues. 
·ecological services· have only been of secondary importance so far. Despite some legal provisions which call 
for an ecological orientation of activities of the 801 (Section 19 of the Investment Promotion Act). the actual 
policies of the 801 were - in the past - directed towards attracting a maximum number of enterprises. Privileges 
and incentive packages normally did not use criteria such as pollution intensity per unit of MV A produced or 
the outcome of Environmental Impact ~ts (EIAs) to brget certain industries for special incentives. 

Furthermore. the 801 has been miter weak in evaluating and monitoring investment projects in 
environmental tenm. The BOI has therefore been criticized for de facto contributing to the promotion of 
increuingly polluting industries in Thailand. 12 Since the early 1990s, however. the BOI has begun to take the 
ecological challenge more seriously, as will be shown in Chapter 3 of this report on Environmental Issues of 
Foreign Direct Investment. 

2.1.3.5 lndmtrial estates 

To keep industrial pollution under control while pursuing a policy of deceotralimion the Government 
encourages location of new enterprises outside Bangkok in designated Industrial Estates. Implementation of this 
policy is in the hands of the Industrial Estates Authority (JEA T) and the 801. The IEA T. established in 1972, 
is responsible for the operations of industrial estates which are managed by the Government or by joint 
ventures, while the 801 promotes private industrial compounds. The IEAT has a small Environmental Control 
and Safety Unit, whose responsibilities are outlined in Box 2-4. 

According to recent statistics of 801, the number of private industrial parks (7.0DeS) in Thailand was 19 in 
1993, which will increase to 21 (23. according to other sources), by 1995/96. 13 Under the Industrial Estate 
Authority Act, there are two different types of industrial estates, namely General Industrial Zones (GIZ) and 
Export Processing Zones (EPZs). The IEAT is empowered to grant privileges to enterprises which are located 
in industrial estates. Enterprises located in industrial estates can also apply for 801 privileges. 

Although progress bas been made, the ambitious plans for relocation have not yet been fulfilled. Two--thirds 
of the estates are still found in the Bangkok area. Only half of the I, 700 factories expected to be operating in 
General Industry Zones in 1991 were actually located in such zones per year later (see Tables 1-10 and 2-4), 
representing only 0.8 per cent of all industrial establishments in Thailand, or about one per cent if enterprises 
in EPZs are included. But as some large-scale industries are concentrated on the estates, the actual importance 
of industrial mnes for both production and the environment is greater than the mere number of establishments 
might suggest. 

Including EPZs. 16 per cent of all establishments are companies operating in the field of machinery & 
electrical machinery (including electronics), IO per cent produce chemicals, 9 per cent are in petroleum refining 
and oil related products, 9 per cent in textiles and clothing, 8 per cent in food processing and 7 per cent in 
transport equipment. The share of haz.ardous wute producing industries is significantly higher than in the 
overall industrial structure in Thailand and clearly shows the importance of the estates as designated areas where 
facilities exist to monitor, control and finally reduce industrial pollution. 

Land cost in the estates ranges from Bt 750,000 to 8t 3.2 million per rai (6.25 rais = I ha), depending oo 
the location and the facilities offered. One of the latter is wastewater treatment. Better wastewater treatment 
facilities were, for instance, a reason for the Japanese Canon group to shift a 8t 4,000 million manufacturing 
project from Kuala Lumpur to the Thai Bang Pa-in Industrial Estate in the early J990s. 14 

In general, only basic water pollution control systems have been provided so far. Recently, however, this 
has changed. The SillilUt Sakom Industrial Estate for instance bas been planned specially for textile companies 
and offen special wastewater treatment facilities for the industry. Within this estate, the land cost for the textile 
zone (one--fourth of the total surface) is higher ( Bt 3.2 million/rai) than in the 1eneral industrial zone (Bt 2.4 
million/rai). As of 1992. no textile company had actually taken advantage of the special services. This might 
change soon as environmental law enforcement gains in importance; but it shows clearly how difficult it is for 
industrial estate authorities to plan ahead and provide companies with specialiud environment-friendly sewage 
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systems without cuctly knowing in 8dvance which type of companies -v.ill eventually be making use of the 
system. 

For industrial estates with various types of industry an extended Kntioa-.ctivated sludge ~ is 
employed which under proper operating conditions should remove more than 90 per cent of potential BOD lolid. 

Box 2-4: Rfspomihililies or the EanromnmtaJ contro1 anc1 Safety Unit (IE.An 

I) EaTironmental hnpact ASR59nent 

Co-ordinating environmental impact assesvnents of r.ctories located within an industrial 
estate. including giving 8dvice concerning planning. IDID&gelllmt and providing data and 
information. 

2) EaYiromnental Control 

Establishing environment standards within an industrial estate; preparing guidelines and 
measures to control and abate pollution. 

3) Monitoring and ETilluation 

This includes pollution control monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of measwa 
used in pollution control and environmental protection in both areas within and areas 
surrounding an industrial estate. Furthermore, study and research is done concerning testing 
methodology and analysis for planning purposes and investigations of complaints. 

4) Safety Control 

This includes surveillance of the impact on health and industrial safety of factories located 
in industrial estates. 
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T8ble 2·4: llueer of fectort" In tnrlatrl•l .. tat" (1992) 

Major lncllstry Group lang lang Poo Lat Northern lang Map ta LHlll lo·Wln Hl·Tech IMLlt llnp11ln Well Ieng 
Chang ICrabllng ltqlon PhlH Phut Chabllng llkhon Grow pakong 

GIZ EPZ GIZ EPZ GIZ EPZ GIZ l!PZ GIZ EPZ GIZ EPZ GIZ l!PZ GIZ l!PZ 
food 9 16 . 12 4 12 . 10 . 1 . , . 1 . 2 

- - - - - leverages 1 . . . . 1 1 2 
Text Iles . 20 . . 2 1 3 1 2 . 1 . . . " 2 
Wearing apparel 3 1 15 2 22 2 6 10 
Le.ther prom.icts & . 5 8 . 8 1 8 5 
footwear 
WOod and cork 7 3 ' 1 2 2 4 6 . 2 
Paper and paper 1 8 . 3 1 2 1 6 . 1 . . . . 1 . . . 2 
prodUcts 
Printing, pblishing 9 7 . 5 . . . 11 . . . . . . . 3 5 
& •I lied 
Chellical prom.icts 7 57 1 10 4 1 . 8 13 1 . . . . . . . . 1 
Petroleuii prom.icts 7 14 3 6 8 1 2 16 13 6 . . . . . 1 2 . 6 
lt~r and rubber 1 5 . 6 6 . . 3 2 2 
~ts 
Non·11etallic •ineral 6 " 2 3 2 7 3 
~ts 
lalc 11etal 1 4 
iraatri•• 
Febricated prom.icts 6 39 4 6 4 1 3 111 4 3 3 1 1 . 3 . 1 . 4 11 
Machinery and 17 27 10 15 12 3 22 18 . a 2 4 1 3 . 1 3 . 9 5 
electrical ac:hinery 
lr8nlport equip111nt 7 14 . 12 2 3 . 13 . 12 . . . , . 1 . . 2 3 
Miscellaneous 3 19 4 5 18 8 8 8 4 2 . . . . . . 2 1 2 3 

Total 85 243 48 86 95 45 65 136 40 40 6 6 3 5 4 11 15 2 29 24 

!!2!!!= GIZ denotes General lraatrlal Zone; EPZ denotes Export Processing Zone 
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Tllble 2-5: u.st-ter trHtmnt pt.ms ..t tfleir c..-:ities in irdatrial estates 

lnclistrial Estate loading Treatment Plant 
,;/day am <1191l> 

1) lang Chan - - -
2> lang Poo 23,000 1,000 A.l./1.8.C.. 
3> lat Krabeng 15,800 1,000 A.S. 
4) lorthem Region 5,600 750 O.P. 
5> Ieng Phlee 5,000 500 A.S. 
6> ~Ta Phut a.ooo 500 A.S. 
7) l- Chat.ng 30,700 500 A.S. 
I) lo-Vin 13,460 750 A.S. 
9) Ni-Tedi 16,800 500 A.S. 
10) sa..it Sakhon 21.000 500 A.S. 
11) Ban pe-in 13,000 500 A.S. 
12> Well Grow 14,400 500 A.l. 
13) lang pa Kong 11,500 500 A.l. 
14) Saharattananakom 6,400 500 A.S. 
15) Kong Kae 14,400 500 A.S. 
16) Kangkhoi a.800 500 A.S. 
17) Gate way city 37,229 500 A.S. 
18> Eastern 12.000 750 A.S. 
19> Anyllthani 11,200 250 A.S. 

Motes: A.l.: Aerated lagoon Process; A.S.: ActiVllted Sludge Process; 
O.P.: 011idation Pond Process; R.8.C.: Rotating Biological contact process. 

T8ble 2-6 : Solid ..ste dispJAl facilities in irdatrial estates 

lnclistrial Estate Sanitary Hazardous 
landfil I Incinerator D....,ing Waste 
•)/day kg/hour Tonne/ Site • 2 

day 
1> Bang Chan 
2> Ieng Poo 200 32 
3> lat Krabang 3 832 
4> Northern Region 0.23 9,000 
5) Ieng Phlee 
6) ~Ta Phut 12.8 
7) lllell Chabang 4,000 
8) Bo-Vin 1,000 DIV 
9) Ni-Tech 25 DIV 
10) Saaut Sakhon 1,250 DUI 
11) Ban pa·in 500 DIW 
12> wet l Grow 750 DIV 
13) Bang pa Kong 3,000 DIW 
14) Saharattananakorn DIW 
15) Kong Kae 25 DIW 
16) Kangkhoi 21 DIV 
17) Gate way city 360 DIW 
18> E11tern 12 DIW 
19) Anyathani DIW 
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For solid waste disposal, C8Ch industrial estate is supposed to have its own facili~ including: 

- SWtary landfills 
Incinerators 

- Dumps 
- Hazardous waste treatment t.cilities 

Table 2-S praents types and capmcities of wastewater treatmr:nt plant employed on industrial estates; 
T.ble 2-6 presents solid waste disposal t.cilities in induslrial estates. 

All industries are obliged to treat their wastewarer before discbarging them into receiving water. Given the 
fKt that orgmic matter is a majm constituent of most of the industrial wutewU.er, the preseotl) used 
wastewater treatment facilities are iargely based on biological treatment processes including: 

- Stabilization ponds; 
- Aerated lagoons; 
- Activated sludge processes; 
- Rotating biological disc cootactors. 

Physico-cbemical treatment processes are employed to a lesser extent. 

l.1.3.6 The Of'ract" of the National F.conomic and Social l>eYelopmmt Board {NFSDB). 

The NESDB is at letit indirectly important for the improvement of the environment as it is ultimately 
n:spoosible for the country's economic and social development planning. Only recently it bas been equipped 
with a Technology and Environment Planning Division in order to better incorporate ecological consideratioos 
from the very start into the overall economic planning process. 

The Office of the NESDB cairies out a wide nnge of activities, including studies of social and economic 
coaditioos to recommend goals and policies of national ec.onomic and social development. These increasingly 
include ecological considerations, which are the responsibility of the Social, Human Resources, Quality of Life 
and Environment Group within NESDB. Plans and projects proposed by ministries and department are 
scrutinimf for incorporation into the National Plan. Monitoring and evaluation of Plan implementation are also 
responsibilities of the Office. 

l.2 IncentiYes Aimed at Reducing Industrial Pollution 

Incentives to reduce industrial pollution in Thailand primarily aim at prevention, improved control of 
industrial operations and improvements in the selection of locatioos. urge and medium-siu industries in 
Thailand are established on a formal basis, and are thus easily targeted by incentives, and compuatively easy 
to control. 

But Thailand has a large and fast growing number of small-scale industries in the informal ICIClor. They are 
characterimf by being family-owned and having limiled technological, financial and human reaources, which 
makes it rather difficult for them to introduce new environment-friendly technologies which often demand a high 
initial outlay, and whose operation requires sufficient technological capabilities as well as qualified human 
resources. Furthermore, these small scale factories often have to cope with limited areas of land which for 
exlJllPle limits their use of land-consuming water treatment systems. 

An additional problem is that the majority of these small-scale ind~ries tend to be located in aod around 
Bangkok and ils vicinities, thus significantly contributing to that congested area's enviroomen•.al problems. It 
has so far proved very difficult to enforce land use laws and regulations. 
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2..l. I Pollution control equipment inc:enti'~es 

As an incentive to ~lerate the purchase of pollution control equipmenr. a first Notification on the 
Reduction of Import Duty was issued by the Ministry of Finance in 1983. Box 2-5 gives examples of the types 
of imported machinery, materials and equipment for energy saving and environmental conservation in industrial 
plants which qualify for import duty reduction. 

Pollution control equipment with an annual average value of some Bt 3C million ti.ht (US$ 1.2 million) was 
submitted for tax reduction in the first five yr.ars of the scheme. In 1989 alone some Bt 180 million (US$ 7 .2 
million) worth of environmental technology (ET) equipment (63 itam) was imported under- the prefen:ntial 
scheme. (See Table 2-7). Since 1991, the ralc of import duty under the scheme is the lower ofbalftbe normal 
ralc or 10 per cent15

, respectivdy 5 per cent. 

Equipment under this regulation should be primarily intended fOf" pollution control and pollution abatement. 
In practice, this regulation thus concems only end-of-pipe technologies and further contributes to the bias of 
Thai enterprises to end-of-pipe solutions instead of the introduction of cleaner production technologies. 

Further rules limit the purchase of equipment. Thus, imported second-band equipme11t does not qualify fOf" 
reductions, and replacements of old equipment are not allowed. Finally, the equipment shall not be of the same 
t)pe as equipment which can be locally produced or be bamd from reduction of import duty f<>f" other reasons, 
as laid down in the notification issued by the Director-General of the Customs and Duty Department. 

lbese restrictions show that the Government has ldopted a long-term approach to fighting pollutioo by 
building up a strong domestic base for the production of pollution abating equipment, protecting it from imports 
even al the cost of lower reductions in environmental damage in the initial phase. Supported by this policy, the 
Thai ET industry managed to gain a market share of around 20 per ceut in the early 1990s. 

Second-band ET equipment was excluded from the import n:ductioo scheme because of the likdibood that 
it would not meet medium and long- term criteria; but incn:asing the incentives for local productioo and the 
limited pollution control facilities of the Government may also have played a role. Effective pollution control 
by the Government is still largely limicoo to checks during the process of granting operating permits. As loog 
as the possibilities of control are limiterl, it certainly makes sense to concentrate promotion on new equipment, 
as the likelihood of failure in the three-year interval which is common for checks made by DIW is smaller than 
for second-hand equipment. 

2.2.2. lncenti•es for operating residual disposal and wa.~ter treatment senices 

The 801 bas issued a list of activities wh~ch are particularly promoted, including residual disposal and 
wastewater treatment services. To be eligible for 801 privileges and support the service must involve an 
investment not less than Bt 20 million (USS 0.8 million) in addition to ~ cost of land and operaring costs. 
Conditions include that the promoters of the project must have Thai nationality or that Thai inlerests bold at 
least 60 per cent of the shares of the registered capital. In addition, the project must have been approved by one 
of the ministries concerned. 
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Box 2-S: Examples of pollution control equipmml md materials entitled to import 
duty reduction: 

I. Watft-ater Tralmall 

Wasaew.ter treabaent pKbge plant; aerator; air difusu; pH Controller; D.O. controller; 

cominutor; barminator; shredder. grinder. sludge and scum scnpcr; aurOIDllic screen; 
noa<log cw semi-aoa-clog sewage pump; tric:tling filta media; flow meta; air compressor or 
blower, filta press; V8CWlll filta; cbloriaator; c:hemical feeder; sludge pump; resin; 
hydro-cyclone separator; de. 

2. Air Pollution Conlrol 

Wet scrubber; elcctrosLltic precipiblor rectifier; flu gas desulfurizator; bag filta; filta 
bag; fm and blowa'; absorption column; wpom- c:oodemer de. 

3. Residues and Solid Wate Disposal 

Incinerator. 

4. Resan:b, aaalyzi .. and Monitorins Equipment 

Samplers; incubators; pollutant analy7.1er, lab-analysis equipment (BOD analyzer. DO 
meler), monitoring equipment; combustible gas indicaror. oxygen deficieocy indicator; 
hazardous gas indicator etc. 

2.2.3. The Environment Fund 

The Environment fund, briefly referred ro in the discussion of NEQA, is ooe of the two main loa t.cilitie& 
with low interest rates aod grace periods. The other is the Loan Service for Enviroomeotal Procection, operated 
by JFCT si.Jlu 1991, and Jiscussed in some ddail in Section 2.1.2.6. 

The Envin..n'!Xnt Fund is intended ro suy.>ort industries investing in pollution control facilities or relocating 
ro industrial estates, industrial 2"DeS or other suitable locations where pollution contra? facilities have been 
provided. In practice, as indicated, there bas been a strong bias in favor of allocations made ro government 
agencies. 

The Environment Fund Committee (EFC) is made up of high-level officials: the Permanent Secrecary of 
MOSTE is Chairman and the Secretary General of OEPP is Secretary and Committee !dember. Private industry 
is not directly represented on the Committee. The EFC specifies criteria, conditions, rules and procedura 
concerning the allocation and loan applications and is charges with other matters concerning the administration 
of the fund. 
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T.a.le 2-7: l...,rted mercMndise for ewi"-'•l control mrina 1914-1989 

Total waste Waiter Air Pollution Analytical 
Treatment Utilities control 11PP9ratus e<JJis-nt 

and sa111pl i ng 

Yeer Item Mcult (8aht) Item Amou'lt item Mcult Item .-:U-.t 
(Baht) (Baht) (Baht) 

1914 19 22.433.421 10 18.935.980 4 2.794.361 5 101.oao 
1985 17 51.822.843 10 44.979.715 5 6.498.159 2 344.969 

1986 20 19.998.815 2 3.848.147 14 13.069.825 4 832.516 

1987 26 16.171.574 10 2.720.914 12 13.!62.747 4 687.843 

19118 58 50.403.684 43 33.382.259 13 15.718.041 2 1.303.384 

1989 63 176.526.250 20 27.054.944 40 147,822.110 2 1.429,000 

Source: Charurat8N. u •• llllPK"ted Merchandise for Enviror-.ental control clKing 1983-1989; paper presented on 
2nd llatiOMl S.iner on water and wastewater Technology, Chulalongltom University, Bangkok. Thailand, 15-16 Mardi 
1990. p. 335 • 
.!!!!!: During the first 5 years (8.E. 1914-88) r~!s wrth 30 •ill ion baht per year of pollution control 
e!Jlis-rtts were SW.itted for tax reduction. 

The following mctivities are eligible for support: 

1. Activities entitled to request &!!!!!!= 

Central wasteWater treatment plants or central waste disposal sysW!n belooging to the government or 
local tilministration. This includes support for capital investment as well as operational and maintenance 
costs; 

Activities of registered NGOs; 

Activities directed primarily tow:uds environmental enhan=ement or conservation. 

2. Activities entitled to request loans: 

Local administration projects cooceming central wastewater treatment or waste disposal systems; 

Local administration or public enterprise projects with respect to air pollution control; 

Private enterprises which are required by law to install pollution control facilities; 

Transfer costs incurred due to relocation of private enterprisa; to industrial estates, industrial ZDnes or 
ocher suitable areas where pollution control (water and wastes) facilities have been provided; 

Private enterprises which have a licence to provide central wastewater treatment or central solid waste 
disposal systems. 

For the private sector the Fund is limited to 20 per cent of total capital investment in fixed property. It 
furthermore must not exceed the investment in pollution control facilities for the business concerned, or exceed 
the relocation cost, or exceed 60 per cent of the fixed property investment of a central pollution control facility. 

Procedures for applying for support from the Environment Fund have also been laid down. Article 21 
specifies that a Government finance institution !Dust be the Fund Manager for funds earmarked for local 
administration and public enterprises. The IFCT is the Fund Manager for the private sector portion. 
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At present. a sum of Bt 4.500 million bas been allocated to the Enviroomeotal Fund from the Oil Fund md 
Bt SCIO million from the annual budget of the Government. It is hoped to add more mooey to the Environment 
Fund from other sources. including from loans grant.id by external donors. The funds available at present have 
been allocated to four projects involving the construction of central wastewater treatment: 

- Pbulcet Project 
- Pattaya 
- Hat Yai 
- Songkhla 

Bt 1.100 million 
Bt l. 700 million 
Bt 1.000 million 
Bt 700 million 

To be entitled to receive support. a project does not need to be located within a designated area for pollution 
control or environmental protection. The EFC is supposed to base its decisions on the merits md needs of the 
project itself. 

2.2.4 Resean:h and deYelopment subsidies 

Universities md Government agencies can request financial assistance to conduct research from several 
sources. such as the National Resean:h Council (NRC), the Scientific md Technological Development Board 
(STDB), from their respective ministries as well as from some bilateral agencies such as IDRC of Canada. 

For industry, R&D subsidies from government sources did not exist in the past. Although co-operation with 
government agencies in some research projects was possible, industries were usually expected to bear the cost 
themselves. When the STDB was established in 1985, support for the private sector in the form of 
compa11y-directcd research and diagnostic/research design services began to be available. 

STDB, in collaboration with the IFCT. the Bangkok 8anlt Ud, and Thai Military 8anlt Ud, now provides 
low-interest loans, on a cost sharing basis, of up to 50 per cent of project cost to finm for R&D activities and 
engineering projects. These also cover activities and projects aimed at finding solutions to ecological problems. 
It is expected that STDB will support 23 such projects with preference to small md medium-sil.Cd finm. So far, 
STDB has supported among others three projects in biotechnology which coocem the treatment of tapioca 
wastewater by stabilization contact processes with the production of algae. (Table 2-8). 

What is still needed in Thailand are increased R&D efforts to adapt internationally available ET products 
to the local environment". This should also help Thai ma.,ufacturers to export such •adapted· technology to 
other developing countries, in particular to neighbouring Southeast Asian countries. 

Tlble 2-1: ~t of .--rch ..t develas-nt projects in biotechrology 

Project STDB NCGEB ATT CDR PSTC Total 

Agriculture 40 50 34 a 26 158 

Public Health 4 9 6 20 39 

Envi ronnent 3 7 2 4 17 

Energy 2 3 

Others 12 2 ·-; 

Total 47 SD 38 19 48 232 

Budget 198.6 108.9 200.0 37.5 163.6 709.3 

~: STOB Annual Conference 191, Office of the Science llnd Technology 
Oevelopnent Boerd, p.37. 
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2.2.5 Decmtrali7.ation incmfiffS 

In 1988. the Government expressed its commitment to relocate factories to provincial ~ to improve 
income distribution, alleviate rural unemployment and reduce the problems of conpstion and pollution in urba 
~.notably Bangkok. 

2.2.S.I. lndmtrial ckantralaation inc:mti•es granted by lbe BOI 

The BOI already bad powers under the Investment Promotion Act to designate~ a •industrial promotion 
~·. Criticism was raised, however, that such areas were not necessarily selected according to environmental 
criteria. and that this applit.d even more strongly to the actual enterprises promoted or projects approvt.d. While 
such criticism may be valid, it should be rccogniml that most attempts to redistribute factories away from 
Bangkok are likely to have a positive effect on the local environment. In that sense. the policy Im playt.d a 
useful role - irrespective of whether this was intentional or unintentional. 

Recently the BOl Im created a separate environmental unit so that in the future environmental considerations 
are likely to be ID explicit part of the project approval process and the selection process concerning industrial 
promotion areas. 

The BOI bas classifit.d its promotion activities KCOrding to the location of enterprises into dmle major 
zones: 

Zone I: 

ZoneD: 

Zonem: 

Bangkok Metropolitan Region including Nakom. Pathom, Nootaburi. Patumtbani, 
Samutprabm, IDd Samutsakom. 

Provinces surrour ling Zone I - Kancbanaburi, Racbaburi, Samutsongk.ram, Saraburi, 
Supanburi and Angthong. 

The remaining provinces 

Privileges which can be grantt.d by the 801 are as follows: 

Zone I: 

- Import duty reduction up to one-half for some types of machinery; 

- Business tax exemption for machinery if more; than 80 per cent of products are exported or if the plant 
is locatt.d on ao industrial estate; 

- Income tax exemption for a s=eriod of 3 years if more than 80 per cent of production is exportt.d and the 
factory is locatt.d on an estate or in an industrial zone with a BOI promotion certificate. 

Zone D: 

- Import duty rt.duction for certain types of machinery by one-half and business tax exemption for 
machinery; 

- Income tax relief for a period of 3 years which is increased to S years if the factory is locatt.d on an 
industrial estate or in an industrial zone with a DOI promotion certificate. (Negotiations are under way 
between industrial enterprises and the MOI to extend income tax exemption from S to 8 years. 1be 
MOI bas in principle already indicatt.d its willingness to accept such a proposal). 
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Zonem: 

- ~ tu exemption for machinery and import duty reduction by one-half for certain types of 
lmCbinery; 

- Income tu relief for a period of 6 years which is ~ to 8 years if the factory is localed on an 
industrial estate or in an industrial 1.0DC with a 801 promotion certificate. 

The 801 incentives for the provinces have been continuously raised; the previously stringent •export~y· 
rule bu been relaxed in 1990 and tu privileges and further privileges were being considered in 1993 to attnct 
more investment to n.mote areas of the country17

; these will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

2-2.S.2. lncentiYts granted by the lndmtrial EV.ates Authority ol Thailand (IEA T) 

The IEAT's general role bu been discussed above. It remains to be pointed out that the Governor of the 
IEA T bu announced plans to draw oo the Environment Fund to finance pollution CODL-ol; to lobby for a further 
Rductioo of coocessional rates for loans from the Fund granted to factories located in estates; and to have utility 
rates reduced. 

1be IEAT, being a Govemmeot agency as well as a rep1esentative of a significant number of private 
industrial establishments in the industrial estates, bas significant advantages in getting dim:t acces5 to the 
Environment Fund. ThllS, industries in the estates will not have to apply for subsidized IOUIS individually, 
which is a time-consuming llciivity with small chances of success. 

If private enterprises can get indirect access to relatively cheap loans via the IEAT, this may act as a further 
incentive for them to relocate and take advantage of the creation of industrial estates which, in the future will 
presumably be increasingly established outside the Metropolitan Bangkok area for ecological reasons. 

2.3 Priute Industry Response to EnYironmental Challengts 

Most industries have so far only paid lip service to environmental protection. Only a few, mostly foreign 
firms from the OECD area have publicly stated environmental protection as a corporate goal, partly as a 
response to pressure in their countries of origin. As a consequence, the ET industry and environmental 
consultancy are still at the infant stage. But progress is being made, in particular as a result of efforts of the 
Federation of Thai Industries (FTI). 

2.3.1 The lnduslrial Environment Management Program of the Federation ot Thai Industries (tTI) 

Al present, the FTI bu more than 2,000 members from large, medium and small-scale industries. FTI is 
the only official representative of Thai industry as a whole. One of FTI's new roles is to co-ordinate private 
industrial development with national economic development and to protect national interests in the international 
economy. Within this context, one of FTI's tasks is to find economically feasible solutions for environmental 
problems caused by industry. FTI is also actively engaged in contributing to solutions of problems at the 
enterprise level. 

The Industrial Environmental Management Program (IEMP) was conceived in 1990 as part of the 
USAID-sponsored MANRES programme to improve the capacity of Thai governmental and non-governmental 
agencies for dealing effective( y wilh natural resource and environmental problems. The FTI is the implementing 
agency. 
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The objectives of the lEMP arc: 

- To build consensus and capadty among Thai industrialists for addressing fundamental environmental and 
workers' health and safety issues; and 

- To promote private and public sector investment in cnvironmen:.al protection and to dcmoostrale means 
of improving industrial environmental management. 

The main activities of the lEMP comprise: 

- Creation of environmental awareness; 
- lntemational exchanges; 
- Staff development; 
- Co-operative technical assistance; 
- Creation of an industrial environmental database. 

The activities of the lEMP are clearly focussed oo industrialists. In the early phase the activities were 
concentrated on environmental awareness raising. Cum:nt activities are now more focused on specific issues. 
The current program covers four main industries: textiles, pulp and paper, food processing and metals. 

Textiles: The emphasis is on the use of clean technology in the dyeing and finishing processes, in addition 
to the promotion of good housekeeping practices to reduce material use and waste. The programme bas 
cooperated with a plant in Samutprabm to install vacuum technology which can achieve a 40 per cent reduction 
in material use. The use of computeriud colour matching in dyeing puts an end to trial and enor methods and 
thus reduces the use of dyes. The program also experiments with technologies to remove colour from 
wastewater. 

Pulo and Paper: The project bas assessed the status of the industry and is planning demonstration facilibes. 
It bas also become involved in a pulp mill which was ordered to suspend operations for non-compliance with 
environmental standards. 

Food processing: Plans were being drawn up to assess the status of the industry in 1993. The empbuis here 
is on waste recycling. 

Metals: In this sector, haz.ardous waste has been identified as the main problem. 

The programme is also assessing the petrocl".emical industry and is looking into the feasibility of establishing 
a central hazardous waste treatment plants in industrial estates. 

The dyeing and finishing project is a good example of the nmge of activities involved. These included 
ldvice from international experts on pollution reduction while keeping cost low, observation tours for Thai 
industrialists to see low-waste technologies and WL'llewater treatment plants in operation in the USA, Brazil and 
Switz.erland, and discussions with industrial managers from these countries on the practical problems of 
introducing clean technologies. Seminars and workshops on computer colour matching including demonstrations 
of the use of vacuum technology were also held. 

Although it i.> still too early to assess the success of these activities, the active involvement of the FTI in 
examining practical solutions for environmental problems arising from the operations of industry is a good start, 
and should help to convince private industry that suscained economic success will only be possible if 
environmental regulations are adhett.d to. The projects and activities accomplished so far have centered on the 
arpment that reduction of pollution can go hand in band with increased levels of efficiency and thus makes 
~ from an ecological as well as from an economic point of view. 
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2.3.2 En1iromnental auditing and comultancy 

1bere are as yet no Thai firms offering environmental auditing services. There are only laboratories 
conducting emission tests. Although a few private firms are involved. much of the work is still done directly 
by government agencies as part of their monitoring work. NEQA (1992) provides for the licensing of 
•monitoring• and •cootn1ct service· agencies. to carry out wute treatment procases and environmental quality 
monitoring. Such agencies are also eligible for financial support from the Enviroomen~ Fund. The procedures 
for licensing have DOI been officially announced yet. However. in anticipation of the regulations. a group of 
private firms has formed an lndependc:ot Laboratories Association to establish a common code of conduct and 
standards. 

More progress has been made in consultancy. where a market has been created by the requirement of m EIA 
for large-scale projects. For major projects. such as large power stations and darm, local consultancy firms 
normally join forces with foreign firms for the necessary expertise. The present OEPP (as well as the previous 
ONEB) requires consultants to be authori7.ed. At present (1993) there are 32 organimions authori7.ed to conduct 
EIAs. Most of these are Bangkok-based and are also involved in other engineering consultancy tasks. The major 
universities are represented in this field as well, two of them in Bangkok and one each in the North, the 
Northeast aod the South. One publicly-funded scientific IDd technological research agency is also represented. 
Licences are valid for a period of 3-5 years (Table 2-9). 

The weakest link is in air pollution control engineering and consultancy. Only a limited number of 
university professors aod private sector consultants undertake consulting in this field and the quality of services 
varies significantly. Given the fact that both supply of and demand for consultancy services is limited, the 
pollution control equipment which is installed is often inappropriate. 

2.3.3 Manufaduring of pollution preyention/contrcl equipment 

About 20 per cent of the Thai ET market is supplied with locally manufactuml or assembled goods. So far. 
Thai manufacturers have speciali7.ed in the low technology/high turnover market segment. Local firms offer poor 
after-sales services aod maintenance support. Another major problem is related to licensing. A number of 
manufactureJS hold licences from overseas manufacturers and hence are usually supported technically by these; 
but much of the low-technology equipment is copied from foreign equipment because patent laws are DOI 

enforced. 11 This has boosted the production of these items but it has also made foreign suppliers very reluctant 
to co-operate with Thai compani~ in the manufacturing of high-tech ET equipment. Only RCently the Thai 
Government - after severe pressure from the US - announced plans to improve its legislation md enforcement 
practices19

, which may strengther. the role of the Thai manufacturing sector in the more sophisticated ET 
equipment market. 

In general, the advantage of domestically produced ET equipment is the low initial capital outlay. However, 
operating costs and in particular maintenance ~ts tend to be rather high md overall performance rather low. 
This makes domestically produced ET equipment adequate and competitive only for simple problems. More 
sophisticated requirements, which are characteristic for industrial operations, cannot yet be met by Thai 
industry. 

Equipment for water pollution control 

Most of the water pollution contro: equipment used in industry is imported and assembled for use at specific 
sites. Water treatment systems for domestic waste water however are locally produced and both mechanical and 
biological systems are being offered. 
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Table 2-9: List of lic:emed finns/organiutions 
for conducting environmental impact ~ts 

Name Location Date of 
start 

Aggie Consult Co. Ud. Bangkok 1988 

Consultant of Technology Co. Ud. Bangkok 1988 

TESCO Co. Ud. Bangkok 1988 

Southeast Asia Technology Co. Ud. Bangkok 1998 

Chulaloogkom University Bangkok 1988 

Tonmee Tech Co. Ud. Bangkok 1988 

TEAM Consulting Engineer Co. Ud. Bangkok 1988 

Chiangmai University Chiangmai 1988 

Mahidol University Bangkok 1988 

STS Engineering Co. Ud. Bangkok 1988 

System Engineering Co. Ud. Bangkok 1989 

Soogkhla i Jniversity Sooghkl& 1989 

SPS Consulting Service Co. Ud. Bangkok 1989 

Paul Consultant Co. Ud. Bangkok 1990 

Universal Engineering Consultants Co. Ud. Bangkok 1990 

Thailand Institute of Scientific and Bangkok 1991 
T ecbnological Research 

NS Consultant Co.Ud. Bangkok 1991 

Thai-Thai Visakakom Co. Ud. Bangkok 1991 

Kaserart University Bangkok 1992 

TIPCO Consultant Co.Ud. Bangkok 1992 

SGS Environmental Services Co.Ud. Bangk.ok 1990 

Water and Environment Consultant Co.Ud. Bangkok 1992 

Khonkaen University Kbonkaen 1990 

Macro Conirultant Co. Ud. Bangkok 1990 

SDCON Corporation Co. Ud. Bangkok 1990 

International Testing Co.Ud. Bangkok 1991 

Siam DHV Co.Ud. Bangkok 1991 

Pree Development Consultant Co.Ltd. Bangkok 1992 

ENVITECH Consultant Co. Ltd. Bangkok 1992 

Metric Co. Ltd. Bangkok 1992 

Land A Visavakom Co. Ud. Nontaburi 1993 

Life and Environment Co.Ud. Bangkok 1993 

validity 
expiry 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1993 

1994 

1994 

1994 

1995 

1995 

1996 

1996 

1996 

1997 

1997 

1993 

1995 

1995 

1993 

1993 

1994 

1994 

1995 

1995 

1997 

1996 

1996 
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Thailand mainly manufactures low technology/high turnover equipment such a: 

- Filtration equipment; 
- Clarifiers and associated equipu.ea.t; 
- Mechanical screens; 
- Sur&ce 8et8lors. 

The share of domestic products in the domestic market for water purification equipment is some 30 per cent 
for coagulation and flocculation clarifiers a well as filtration equipment. This is above avenge (20 per cent). 

It is still well below average for pumps and disinfection equipment and to a lesser degree also for control 
equipment and fitting valves. On the other band, the domestic production of surface aerators and scrcc:u filters 
has a rather strong market position, with a share of 30-40 per cent. The share of submerged aerators, pumps, 
disinfection equipment and in general for any kind of equipment for spccialimd treatment processes is cxtn:mely 
low. 

Equipment for solid waste disposal 

Here, industry still mainly relies on imported incineralors though the basic engineering designs of the 
various systems may be locally provided. Locally produa:d incinerators are relatively inexpensive and thus 
popular for housing estates, hospitals, universities etc. However, the domestically produced incinerators are 
generally not equipped with air pollution control systems. 

Equipment for haz.ardous waste disposal 

Local capicity for this type of equipment is virtually noo~xistent, mainly as a result of the lack of demand. 
But this is likely to change soon. So far, there was only one industrial waste lrealmcot plant at Bangkhwitian, 
built by the MOI and leased to a private operator under a S-year concession from 1988-1992. The concession 
has now expired and a new bid is being called. Also, industrial estates are now required to provide solutions 
for the disposal of hazardous waste. Finally, there is the possibility of individual firms coostructing such waste 
disposal systems to provide a service to other factories. A recent example is found on the industrial estate in 
the eastern seaboard region designed for chemical plants. One of those plants has announced plans to construct 
its own haz.ardous waste treatment facility, also accepting, against a fee, chemical waste from other plants on 
the estate. 

Eauipment to control air oollution 

This industry is still weak. While there are numerous Thai manufacturers of air pollution control equipment, 
this equipment is usually based on copied systems. As indicated before, this has made foreign equipment 
distributors and manufacturers reluctant to provide details of their equipment, and this has delayed technological 
progress and the emergence of local design capabilities for up-to-date equipment. 

Dry mechanical dust collectors, primarily cyclones, are used extensively thr<'Ughout Thailand, both as a 
process unit and for air pollution control. The demand for high-performance equipment is still limited to a few 
large industries and is mainly covered by imports. 

The main types of air pollution control equipment produced in Thailand include: 

I) Dust control equipment: 

- Cyclones of all size; 
- Ventilation equipment; 
- Small bag filters; 
- Small scrubbers. 
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2) Gas emis,gon control equipment: 

- Small scrubbers; 
- Small afterburners. 

There is a market for, e.g., electrostatic precipitators to control dust, but these cannot be manufactured 
locally yet; and gas emimon absorption units cannot be marketed, mainly due to the lack of carbon regeoeratioo 
facilities. 

Limitalioos of locally produced ET equipment have led to inappropriate applicatioos, such as removing dust 
with scrubbers instead of with dry collectioo processes which would prevent subsequent water pollution. 
Another eumple is the widesrre-1 USf. of cyclones which are not effective for small particles because they are 
cbemp and widely available, being produced in Thailand. 

1.3.4 Prime industry R&D effons 

Lax enforcement of environmental laws in the past bas not stimulated interest of private industry in both 
prevention and control of pollution - in spite of the efforts made, for example, by the IEMP (see above). This 
bas resulted in a low level of relevant R&D efforts by private industry. Most efforts, as indicated before, 
coacern eod--of-pipe recbnologies. Under the present conditions industrialists do DOI have enough incentives to 
undertake RlcD llCtivities relating to pollution prevention and control in the early phases of production. 

The lack of environment-oriented R&O must also be seen against the background of an overall lack of 
genuine R&D efforts in Thailand, for which theJc are several reasons: 

- Firms operate in an expuding market, and the priority is thus meeting demand rather than innovation; 

- There are obstacles tc foreign competition in some markets, reducing the pressure for R&D; 

- Import taxes on equipment and taxes on license fees increase costs of foreign recbnology which would be 
required for R&D; 

- Severe shortages of tcchnically~ified manpower are common; normal production llCtivities have priority 
over R&D; 

- Firms generally have to finance technology acquisition from intemal funds only; 

Focussing on pollution reduction, several pre-conditions would have to be satisfied in order to lti:nulate 
interest in R&D, including: 

- Certainty that environmental standards, especially for emissions, will be rigorously enforced; 

- Increasing awareoeas of financial benefits from pollution reduction; 

- Greater consumer demand for environmentally friendly products. 

Progress towards meeting these conditions is at present only made with regard to the enforcement of 
standards. Improved production processes would require additional investment, but despite the rn·1 efforts 
financial returns are still perceived to be larger in other areas. Finally, the Thai consumer bas 10 far remained 
1e111itive to low prices rather than to quality and environmental issues. However, with rising levels of income 
in Thailand, this should start to change as well. 
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One way to spur R&D llCtivities would be to introduce martet-baed rnedaanisim whereby environmenlal 
costs are ultimately borne by the comumers of the particular goods md ~ in question, making it attnctive 
for private firms to investigate ways of reducing pollution in order to reduce costs md thus prices. incrasiag 
competitiveness. This would involve arnngemc:nts similar to the cuboo tu imposed oa users of fossil fuels 
whic:b is under discussQi in industrialiJJed ccuntries. The range of pollutants on which the tu is levied, should 
of course be .tjusted to suit local conditions. This appnw:b could complement the polluter-..ys-principle 
embodied in NEQA, which forces enterprises to take 8CCOUDl (literally) of~ environmeolal damage they cause. 
Prime candid-res in Thailmd would be the amount of waste water released from r.ctories md the amouo1 of 
sulphur dioxide emissions from lignite-using iudustria. (See also CbapCer' 5). 
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CHAPTERJ 

ENVIRONMENTAL ~OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVFSl'MENT 

Thailand bas increasingly received FDI in the sraJDdary (i.e. manufacturing) sector (Table 3-3), while the 
share of IOC&I FDI to the primary (agriculture and extractive industries such as oil md mining) and tertiary 
(coostructioo, trade, transport. real estate, etc.) sectors bas decreased. Generally, the secondary sector is 
c:oasidered as having greater environmental impacts than the primary or tertiary sectors. It is essential, therefore, 
to review the major environmental issues sb:mming from the prominent role played by FDI and to identify 
action requirements and related capabilities of the 801, the leading agency for attracting FDI. 

This cbapcer is partly based on extensive interviews with major TNCs in branches gcncrally considered to 
be potentially highly polluting. While the case study canclusioos arc SUIDlllllriz.ed in section 3.4.3 below, the 
racier interested in individual interviews is refcrmf to Annex B. 

3.1 Recent Trends in IDI lnftows: Magnitudes and Determinants 

In Thailand's Third Plan (1972-76), the promotion of canufactured exports and import substitution of 
intermediate goods and raw materials was adopted as a key theme of national ecooo:nic policy. With subsequent 
developments in the Thai economy, this policy stimulated increasing inflows of FDI, particularly from 1987 
onwards (See Table 3-1; for detailed statistics see Appendix - Tables A-9 to A-16). 

The five years following 1987 were characteriz.ed by the steadily increasing pace of FDI as Thailand 
continued its drive towards export-oriented manufacturing. It is estimated' that in 1990, FDI directly JICCOUOted 
for between 30 to 40 per cent of Thailand's manufactured exports, which, in tum, made up the majority of the 
country's exports, valued at US$ 22.79 billion for that year. In the same year, FDI was equivalent to 8.3 per 
cent of Gross Domestic Investment (GDI) and 10.S per cent of Gross Private Business Investment (GPBI), up 
from 2.9 per cent and 4.S per cent, respectively, in 1986. 

The post-1987 surge in FDI was triggered by two principal factors: first, the increasing absorptive 
capacity of the Thai economy for capital inflows in terms of natural resources, infrastructure, low cost labour 
and a Government policy which encouraged foreign involvement. Second, the appreciation of the Japanese yen 
and increasing labour costs, particularly in Taiwan Province of China, Hong Kong and the Republic of Korea, 
made Thailand an increasingly attractive location for relocating manufacturing facilities. 

An indication of the impact on the Thai economy and its industrial make-up of the FDI surge can be gained 
from comparing total DOI-approved projects before and after 1987. By September 1991, BOI-approved projects 
for the period since 1987 stood at 3,614. This was almost triple the number of projects approved in the 25-year 
period prior to 1987 (See Annex Table A-10). A 1992 study2 states that for the 1987 to September 1991 period: 
•The NICs and Japan are the major sources of FOi, togc:ther accounting for 66 per cent of joint-ventures and 
78 per cent of foreign subsidiaries ..... It should be noted that the share of NIC investors among export oriented 
foreign subsidiaries, especially from Taiwan, rose markedly from 4 per cent to 44 per cent over the same 
period .• 

The post-1987 FOi surge was marked by two notable trends. First, the level of foreign involvement in 
promoted projects increased from less than SO per cent to more than 80 per cent by 1991, with 20.8 per cent 
of the total accounted for by foreign subsidiaries and S6. 7 per cent u joint ventures. While DOI-promoted joint
venture (JV) export projects are very diversified, foreign subsidiaries are concentrated in such industries as 
fabricated metal products, electrical machinery and appliances as well as electronic products. 
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Tele J-1 : llet lnfl- of forei9" Direct hM!Stmnt br camtry er..., - 1910-1990 

llet FDI lnfl
(billian .... t> 

1970-
1979 

lorth Merica 5.76 

Jepen 4.97 

Europe 3.08 

llewly lrdJstriel ing 1.43 
Ccu'ttries 

ASEAll Ccu'ttries 1.09 

of which: 0.90 
Singapore 

Other Countries ·0.09 

Tot•l FOi Inf lOMS 16.23 

lorth America 

Jepen 

Europe 

lewly 
Jncllstri•l izing 
Ccu'ttries 

ASEAI Countries 

of lilich: 
Singapore 

Other Countries 

35.5 

30.6 

19.0 

8.8 

6.7 

5.5 

·0.6 

SOurce: lri of Thei lend. 

1980-
1984 

9.13 

8.37 

6.10 

3.38 

2.99 

1.18 

2.53 

32.49 

28.1 

25.8 

18.8 

10.4 

9.2 

3.6 

7.8 

1985 

2.42 

1.53 

0.43 

0.82 

-1.09 

-1.12 

0.33 

4.44 

54.6 

34.5 

9.6 

18.4 

-24.4 

·25.3 

7.4 

1986 

1.33 

3.05 

0.93 

1.09 

0.36 

0.40 

0.15 

6.91 

19.3 

44.1 

13.5 

15.8 

5.2 

5.8 

2.1 

1987 

1.75 

1.51 

0.53 

0.54 

0.16 

9.04 

20.2 

36.1 

19.4 

16.7 

5.9 

5.9 

1.7 

1988 

3.24 

14.61 

2.85 

6.24 

1-65 

1.57 

-0.62 

27.96 

1989 1990 Clall•-
the 
FOi 
lnflOMS 

5.39 5.94 35.04 

18.76 27.82 112-38 

5.10 5.20 25.49 

11.03 15.15 40.64 

2.81 6.44 14.78 

2.75 5.91 12.12 

2.55 1.97 6.96 

45.70 62.52 205.29 

11.6 11.8 9.5 

44.5 

8.3 

24.2 

17-1 

40.1 

12.4 

19-8 

52.2 41.1 

10.2 11.3 

22.3 24.1 

5.9 6.2 

5.6 6.0 

·2.2 5.6 

10.3 

9.5 

3.1 

7.2 

5.9 

3.4 

Note: ECJ,lity end low fra111 perent or releted c011peniH including cepitel ft.nds of foreign 
c~rciel benk. 

The second distinct trend is the dramatic increase in export orientation of SOI-promoted projects: "The 
number of approved projects with export requirements (generally at least 80 per cent of total annual sales) 
increased from 437to3,165 with their share in total project approvals growing from 31 per cent to nearly 90 
per cent.... . By 1991, virtually all foreign subsidiaries and almost 90 per cent of joint veo~=-~ projects 
receiving promotion were export oriented. This cl~ly reflects the 801 policy to allow projects which export 
100 per cent of total sales to have 100 per cent foreign equity ownenhip. •3 

For 801-promoted joint ventures and foreign subsidiaries ~blisbed in the 1987-1992 period, there bu 
aenerally been a pronounced shift away from traditional labour-intensive activities such as food, aarment5, and 
plastic products, to more sopbistie&ted secton such as fabricated metals, chemicals, electronica and electrical 
machinery (Table 3-2). In 1991-92, FDI in chemicals, metal processing and electronics/electrical industries 
ranked second, third and fourth, respectively, in value terms (surpassed only by FOi in services). The 
environmental significance of these structural shifts will be discussed below. 
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Tmle 3-2: FDI in u.r. ewi,.._..lly-si1J1ifiant 
ird.atriel sectors (1991 & 1992> 

1991 

Projects lrwesment Projects 

39 USS1.395ia 22 

61 USS1.098a 46 

105 USS 941• 84 

~: EBG utr.ct frm IOI mt• (See Arw.x A-16 for the CC111plete tmle). 

3.2 Enris"Ollllla1tal impact of FDI in Thailand: A Broad Awss•ww4 

3.2.1 Introduction 

1992 

lrwestmnt 

USSl.65911 

USS1,01611 

USS 6969 

It seems that so far no comprehensive field studies have a<sesscd the general environmental impact of the 
industries that have been brought to Thailand with the increased inflows of FDI. Analysis of the direct 
environmental impacts of FDI is made difficult by the limited systematic scientific data describing industrial 
wastc streams, including hazardous waste, and emissions from plants established as a result of FDI. This reflects 
the limited amount of centralised data on the volume and mnue of waste streams from Thai industry in general. 
No govemmeot agency routinely collates statistics describing FDI 8Ctivities generating baDrdous wastc at 
present. Furthermore, the complexity of the issue makes inrerpretatioas of the existing data tentative at best. 
Partial evidence is (or will be) available from the following exercises: 

In 1988-1989, Engineering Science Inc. of the USA, together with two Thai engineering firms, made 
projections of the country· s hazardous waste streams while preparing the National Haz.ardous Waste 
Management Plan;' 

for its conference at the end of 1990,, the Thailand Development Resean:b Institute (IDRI) analyzed BOl
promokd industries and concluded that the proportion of hazardous-waste generating industries among 
approved investment projects increased from 25 per cent in 1987 to SS per cent in 1989; 

A study bas been initiated by the BOI to investigate the waste streams of the factories it promoces. In 
October 1992, a research team from the Sanitary Engineering and Hygiene Department of Mahidol 
University, Bangkok, was commissioned by the Office of the Doud of Investment (0801) to investigate 
and classify companies having the most serious imp.::t on the environment and to make recommendations 
for ervironmental management. Thi& study &bould be completed within 1993; 

Another initiative, funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and launched in late 1992, i& a study 
managed by a US consultancy, Plant Pacific Inc., to analyze the industrial waste &t1eam for the heavily 
industrialised Samut Prakan area, south of Bangkok. Sanwt Prakan, a province with more than 4,000 
factories, bas been a favoured location for operations promoted by BOI (See Annex Tables A-14 and A
IS); 

When completed, these studies sh JUld provide the basis for a more thorough aueument of the direct 
environmental impact of industrial FOi. A full llSellment of the environmental impect would have to cover not 
only the environmental degradation directly caused by the operation of foreip sub&idiariea and affiliated 
companies in Thailand, but aJ50 the many linkage effecta with the Thai economy 1.nd environment al Jarp. 
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TmlM J-3 : Set~ or iswanl Fonip Dinct la•almad by Mrtor. 197&-1990 

1970- 1980- 191S 1910 1917 1911 1919 1990 CumuletiYC 
1979 1914 FDI Inflows 

1970-19IO 

Net FDI IDt1owa (billion b*) 16.23 32.49 4.44 6.91 9.04 27.96 4S.70 62.S2 205.29 

..._,, Sedor 1.94 7.64 0.59 0.44 0.41 0.79 I.II 1.90 14.96 

~ 0.01 O..lS 0.0I 0.20 0.29 0.32 0.60 0.76 2.61 

..... and Quarrying 1.93 7.29 0.S2 0.24 0.19 0.47 O.SI 1.14 12..lS 

Sccaadary Sector S.39 10.SI 1.36 2.12 4.7S 16.16 21.17 29.07 91.23 

Food 0.S7 0.31 0.39 0.29 0.44 1.()6 1.96 1.9S 6.91 

Tcnilca 2.0S O.IS 0.06 0.09 LOO Lil 0.69 1.76 7.60 

MclalandN~ 0.2S 1.42 -0.13 -0.02 0.37 2.11 2.76 2.14 9.60 

Elutrical Applianca LIS 3.11 0.21 0.62 1.14 6.32 1.17 10.13 32.37 

Maclliacry and Tmupon Equip. 0.33 0.99 0.03 -0.01 0.16 0.63 LIO 2.42 S.6S 

Chcmials 0.6S Lil 0.49 0.41 0.17 1.06 2.12 4.29 11.79 

Pdrolcum Producls 0.22 2.0S 0.00 0.01 -0.02 o.n -Ll9 0.119 2.74 

C--=tioa M81Crials -0.07 :>.OS 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.01 O.IS 

Odien 0.26 O.S2 0.19 0.67 O.IO 3.07 4.n 4.0I 14.3S 

T cttiary Scc1or 1.19 14.3S 2.49 4.34 l.12 11.01 22.6S 31.54 99.10 

F-nc:ial lnslilutioas 2.22 1.17 -1.24 O.SI 0.44 2.SI 2.14 3.IJ 12.36 

Trade J.SI S.S2 LOI 1.71 o.as 3.11 6.12 13.00 36.46 

COllSlnlCtion 1.19 4.60 l.S9 1.23 us 1.14 3.93 3.29 19.73 

Services 1.26 3.0S 1.06 0.11 1.17 2.S3 1.70 10.94 29.S3 

Odlcrs 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.36 0.47 1.02 

-....SUnsmTGUI 

Pri-ry 12.0'1 23.S'I 13..lf. 6.4'1 S.l'I 2.llf. 2.6'1 3.0f. 7.l11i 

Sccoadary JJ.2'1 32.lf. 30.H l0.711i S2.Sf. S7.H 47.1'1 46.S'I 44.4'1 

Food l.Sf. l.011i 1.9'1 4.2" 4.8'1 3.H 4.311i l.111i J.411i 

Tclllilca 12.6'1 2.6" LJ'I 1.2'1 11.0'1 4.0'1 l.S'I 2.H J.a 

Metal and Non-mc1allic I.Sf. 4.4'1 -2.8'1 -0.l'I 4.0'1 7.6'1 6.0'1 4.S'I 4.7'1 

Elccuiul Applianc:cs 7.lf. 9.8't 6.3'1 8.9'1 12.6'1 22.6" 19.4'1 17.l'I- IS.8'1 

~hincry and Traiuport Equip. 2.0'1- J.0'1- 0.7'1 -0.2'1 l.H 2.l'I 2.4'1 3.9'1- 2.8'1 

Chemicals 4.0'1 3.S'I 11.0'1- 7.0f. 9.6f. l.H 6.2't 6.9'1 S.7'1 

Pclrolcum Produ.:ta 1.3'1 6.3'1 0.0'1 0.1'1 -0.lf. 2.H -2.6'1- 1.4'1 1.3'1 

Conauuction Ma1erial1 -0.4'1 0.1 'I 0.9'1 0.111i 0.1'1 0.1'1 0.2'1 0.0'l 0.1'1 

Tertiary S4.H 44.2'1 S6.l'I 62.9'1 42.2'1 39.4'1 49.6'1 SO.S'I 41.l'I 

Source: Bank of Thailand. 
Note: Equity and loans from parent or related companies including capital funds of foreign commercial banks. 
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3.2.2 FDI in pollution-intemi•e industries 

To gauge the full environmental significance of FDI for Thailand, it would be necessary to identify the 
industries to which FDI is directed and to analyz.e the pollution-intensity of those industrial proce&'ieS, the 1Ctua1 
make up and control of their waste strr.aim, emissions and other environmentally significant filctors. which 
might include: the environmental management performance of domestic suppliers and sub-contractors; product 
distribution and stewardship; and product life-i:ycle monitoring. While these ismes cannot be dealt with in 
detail. they are touched upon in the case studies of TNCs. Certain transnational corporations (fNCs), for 
example, conceded to the research temi during field interviews that some categories of their toxic waste are 
collected by industrial cleaning services and that they have no idea of how this Wtile, or their sub-contractors 
waste, is disposed of. and that it might be openly dumped (see Annex 8). 

The overall environmental impact of FDI is nevertheless clear. 'The number of reeistered hazardous waste
generating factories has increased from 6,600 in 1979 to 16,000 in 198~. indicating the structural change 
taking place in the manufacturing sector, a process in which FDI plays a prominent role. Moreover, •the 
volume of hazardous waste generated in Thailand is expected to grow at a rate of 8.6 per cent per annum. in 
response to continuing growth in the metals industry. transport equipment and machinery manufacture, and the 
chemicals, textiles, rubber and pulp and paper industries. •7 Statistics from a variety of sources show that the 
majority of these branc~ have a high level of foreign investment. There are recent indications that FDI is on 
a downward trend', but foreign investment in large-scale chemical projects has nearly tripled during 1992 (up 
to USS 3,659 million, from USS 1,395 million in 1991). This is an industry with a potentially very significant 
enviromneotal impact, which demonstra~ that it is the pattern and DOC just the scale of investment which 
determines pollution intensity. 

3.2.3 Inorganic waste and FDI 

While inorganic waste still makes a small contribution (in volume terms) to pollution in Thailand, the rapid 
growth in the volume of haz.ardous waste causes growing concern. Effects such as widespread contamination 
of water resources may not be noticed immediately. taking years to surface and to be appropriately documented. 
FDI, as indicated, is concentrated in highly haz.ardous-waste generating industries such as chemicals, minerals, 
metals and ceramics. Chemical and chemical product industries accounted for more than 23 per cent of total FOi 
in firms promoted by the 801 in the period 1960-1985. The corresponding figure for the mineral, metal and 
ceramics industries was 22 per cent and for mechanical and electrical equipment 12.4 per cent9

• 

DOI data reveal that the chemical industry and the metal processing industry accounted for over 60 per cent 
of the registered capital value of DOI-promoted companies in 1992. The capital intensity of foreign projects in 
these sectors is above average. It should be remembered that not all DOI-promoted companies are foreign-owned 
and that much FOi to Thailand does not pass through DOI.But data from the Bank of Thailand confirm the 
picture that 801 figures suggest: FOi in haz.ardous·waste generating industries has risen sharply in the last few 
yQl'S, 85 per cent of the Bt 15,666 million net flow of FDI to the chemical industry during 1970-1991 being 
invested during the last five years of the period. 
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Tlble 3-4: llet flCllf of FDI 
to • selection of envin11911ftt•lly sillJlifi~t sectors 

(llill ian laht) 

INDUSTRY 1970-79 1980-85 1986-1991 

Che11ic•l 647.8 1,619.4 13,398.8 

Met•l end lfon· 247.1 1,295.0 10,309.9 
Met•llic 

Electricel 1,148.1 3,458.5 36,593.8 
Aflpl i 81'1Ces 

~: Bank of Th•ilend. 

3.3 The Role of Environmental Objectives in IDI Promotion 

33.lRecentchangesinBOiregulatiom 

The 1977 Investment Promotioo Act, which defines the role of 801, also takes environmental implications 
of investment into t;OOSideiation. Section 19 states that 801 shall promote projects which incorporate 
•appropriate measures for the preventioo and control of harmful effects to the quality of the environment in the 
interest of the common good of the general living of the public and for the perpetuation of mankind and 
nature.• The Act also states that 801 may include •prevention and control of damaging elements to the quality 
of the environment,• in the promotion certificate. 

A number of new regulations and incentives related to the environment have been introduced by the 801 
in recent years: 

- In 1991, 801 declared that pollution control and energy saving machinery and equipment would be 
eligible for exemption from or tbe reduction of taxes and import duties. 

- In the same year, 801 also IUIDOUDCed that it would RqUire that all projects with investment capital 
exceeding 8t SOO million submit a feasibility study which takes environmental issues into coosidenatioo. 
Prior to issuing a promotional certificat~. 801 requires information on raw materials, products and 
production processes which may cause environmental problems as well as on investment in pollution 
control machinery and the cost of impl~menting a pollution control plan. 

- In 1992, environmental requirements and incentives were further strengthened. To be eligible, projects, 
must not only be •important and beneficial to the country"s, economic and social development, and to 
national security,• but also ·economically and technologically appropriate, and have adequate preventive 
measures against damage to the mvironment. • 

- In 1992, it was also announced that projects which preserve, protect, restore or rehabilitate the 
environment and conserve energy are given a privileged promotional status. The exact form and 
implementation of this privilc:ged status remains to be determined. 

3.3.2 BOl's implementation or envirorunental provisiom 

The 801 requires promoted factories to meet the environmental standards of the government's key 
enforcement agencies (the DIW and the three new environmental departments of MOSTE operating under the 
jurisdiction of the NEB). Certification that the environmental requirements of these agencies have been met must 
be submitted during the application process for promotional stalWI. In addition, the 801 can include special 
environmental requirements in any Promotional Certificate if this is deemed necessary. 
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Cross-jurisdiction between various govemmenl agencies on diffcrenl aspecls of environmental managemenl 
of industrial planls may complicate BOl's environmental role. While DIW is primarily responsible for r.ctory 
inspection md coalrol. pollulioo coolrol officers of MOSTE's Dcpartmcnl of Pollulion Conlrol have moniroring 
md reporting respoosibililics. Furthermore. NEQA oonlains a provision lhal MOSTE's environmental 
dcpartmenl can requesl a third agency in the public or privalc seclor lo monitor md report on a factory if DIW 
fails to do so. To dale. MOSTE bas DOI applied this provision. DOI usually leaves technical monitoring md 
enforcement of environmental management SWldards to lhese MOSTE departments. 

BOl's mdbod for moniloring md enforcing environmental regulations md standards could not be 
delermincd. It appears lhal it is confident lhal any investor who meets the requiremenls of the NEB wbeo an 
EIA is required. and oblains a factory operating license from the DIW. bas satisfied the legal environmental 
rcquiremenls. No independent monitoring or checking by the DOI appears to take place, a task for which the 
agency lacks the rcsoun:es anyway. 

Prior to the introduction of the updated Factories Act, two factory licenses, a factory set-up license md 
an operational license, were required by promoted factories. The updated act streamlines the procedure. For a 
Promotional Certificate from the DOI the investor now only needs a Factory Operations License, supplied by 
the DIW after inspection prior to production. Altemalely, the DOI can supply such a license and it is then the 
duty of the company to inform the DIW md request a check before operations commence. 

3.3.3 EIAs and special promotion urtirlcate conditiom 

As discussed in Chapter 2, EIAs are mandatory for certain industrial projects. Promotional privileges from 
the DOI require an NEB-approved EIA. In IMk!itioo, the DOI requires lhal all factories applying for promotion 
have appropriate waste trcatmeot systems, the ability to monitor md control their waste streams, md a factory 
license granted by the DIW. Again. the DOI apparently assumes that firms which apply for promotion and meet 
the standards of the government agencies named above also fulfill DOI conditions. The Bors authority to 
include special environmental conditions in ils Promotional Certificates (see above) has primarily been applied 
to chemical projects. 

These special conditions are drafted on a project by project basis by the relevant division supervising the 
promotion application. There are no set DOI standards, only very general environmental conditions which must 
be met. A discussion is taking place within the DOI about dropping the system of special environmental 
conditions altogether as lhese may cause delay and deler investors from proceeding with their applications. 

3.3.4 Locational pref'erences 

In spile of policies favouring decentralization (see Chapter 2), a significant number of investors continue 
to locate in Bangkok. Samul Prakan and the adjoining provinces (See Annex Table A-IS). In January 1993, BOI 
announced a series of measures to further encourage investment in other areas. reducing pollution and 
conga.iion problems in the Bangkok area: 

- Activities which were previously promoted if they met export requirements will now be eligible for 
promotion if they are located in 1.one 3 without export conditions10

• Additionally, the locational condition 
•win be waived for export-oriented projects located in industrial estates in Zone i- 11 • 

- Projects locating in Zone 3 will be granted increased tax benefits which include an exemption of duty 
on imported machinery which is currently subject to S per cent tax; extended income tax holidays from 
6 to 8 years; and a reduction of import duty on raw malerials used in production for domestic sales. 12 

Also, for projects locating on industrial estates in 1.one 3, income tax holidays are lengthened by two years 
from S to 7 years. 

- Finally, factories which relocate to Zones 2 or 3 will be eligible for BOI promotional status if the 
following conditions are met: the activity must be included in the revised eligibility list; polluting factories 
which are obliged to relocate by MOI must move to an industrial estate; non-polluting factoriea must 
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employ at least 100 people in the existing plmit and are required to move major ilclm of machinery to the 
~ location; and the new factory must be opera.ting within 2 yean; of receiving the Promotion Certificate. 

Factories relocating to Zone 2 will receive an extended income tu holiday of 3 years, incR2SCd to 7 years 
if they locate on an industrial estate. ·Factories which move into Zone 3 will receive income tu holidays for 
8 years and SO per cent income tax reduction for a further 5 years. They will also be granted double deductions 
from taxable income of water, electricity, and transport costs; and a deduction from their net profit of 25 per 
cent of the costs of installation or construction of infrastructure facilities. •IJ 

3.3.5 Branch preferenas 

Until recently there was little evidence that 801 actively sought to promote particular industri~ or product 
groups. Also, like most investment promotion authorities i11 the region, 801 bas not been seeking to attnict 

•green• FDI as a matter of priority. In early 1993, it announced plans to try to actively attract selected 
industries to specific provincial areas: the North, for example has been targeted as a base for electronics 
1D11Duflcturing; automobile manufilcturers will be encouraged to locate in Nakhoo Ratchasima, Khoo Kaeo and 
Saraburi; petrochemical investors will be targeted for investment on the Eastern Seaboard, etc. No obvious 
environmental objectives seem to have been incorporated in this new policy initiative, although negative 
environmental consequences for the regions in question must be expected. 

3.4 Selected ~ study e•idence 

3.4.1 Samul Prakan Province 

Industrial pollution problems in lbailand may very well be worst in the province of Samul Prakan, south 
of Bangkok. A paper being prepared by the TDRl14 investigating waste streams in Samut Prakan names the 
following five industries which are top BOD-polluters: food processing; textiles; chemicals; paper and paper 
products; and transport equipment. The five greatest huardous waste producing industries are: fabricated metal 
products; electrical machinery; industrial chemicals; transport equipment; and textiles. The most serious 
huardous wastes are heavy metals, acids and oil. 

Samul Prakan is part of the increasingly industrialized suburban zone surrounding the 8MA. It is host to 
the operations of many TNC subsidiaries and affiliates engaged in manufacturing. 801 bas promoted - IDd 
continues to promote - FOi here, in spite of the fact that the province is considered to be one of the most 
heavily polluted areas in the country. 

The governor of the province is lobbying, unsuccessfully so far, for the province to be declared a pollution 
control wne, like Pattaya and Phuket. According to him, there are 4,000 factories in the province, of which 
more than half affect people living nearby. Over 30 factories ause severe poliution problems, and should be 
shut down immediately, according to the governor15

• Some observers sec Samul Prakan as Thailand's foremost 
•pollution haven•. Industrialists in the area acknowledge that environmental regulations are not enforced, and 
that release of untreated industrial wastewater is the norm, even in Bangpoo, the province's major industrial 
estate ... 

In 1991, SS 801-promoted companies started operations in Samul Prakao, and 801 approved S3 new 
applications for projects in the province. A year later, SS DOI-promoted firms started operations in the province, 
and 24 new projects received the 801 go-ahead. On March 30 1993, the BOI granted investment privileges to 
Yamato International (Thailand) Co. Ltd. The wholly Japanese-<>wned company plans to establish a Bt 2.4 
million plant to produce 690 tons of liquid glue a year, all for export. These projects are likely to increase the 
burden on the environment considerably. 

The continued promotion of induslrial investment in the province takes place despite the fact that the 
industrial areas of Samut Prakan have been earmarked as a prime target for the MOl's policy to relocate 
polluting industries to industrial estates outside the Greater BM A. The recent decrease in the number of projects 
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starting operations in Samut Prabn (see Table 3-S) reflects the overall reductioo in applications; it is not due 
to any 801 policy to deter investors. 

Table 3-5: BOI-promoted f""ums in selected industries 
starting operation in Samut Prakan Pro'rince 

Industry 1991 

Chemical product'i 9 

Processing metal 12 

Electronic products 10 

Plastic products 0 
w 

Spinning, weaving, dyeing, printing 7 
and knitting 

Others 39 

Total 8S 

Source: EBG Co., Ud extnlct from BOI d•••ba<;e. 

3.4.2 The pesticide industry 

1992 

I 

12 

8 

4 

s 

2S 

SS 

The pesticide industry is considered highly pollution inteosive17
• In 1992, there were 6S registered 

pesticide producers in Thailand: 28 formulating plants, 38 repackaging plants, and one plant manufacturing 
pesticides from intermediate products. The involvement of TNCs in the country's pesticide industry increased 
during the 1980s, the total market held by TNCs increasing from 47.0 per cent in 1984 to 71.8 per cent in 
1987. Only 2S per cent of the 30 TNCs surveyed bad ldopted global environmental standards. Close to 60 per 
cent acknowledged that they bad adopled local standards for environmental management although a majority 
of TNCs were •greatly influeoced by the parent companies' policies on standard, process, procedures and 
equipment used in pesticide processing.• 

The many !ocal small and medium-siz.ed companies in the Thai pesticide industry are generally felt to pose 
a greater environmental and public health risk than the larger foreign-owned companies, due to their often lax 
environmental management and safety procedures. This is also confirmed by a TORI survey of three 
transnationals and three local finns. 

Thus, the increased involvement of foreign companies in the market could potentially improve the safety 
and environmental performance of the industry. Local operators could learn from TNCs bow to upgrade their 
technologies and IDID8gement; industry associations could help to initiate such a transfer of know-bow. 

But environmental issuea can lead to serious conflir,ts within industry associations. When toxic safeoy 
management and environmental technologies were put on the agenda of the Thai Pesticide Association this 
resulted in a split of the organization in 1986, a number of local firms breaking away to form the Local Thai 
Agro-Chem Business Society. The local firms accused the TNCs of trying to dominate the association and the 
industry. More specifically, the TNCs were accused of lobbying to streoathen legislation COD1.;eming 
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environmental safety. Strict4!r standards, local industry felt, would only serve the interests of the TN Cs. The 
potential for such conflicts should be taken into account when assesfilng the potential for industry organiz.ations -
formal or informal - as vehicles for environmental technology transfer and safety management techniques from 

TNCs to local operators. 

3.4.3 Evidence from company interviews 

A number of interviews were carried out for the present study w1th leading T'ilCs. These may be found 
in Annex B. While they do not cover a representative sample of foreign ..:ompanies, •• these interviews have 
come up with interesting results which are summarimd below. 

The interviews established that Thailand's comparatively low environmental standards and enforcement 
levels (in international terms) were not a prominent motive for investment. The Thai and regional economies, 
political stability, easy profit repatriation, low labour costs and the nature of incentives were far more relevant. 
The track m:onl of environmental management in TNCs is in most cases better than that of local companies. 
This can be attributed to factors such as the farmer's high visibility and exposure; the emerging role of 
eoviroomentally-ft;endly production in competitivity; access to modem pollution control and prevention 
technology; availability of financial resources; and experience in managing the environment at the plant ·evel. 

The majority of companie<> sought to comply with enviroomeotal regulations in their home countries and/or 
had their own corporate policy and standards concerning the environmental aspec~ of operation.c ~ a developing 
country. They felt that their own corporate environmental standards protected them from liability under Thai 
law. However, the recent overhaul of environmental legislation and signs that compliance standards will become 
tougher over the next decade have made these TNCs keener on tracking developments in Thailand's 
environmental management framework and on monitoring the development of environmental awareness among 
the Thai population. The marketing implications of such a development (e.g. green labelling, green packaging), 
were specifically mentioned by a number of interviewees. 

The conclusicn of other empirical studies on the subject •that environmental cost differences have not been 
a major determinant of FDI, and that major shifts through FOi have not occurred because of differences in 
national standards• 19 is confirmed by the interviews. This implies that stricter environmental legislation is not 
likely to deter foreign investors. On the contrary, the latter often prefer restrictive to lax regulations if the 
former are transparent and follow predictable enforcement patterns. Resea.rch shows no evidence •that an 
industrializing country iJ?•·mt on attracting multinational corporations will lose any business by maintaining 
environmental codes that require incoming companies to make adaptations similar to those they have been 
required to make back home·:11. 

Indeed, one very large TNC which was interviewed mentioned that, despite a corporate and market 
preference to establish operations in Thailand, a large investment had actually taken place in Singapore recently. 
The fact that the Singapore authorities would assist the company in establishing strict environmental management 
practices was an important reason for doing so. 

The interviews showed that many TNCs insist on extending their environmental management principles 
to their sub-contractors. There is obviously a great readiness to provide technical and managerial assistance to 
sub-contractors; this constitutes a significant source of environmental el!pertise for local companies, the potential 
of which bas not been fully utilimd so far. 

The following specific aspects of .... ~ •nterviews should be mentioned here: 

A number of companies adnut !~..&l elements of their environmental management practice in Thailand 
would not be considered ade.quate in their home country. The way in which industrial cleaning 
services or "scrap dealers· dispose of wa:.te collected from the TNC, for example, is not always 
known; the environmental management methods of sub-contractors, including disposal of baz.ardous 
and toxic wastes, is often not checked; and the companies have difficulties in maintaining product 
11tewvdship uid monitoring product use and disposal because local customer networks are highly 
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fragmented. A number of TN Cs indicated their lKk of leverage with local suppliers when it COIDIC5 

to environmental performance, because these are not dependent on them. 

TNCs seeking to DlreM environmental concerns in the production and distribution processes (e.g. 
J*kaging), are frustrated by limited market informatioo and support industry services (see e.g. the 
Stanley Tools l.Jd case study). 

TNC executives find that an appropriate cultural apprmch is needed at their plants if envin•nnental 
management UKf responsibility principles are to be adopted and implemented ~ly by local 
employees (see , ... the 3M case study). 

There are practical difficulties in co-operating with local companies, and vice-versa, on improved 
environmental management (see e.g. the case study oo the pesticides industry): different tr8ditioos 
of environmental management and awareness result in a different apprmch to enviroomental issues; 
local compaies may feel suspicious of the motives of TN Cs when these call for higher environmental 
and safety standards; and they are primarily interested in the financial aspects of improved 
environmental management. 

3.5 Condmiom 

Obviously, the speed of industrialisation in general and FDI in particular bas far outpaced the development 
of environmental government enforcement agencies. In a number of cases, TNCs have taken the initiative to 
establish and enforce their own standards in order k. avoid future liability and cleaning operations; and because 
high standards already exist (and are expect4'd) in :heir home countries. 

Without extensive interviews with the staff of BOl-promoted companies, it is bani to quantify or qualify 
to what extent BOI bas used the legal provisions of the 1977 IPA. A general impression gained by the research 
team in field interviews however was that environmental issues have bad a rather low priority. Moreover, the 
1981 regulations for EIAs show wide gaps. No EIA, for example, is required for setting up a pesticide plant. 

In general, the effectiveness of the EIA process bas been questionable so far: •EJAs have become a 
formality which are routinely approved by NEB and are kept semi-confidential and away from the public eye 
and meaningful debate. Few, if any, projects have ever been rejected on environmental grounds. BOI bas clearly 
not used EIAs and section 19 of the Investment Promotion Act as tools for selecting environmentally llOUDd 
projects•21

• A surver of 33 TNCs, representing a cross-section of industries, found that about 40 per cent 
of the respondents prepared EIAs for internal use. Around 20 per cent prepared EIAs only when required by 
authorities. •More strikingly,• the report states, •most industrial chemical and pesticide factories which were 
environmentally sensitive did not prepare EIAs for internal use.• 

It bas been pointed out before that the 801 relies on other government agencies for the enfon:emeot of 
environmental standards. Communication between the agencies however leaves much to be desired and the other 
agencies, moreover, also lack sufficient resources and expertise for effective enforcement. 801-promoted 
companies may thus have been routinely able to by-pass the provisions of Section 19 of the IPA. 

It appears that, at a time when FDI inflows are slowing down and the 801 is searching for a new direction 
and role, environmental issues are not given enough attention by most senior officers of the orpnisatioo. 
Whether this is due to uncertainty about the BOl's environmental role vjs-l-vjs other government agencies, to 
a lack of institutional will or concem about the environment remains to be seen. 

As to the BOl's recent locational prefemice&, it may be questioned whether industrial dispenal will not 
1'..ave the effect of scattering pollution all over the country. This could be avoided if a IOWld environmental 
mana~ ement framework and enforcement procedure were already in plau in both the Bangkok region and the 
outlyin1 piuvinces. Most observers agree however that in spite of improvements in the country's environmental 
management structures, a sound nation-wide enforcement system is still some yean away. 
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Whatever the DOI initiatives in support of industrial decentralisation, rising costs - for labour and land -
in the industrial heartland and other market forces are already pushing and attracting certain types of industries 
to outlying areas. Two questions arise in this context: 

Will the environmental laws and regulations that •~ so poorly enforced today be adequately enforced in 
the provinces in the future? 

To wbal extent will an increase in industrial pollution in the rural areas endanger existing manufacturing 
industries, such as the food-processing industries, which are based oo local C10fS and fish catches? 

Heavier FDI in chemical, metal proa:smig and electronics projects are part of a trend towards industries with 
greater potential environmental damage. Pollution prevention and control activities therefore need to be ;oore 

rigorously adhered to and monitored in the future. The experience of Taiwan Province of China could serve 
as a warning to lbailand's policy makers. While Taiwan Province bas succeeded in achieving a relatively 
equitable income distribution through decentraliuxl rural industrialimioo, this was dearly woo at the expense 
of the environment. The high costs of repairing environmental damage resulting from past neglect are only now 
becoming apparent in Taiwan Province. 
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CHAPTER4 

ENVIRONMENT AL ISSUES IN THE THAI ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 

4.1 Cbaraderutics of the lndmtry 

4.1. l Contribution to MV A and pollution 

The electronics industry in Thailand bas grown very npidly over the last decade. In real terms. value 
added in the electrical/electronics machinery sector rose an average 17 per cent per annum from 1980-90, r.t 
a time when overall manufacturing value addcd (MV A) was growing by 10 per cent per annum. The 
contribution of electronics/electrical machinery to MVA rose from 3.2 per cent to 6.0 per cent over the period, 
while its contribution to baz.ardous waste output increased to 4.5 per cent of manufacturing. i The bulk. of 
hazardous waste was acid waste (42 per cent), heavy metal sludge (41 per cent), alkaline waste (11 per cent) 
and inorganic sludge (4 per cent). The rest are oils and solvents (about 1 per cent each). The 
electronics/electrical machinery industry is responsible for nearly 30 per cent of acid waste, more than l /4 of 
alkaline waste and about 116 of inorganic sludge produced in Thailand. 

4.1.2 Growth and markets 

The electronics industry in Thailand has its beginnings in the 1960s. Initially, production was largely 
for the local market. During the 1970s, TNCs acquired a strong position in the industry. Major Japanese 
producers like Sanyo, National, Hitachi, Mitsubishi and Toshiba formed joint ventures with local firms. Major 
US manufacturers of integrated circuits (ICs), such as National Semiconductor and Data General established 
plants serving export markets. By 1980, however, electronics products still accounted for only 5.1 per cent of 
total exports. The rapid expansion of electronics only occurred during the 1980s, with the expansion of the 
production of ICs, computer components and printed circuit boards (PCBs). ChinTek Electronic Industries, a 
fully Thai-owned firm managed became the largest domestic producer after the international giants by the mid-
1980s. 

The appreciation of the Japanese yen has caused a further surge of the Thai electronics industry 9lnce 
1987. In 1987 alone the Board of Investment promoted 53 projects, which was more than the total of the 
1960-1986 combined. In 1988 another 55 projects were approved in the first six months. The slowdown of the 
global economy in the early 1990s reduced the pace of expansion of the electronics industry in Thailand, but 
did not halt it. By 1993, the number of purely electronic industrial operations in Thailand was above 170. If 
classified by the number of employees, there are 20 plants employing more than 1000 each. More than 50 plants 
employ less than 100 employees. 

If one uses a broad definition of the electronics sector, the numi>er of electronics/electrical machinery 
sector enterprises (with over 7 employees or 2 hp of machinery) registered with the DIW almost trebled between 
1979 and 1989 - from 409 to 1.121. 

While the expansion of the electronics industry before 1980 was mainly directed towards the domestic 
market, the rapid expansion of the industry during the 1980s was largely geared towards export production, with 
the result that by 1990 electronics accounted for roughly 8 per cent of total exports,) higher than the MVA 
share of about 6 per cent. This strong export orientation poses challenges: with Thai electronic enterprises still 
mainly working in price sensitive fields, price competitiveness may be reduced if ecoloy,ical standards are 
improved and enforced. 

4.1.3 Finn sii.e 

The 1980s were not only characterized by a strong expansion of exports but also by a tendency towards 
smaller firms in electronics. The number of small and medium sized firms has grown rapidly as can be clearly 
seen from the followin1 figures: during 1980-84 the average number of workers employed per project wu 
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roughly 440; during 1987-90 the average was only 230. Likewise. the average capitaJ investment per project 
decrea.wd from 8t 324 million to 8t 225 million. 

Table 4-1: Proflk of Electronic Industry in Thailand 

Products 

1. Computers 
2. Electronic parts 
3. PC8s 
4. ICs 
S. Consumer electronic parts 
6. Consumer electronics 
7. Ceramic capacitors 
8. Transformers 
9. Satellite equipment 

10. Watches 
11. Switchboards 

• 

Number of Plants 
Outside Estates Inside Estates 

6 
S8 
16 
s 
2 

26 

s 
28 
3 

14 

2 

The growing number of smaller size firms in the elect.rooics industry poses new challenges for 
environmental management. Previously, the relatively few large firms could not always be trusted to mdopt 
sound environmentaJ management practices on their own; but at least they could be monitored fairly easily for 
compliance with environmental regulations. The larger number of firms now operating has made monitoring 
and enforcement far more complicated. 

4.1.4 Employment 

Actual employment figures for electronics are difficult to obtain and depend upon the definition used. 
Figures on the estimated numbers of workers employed by electronics projects approved by the 801 may give 
some indication of the sector's importance. Between 1962 and 1990, the cumulative total of workcts in 801-
approved electronics projects was 216,700. Of those, roughly 170,000 were employed in projects approved 
after 1987. Another estimate of electronics employment puts the figure at roughly 144,000 workers at the end 
of 1990, 4.8 per cent of the total manufacturing labour force, compared with a share of 6 per cent in MV A. 

4.1.S Location and ownership patterm 

The majority of the electronic firms arc located in and to the north of Bangkok, as well as in Samut 
Prakam. New electronic firms arc usually located on industrial estates north of BanJrkok. This has been the 
result of the creation of •high-technology• industrial estates at Navanakorn and Bang Pa-In, which arc within 
a SO km distance from Bangkok. Only a few electronics firms are found in other parts of the country. 

It has already been noted that the industry is rather heavily foreign-owned. A 1988 survey indicated 
the following ownership pattern: 21 per cent of the industry is foreien owned, joint ventures account for 28 per 
cent and in SI per cent the Thai share is more than 90 per cent. Locally-owned assembly operations act as 
subcontractors or original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) for multinationals or overseas customers. 1bese 
include a few 1emiconductor assr,mbly plants and a large disk drive facility. Some of the major Thai industrial 
aroups - e.g., Siam Cement and Saba Union - have divcnified into electronics durina recent ycan. With the 
influx of Japanese, and to a lesser degree Korean : .. vestment, the consumer electronics industry has expanded 
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rapidly lo serve both a growing domestic market and the international mark.et. T elecomownications equipment 
(mostly but not only subscriber equipment) bas also become a growing arm of investment. This is partly the 
result of the major expansion of Thailand's telccommunicalions network. 

4.1.6 The trumonnation of Thailand's electronic:s indmtry 

Initially the Thai electronics industry was a producer of consumer electronics and some 
tdecommur.icatioas equipment. The 1970s saw the rise of semiconductor production (chip assembly). This 
industry cxGtinued lo grow ~ chip plants were joined by a new generation of investments in disk drive 
production and a variety of other computer peripherals in the early 1980s. Since the mid-1980s. electronics 
production bas expanded in almost all areas. driven by a new wave of foreign direct investment originating from 
Japu and lo a lesser extent the 'four dragons• (Taiwan Province. the Republic of Korea. Singapore. and Hong 
Kong). 

The changing structure of the industry is visible in exports: in 1980. the active components sector" 
(overwhelmingly semiconductor assembly) 11CCOUDted for93 per cent oflolal electronics exports. By 1990. tbal 
share bad fallen lo 22 per cent. The office autom.tion (mostly computers and peripherals) equipment share of 
electronics exports rose from less than I per cent to 38 per cent, a growth that was attributable largely to the 
rapid expansion of computer disk drive production. Production of computer keyboards and other peripherals 
also grew rapidly, but in value terms it is still a small fraction of disk drive production. Consumer electronics 
exports increased from 2.3 per cent of total electronics exports in 1987 to 22 per cent in 1990. 

4.2 The Major Enviromnental Impacts of the Electronics lndmtry 

The electronics industry generates a variety of wastes, many of them toxic and haz.ardous. MORlOver. 
it bas strcng links to :;uppliers and supporting industries that are significantly more polluting than electronics 
itself - notably chemicals, pWtics. metalplating and finishing. 

There are certain common types of environmental problems affecting most if not all electronics 
operations. Localised air pollution is not a major concern in the electronics industry, though air quality inside 
the workplace can be an important occupational health issue. Lead emissions have caught the headlines in 
Thailand in recent years. Lead is a component of the flux used for PCB production. However. it is used at low 
temperature so that emissions are low at worst. Since control of lead emissions is rather simple. most plants 
have introduced special controls. In the case of water. BOD discharges are not a major problem but discharges 
of acidic waste can be. 

World Bank economists have mapped pollution intensities per unit of output for the manufacturing 
industry, broken down by 4-digit ISIC cW5ifications. 4 The ISIC numbers that encompass the bulk of the 
electronics industry are 3825 (office machines and computers) and 3832 (radios, televisions. telecommunications 
equipment, and active components). According to these findings, toxic chemicals and bio-accumulative mdals 
are released in considerable quantities by the electronics industry, although many industries in, among others, 
the chemicals sub-sector are far greater polluters in this respect. 

We will now look in tum at localised pollution of water and soil caused by the industry, principally 
from releases of inadequately treated waste water and unsafe disposal of toxic sludges; and its contribution to 
global problems like ozone depletion and climate change. 

4.2.1 Local pollution problems 

Toxic chemicals and heavy metals in waste streams are largely the result of cleaning/degreasing 
operations and electroplating. The fonner makes use of a variety of industrial solvents (chlorinated and non
chlorinated), many of which are toxic and some of which are carcinogenic. The materials removed from the 
electronic components or assemblies during cleaning/degreasing include oih; and solder residues, notably lead. 
Electroplating also makes use of certain toxic chemicals but its main by-products are metals. 
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Both types of operation generare waste streum which need IO be managed carefully. lo some cases, 
this calls for heavy metals removal and wasiewater tn::atmmt; ia olbas, the safe disposal of wmte slud~; in 
still otbns, tbe recovery and recycling of was&e products. lo 8dditioo. in the numerous operations requiring 
bandli.ng of toxic or carcinogaiic chemicals, .dequale environmental health and safety procedures are needed 
u the wortplace IO mini~ worter exposure. One area of c:oocern is the cootinued use by some electrooic:s 
plmts of suspected carcinogens (such as 1,1,l lricbloroethylene) that have been banned ia tbe USA and certain 
other OECD countries and for which there are radily available, safer substitutes. 

Below, a process-specific review is undertaken of lbe most significant environmmbl problems 
associated with the ekctrooics industry ~ and with its most important supplier and supporting industries. 

Semiconductors 

Tin dip/plate 

1bis area uses a number of potentially baDnlou.s substances, including several metals (lead. tin, copper, 
zinc) and acids (hydrochloric, sulphuric). Wastewater needs IO be tested for metal content. If it exceeds 
acceptable levels (by Thai or international s&andards). precipituioa/removal is required. Wascewater may also 
need to undergo pH neutralisuion if acid content is high. 

Environmental lests 

This process refers IO the testing of electronic components for their reliability i11 harsh environments, 
e.g. temperature extremes and fluctuations, moisture, radiation. physical stress, etc. le is a putic:ularly crucial 
procedure in the case of components destined for military or ocher high-reliability applieuions. bdioective 
gases (e.g. Krypton-85) are sometimes used for leak testing. Very strid safegmrds are needed co prevent 
worker exposure. 

Printed circuit board production 

lo PCB production, there are two techniques of printing circuitry on tbe substrate. additive and 
subtractive. The former is used principally ia commercial production and the latter in R&O. In the subtractive 
method, part of the copper cladding on the base place (or laminate) is etched away with chemicals so that only 
the desired circuit pauern remains. In the etching process, residues containing copper and toxic chemicals are 
generated; these should be recovered and either recycled or disposed of properly. 

Printed circuit board assembly 

Soldering 

If not proCected by masks and adequne ventilacion, workers in the soldering area risk inhalation of 
liOlder fumes which contain high concaurations of lead. Proper ventilation systems are therefore crucial in chis 
area. The blood lead level of workers should be Cesled periodically. If the fumes are not co become a source 
of air pollution outside the factory, (packed water) scrubbers need co be installed. Scrubber discharge can then 
be routed co a heavy metals recovery (and pH neutralisation) syseem. 

Post-solder defluxing 

This proce&S removes flux and solder residue from the PCBs. The chemical c.omposilioo of the flux 
delermines Che degree of toxicity of Che residue. In the event that a zinc chloride flux is used, lheo the zinc in 
the residue needs to be recovered. Also, the solder dross normally contains lead which should be recovered. 
Since the defluxing process utilises solvents, lhe&e also need lo be managed properly. Commonly, u.eocropea 
of CFC-113 and I, I, l-lrichloroeehane (methyl chloroform) are used as defluxing agents; these are DOI toxic but 
ozone-depleting; their proper 11W1agemenl is discus&ed in Che section on global environmental problems. 
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Metalworking 

Metal cleaning 

Electronic equipment contains a variety of metal parts including: mechanical components and metal 
casings for computer disk drives. micromotors, le.ad frames for integrated circuits, parts for electron guns used 
in cathode ray tubes (CRTs), connectors, power supplies, fans, casings for computers, keyboards and other 
peripberals. Depending on the particular product and process. the wastes generated differ somewhat, but there 
are a few fairly common wastes which need lo be managed. These include metal scrap, lubricating oils, and 
degreasing solvents. Recovery and recycling should be feasible for solvents. Depending on the metal and the 
quantities. recovery and recycling may also be feasible. For small sub-contractors, however, there is probably 
not enough waste volume to justify in-house recycling. so a common m:ycling facility may be needed. 

E1ectroplating 

Metal plating and finishing are sometimes performed within electronics plants and sometimes by outside 
contrac-.ors. In the electronics industry. tin. aluminium. nickel and copper plating are employed. By-products 
of the plating process can include solvents (e.g. tolucoe), acidic and alkaline wastes, waste oil. salts, chromium 
and cymick. in liddition to trace metals. These should be properly disposed of. or m;ycled. if feasible. 

On-site chemical storage 

There are two areas where chemical management is needed: storage in stocks and in-process use. The 
former is the letit difficult problem; the main coocems are lo prevent leakage from storage tanks/drums. lo 

ensure against explosions and lo prevent fires in the case of inflammable substances (e.g. solvents like alcohol 
and acetone). In-process chemical control involves not only containment of leaks and precautions against 
fire/explosion but also minimisation of worker exposure lo toxics and carcinogens. As a rule, secondary 
containment is needed in chemical storage and use areas to guard against contamination of soil or ground water. 
Ventilation is also essential. lo reduce health risks as well as the ri~'· of explosion. Another concern is the 
compatibility of chemicals stored together. Corrosives. e.g., should not be stored close to inflammables. 

Control technoloiies and procedures 

While much of the pollution control effort in the electronics and related industries relies on end-of-pipe 
treatment. the reliance on closed loop systems in which waste products are recovered. recycled. and reused -
including wastewater - is increasing. This waste minimisation approach can also be economically attractive. 

Common wa.o;te disposal facilities 

The Bang Khuntien hazardous waste treatment facility, briefly ri:ferred lo before, is the only common 
waste disposal facility for the electronics industry so far. One of the principal industries served by the facility 
is electroplating. A finn wishing to have its effluents from electroplating treated normally bas to sign a one-year 
cont~t which covers the collection of the waste and transportation lo the lreatmenl plant. The client bas to 
provide the initial storage at his plant. The service fee for the service is calculated in advance on the basis of 
the volume and characteris:ics of the waste. and the distance of client's factory lo the treatment plant. 
Electroplating wastewater is treated chemically. and the remaining inorganic sludges are stabiliz.ed and later on 
transported to a security landfill in !Utchaburi, about 120 km from Bangkok. 

So far, a total of 123 electroplaring plants are using the central treatment plant service, with contracts 
totalling some 6,000 toMes of wastewater per month. Only 12 electronic firms have a contract with the central 
wastewater plant, for a total amount of some 100 toMes a year, less than 0.2 per cent of all electroplating 
wastewater. This is very low even when taking into account that electroplating 1s not necessarily a main activity 
of electronic companies. lnlcrviews with MOI officials revealed that the highly polluting electroplating activities 
of th~ electronic industry therefore frequently go unreported and thus remain undetected. Although the MOI 
is increasingly clamping down on the illegal disposal of wastewater, it bas proven to be difficult for the 
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authorities to keep track of electrcplating and ocher kinds of surface treatment mctivities. Most baDrdous 
wastewater, as pointed out before, is dumped illegally. 

New technologies to remove heavy metals from WL~ewater at the factories have so far not fulfilled the 
initial expectations. The ion-exchange process, for example, bas been introduced by some firms and aroused 
great interest because of low initial costs. However, the resins used in the process must be regenerated to 
prevent heavy metals from being released into water bodies. The MOI bas so far been reluctant to approve this 
technology for small and medium-sized enterprises. This means however that lbailand's electronic industry, 
and l'lOre precisely the enterprises engaged in electroplating, will remain dependent on the existence of central 
waste treatment plants for cost reasons. 

It bas already been mentioned that the MOI 'ntends to establish additional hazardous waste treatment 
facilities; progress however bas been slow. Meanwhile, wastewater from the electronics and electroplating plants 
can also be treated at the Suksawat and Rangsit industrial wastewater treatment plants, provided it is not too 
toxic. The new Ratcbaburi site will, in addition to other fmcilities, also have a baz.ardous waste incinerator 
(rotary or rocking kiln type, possibly) by 1994. Security landfills will be made available at Chon Buri, 
Ratcbaburi and probably at Rayong. In the future, common facilities will also be needed to recycle waste 
products from electronic firms, in particular CFC-113, until firm5 will be able to convert their operations to 
non-CFC technologies. 

4.2.l Global enrirorunental problems 

The main damage done by the industry to the global environment comes from chemicals used for 
cleaning and degreasing, which are omne-depleting substances (ODS), now controlled under the Montreal 
Protocol. Solvent cleaners constituted about 43 per cent of total ODS (ODP-weighted') in 1991; of that, 34 
per cent consisted of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)-113 and 9 per cent of l,l,l-trichloroethane (or methyl 
chloroform - MC)6

• Some of these chemicals as well as others used in the industry also contnbute to global 
warming. 

lbailand bas signed the Montreal Protocol, and electronics firms must therefore find ways of rapidly 
phasing out the use of such ozone-depleting chemicals. There is a strong fear - in particular in the integrated 
circuit industry - that special levies could be raised by importing countries, notably the USA, in the case of 
products manufactured with CFCs; this bas prompted industry to give up its resistance against a phaseout. 

The ODS most commonly used in electronics production are CFC-113 and MC. Both are chlorinated 
solvents and their chlorine atoms react with stratospheric ice and dust particles to break down ozone (OJ) 
molecules, thinning the ozone layer. CFC-113 is mainly used as a cleaning agent for integrated circuits, PCBs 
and computer components, in particular computer disc drives. 

4.2.2.1. Status or plwe out or CFC-113 and methyl chlororonn 

While Thailand does not produce ozone-depleting substances, a recent study by the MOI, the 
ChulaJongkom University and the United Nations Environment Programme (l'NEP), based on a sample of 20 
electronic firms, shows that the consumption of CFC-113 quadrupled between 1986 and 1990 and then 
decreased slowly after the Montreal Protocol had become effective. 

However, this survey seems to portray an overly optimistic picture. For industry as a whole, 
consumption does not yet seem to decline but to grow, although at a lower pace than in previous years. Only 
preliminary figures for 1992 indicate a stabilization or perhaps even a small decline over the previous yar. In 
1991 the import of CFC-113 still rose by some 14 per cent from 2,800 to 3,200 toMes - in previous years the 
growth rate was al about 30 per cent per annum. Out of those 3 ,200 toMes of CFC-113, nearly 60 per cent 
were used for the electronics industry. According to other sources, the 1991 imports of CFC-113 even reached 
3,SOO metric tonnes, two-and·a·half times more than in 1986, the base year for control purposes in the Montreal 
Protocol. Imports of MC doubled over the same period, reaching nearly 8,000 toMes in 1992. 
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Consumption of CFC-113 was divided roughly evenly between electronics cleaning and metal/procisioa 
equipment cleaning. In the~ of MC, electronics cleaning llCCOWltc:d for about S& per cent of consumption 
and metal/precision instrument cleaning for the remainder. 

A few large foreign electronics and metal products firms a:cNIDl for most of the use of these substances 
in TIWland. In 1991, a single Japanese company - which manufactu"" ~miniature ball bearings, micromotors, 
and computer peripherals for export - is estimated to have consumed roughly half of all ODS used as solvents 
(oo an unweighted basis). The second largest ODS user in solvent cleaning is the leading US hard disk drive 
llllllu&cturer. So far, control efforts in TIWland have been directed at those large foreign~ firms. 

4.2.2.2 Policy respome to the omne depletion problem 

Thailand ratified the Montreal Protocol in 1989. The government bas also .ooptc:d the London 
Amendments which call for an accelerated phase-out of ODS, with most controlled substances phased out by 
the developed countries by the year 2000. Because Thailand's annuaJ consumption of Annex A substances 
(which includes the major CFCs and haloos) is less than 0.3 kg per capila, the country has a 10-year grace 
period under the Protocol to accomplish its ODS phase-out. However, Thailand has meuwhile initiated a 
strategy to llCCelerate the phase-out of the banned substances. 

To monitor and control the consumption of ODS, Thailand has classified substances which come under 
the MP as hazardous, thereby allowing for their regulation under the Toxic Substances Act. Thailand relies 
entirely on imports for these chemicals. Prior permission is now required before a company can import any 
ODS. Once the shipment has landed, the importer must file a declaration stating the ex-=t quantity imported. 
The DIW has adopted a policy of not allowing new companies to import ODS unless they have a factory 
operating license, in which case the imports are tied to factory capacity. Moreover, the MOI has urged the 801 
to end promotional privileges to firms using ODS.7 

Government action to phase out ODS has thus centred so far on restricting the use of the substances 
by new industrial firms while existing industries who wish to reduce the use of the substances are encouraged 
by tu incentives (e.g. reduced import tues on recycling equipment) and promotion as well as access to cheap 
finance. On 23 March 1993 the Policy Committee on Montreal Protocol Action decided to entrust the IFCT 
with the management of the multilateral fund to assist industry in reducing the use of CFCs. 

One important component of the efforts to phase out CFCs in Thailand has been a tripartite agreement 
involving Thailand, Japan, and the United States. Under the non-binding agreement, Japanese and US 
electronics firms operating in Thailand are supposed to phase out their CFC use on the same schedule as in their 
home countries. 

If the tripartite agreement is implemented as foreseen, it would initially reduce the demand for ODS 
in Thailand quite substantially. Whether that reduction will continue, however, depends on the effectiveness 
of the Government's efforts to control growth in demand from other ODS users - notably firms from Hong 
Kong, the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan Province Depending on how rapidly their operations in 
Thailand grow, they could cause the consumption of ODS to rise again. Moreover, there are a growing number 
of Thai electronics firms in the subcontracting and OEM business whose ODS consumption is not governed by 
the tripartite agreement either. Thus, the government needs to regulate the growth in their demand for ODS. 
It may also be necessary to offer certain Thai firms and the smaller foreign-invested finns financial assistance 
to undertake the conversion to O!)S alternatives. The incremental costs of conversion should in theory be 
reimbursable from the Multilateral Fund established under the Montreal Protocol (MP). 

There is however a major incentive for pha.'ling out CFCs: because the electronics industry is 
overwhelmingly geared towards export markets, Thai enterprises must phase out CFCs as soon as possible to 

prevent retaliatory mea.'lures by the main importing countries. These could easily use the environmental 
argument as a pretext to protect their domestic markets from succesr;ful Thai competitors, or even ban products 
produced with ODS completely. 
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In the longer run, CFCs are likely to be phased out completely. Not only because the electn>Wcs 
industry, which is among the leading foreign cum:ocy earners for Thailand, KCOUDts for about 80 per cent of 
exports which are produced with the help of CFCs, but also because the technology of CFC-hued 
manur.cturing is becoming obsolete rapidly. Finally, the availability of CFCs will certainly be limited in the 
future. This will increase their price, especially given the flict that Thailand does itself not produce the 
substances. 

4.2.l.3 The industry RSpOIR 

TNCs such as Minibea of Japm have already begun to eliminate CFCs from all processes. AT&:T of 
Thailand, Northern Telecom and 3 M discootinued the use of CFC-113 in 1992 and have been instnlcted by 
their heal offi~ to phase out other ODS, in particular MC. by the end of 1993. The list could be easily 
complemented by other firms. The problems are mainly with smaller Thai-owned firms which still need time 
and finance to .-Y for the technology tnnsfer which will allow them to switch to other substances or production 
processes. Thus, Thai-owned firms are generally at a clear disadvmtage, at the moment. 

Alternatives to CFCs are controlled-atmosphere soldering, no-dean flux, aqueous or semi aqueous 
cleaning, HCFC and alcohol-based cleaning. Other alternatives (trichloroethylene, percbloroethylene and 
methylene chloride) raise health questions and must be handled with care in order to protect workers. Recycling 
and re-use of CFCs is an alternative for the short term but no long term goal as industry aims at total 
elimination of CFCs. 

The phase-out cost bas been estimated !ll about Bt 100 million for the domestic sector and Bt 225 
million for the export sector. 

Phasing-out issues in individual industries 

The following paragraphs contain a short summary of responses to the need for phasing out ODS by 
Thai enterprises visited in the cootext of the present report. The companies investigated remain 11DODymous. 

The integrated circuit industry 

Integrated circuit prcxiucti'>ll processes usually involve joining the IC to the frame (wire bonding), 
moulding or encapsulation, and testing. Two factories were visited and surveyed. 

The first factory used MC as a solvent to clean the IC. The consumption was small (200 I/year). 
Nevertheless, the company decided to have the substance replaced by isopropanol. The necessary technology 
and know-how was transferred from the parent company in the USA. 

The second firm used CFC-113 for degrasing of frames, IC leak checking, and for general purposes. 
This factory was in the process of replacing CFC-113 by a new closed system using fluorioert (FC, coosisting 
of fluorine and carbon) with FC detectors to check any leaks. This bad the additional advantage of improved 
overall efficiency. In the old process, workers checked for leaks by looking for CFC-113 bubbles as ICs were 
soaked in a hot water bath. The new process, relying on detectors, eliminates human errors and costs for the 
enterprise. As fluorinert costs 10 times as much as CFC-113, the enterprise has a strong self-interest in 
eliminating leakages. For the degreasing process the companf bas switched to roasting the frames instead. The 
results were satisfactory in spite of the need for increased ventilation. CFC-113 consumption altogether went 
down from 16 to about 4 tonnes per year. The cost of the FC detccror was Bt 6 million and of the roaster Bt 
3 million, which however should be recovered within a two-year period due to efficiency aains. 

The printed circuit board assembly industry 

PCB manufacturing involves the following proceasea: auto insertion, ruanual pick and place, wave 
solderina and paste soldering, defluxina and testing. Products are either •surface mounted• or of •tbrouafi-hole 
type•. Four factories were visited. Cleanina was primarily done with solvents, mainly CFC-113. The 
followina alternative technologies were being wwd and tested to replace CFC-113: 
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- Using isopropanol (IPA) as cleaning solvent for disc drive beads of computers. This process, 
however, is not as efficient and satisf1etory as traditional CFC-113 cleaning and in addition proved 
to be a special fire baDrd. Nevertbel~. the Japanese parent company promoted the use of that 
technology in order to fulfil the (moral) obligations of the tripartite agn:ement. 

- A new soldering method (·non-dean method•. or ·no need for flux cleaning•), promoted by a firm 
manufacturing telephone switching instnuoeots which can use the PCBs produced by this method. 

- Using de-ionized water for cleaning by means of •through bole assembly•. One company bas used 
this method since 1989 and another since 1991. For •surface mounted assembly• this method cannot 
be used. The capital cost of manufacturing deionized water was about Bt 1 million and the operating 
costs were at about Bt 80,000 per year plus costs on the water treatment plant. In ooe plant which used 
this method, the investment was recovered in only one year as chips used on water-deaned boards are 
cheaper than the ones previously used. The method cannot be used with epoxy-based chips. In this case 
rubber-based chips can be used. For •surface mounted assembly• the firms Visited expressed the 
opinion that ·aow-solid flus: might be the answer. 

In-house recycling of CFCs 

A significant reduction of environmental damage cannot only be achieved by replacing but also by 
recycling CFCs. Six firms in a 1992 survey successfully used the condensing method to recover 70-95 per cent 
of CFC-113 which would otherwise have evaporated. The cost of a recycling unit was about Bt 300,000 and 
investment was amortized within a year. Contaminated CFC-113 from the cleaning process can be sold back 
to the supplier, who can redistill and resell it. 

4.2.2.4 The role of TNCs 

Although an increasing numh~ of local subcontractors and original equipment nwiufacturers supplying 
the world market are 1etive in the elect 'Ollics industry, TN Cs still to a large degree determine its development. 
These often use state-of-the-art pollution control methods and surveys have shown that the control technology 
is - on the whole - effective. This is the result of environmentally effective process designs rather than of end· 
of-pipe treatment. 

International corporate policy may in some cases dictate a common set of environmental standards 
worldwide and this may explain the high standards (see also chapter 3). Nevertheless, there are also ca:;es of 
companies which are inclined to tailor their practices to the environmental standards and law enforcement 
practices in the host country. This implies that the host country government's environmental policy regime, the 
stringency of its standards, and the rigour with which they are enforced are important influences on firm 
behaviour. On average, multinational firms are more likely to comply with environmental standards than local 
firms, becau.'IC they stand to lose more from being tagged environmental 'outlaws'. Slill, 1f standards are lax, 
even compliance will yield few environmenlal benefits. 
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Endnotes ror Chapter 4 

I. Oat• on mnsfecturing value edded by sector do not disqgregate electronics from electrical mchinery. 
Apart from cta.5tic electrical 'lppl iances. however. the electrical •chine.y sector is relatively 
sll*·grl*ing es c~red with electronics. 

2. NESOB. National Inc~ of Theil...t. Rebase Series 1980-1991. Bangkok 1992; TORI. the Greening of 
Thai Industry. ~-. Bangkok 1990. 

3. IOI, Investment Opport1r1ity Stud)= Electronics Industries in Thailand. Bangkok 1991. 

4. Wheeler. Owid et al •• Sectoral Pollution Intensity Esti•tes. World Bank Industrial Pollution 
Projections Project. Wllshington 1993. 

5. OOP = ozone depletion potential, which is a factor c~rfog a ch-icel 's potency with ,.espect to ozone 
destruction to that of CFC-11. which is assigned an Cl>P = 1. The esti•ted Cl>P of CFC-113 = 0.6 and 
that of Mt:= 0.1. 

6. On an unweighted basis, 11ethyl chlorofonm ccnsu11ption was more than twice as large as CFC-113 
consU1ption in 1991. 

1. ICF/SIAMTECH/TDRI. Country Study: Phaseout of Ozone Depleting Substances in Thailand. Final Report 
sl.Dlitted to Diii, Bangkok, 10 Septellber 1992. 
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CHAPTER S 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this chapter. the main issues c.merging from the analysis in the preceding chapters are pulled together 
to serve as a basis for action recommendations related to future policy and technical cooperation requirements in 
Thailand. Section 5.1 deals with the need for a stronger environmental orientation of industrial policies. It 
introduces an economic perspective of the issue of environmental pollution. discusses the potential to introduce 
environmental dimensions into a number of specific policy areas and outlines required institutional capabilities. 
Section 5.2 presents selected proposals for future technical cooperation aimed at strengthening industrial pollution 
prevention and cc::!:-~I efforts in Thailand. 

S.l Enviromnental Orientation of Industrial Policy 

S.1.1 An economic perspective on the enviromnent1 

It bas become clear that nature is a scarce resource, not only in developed but increasingly also in 
developing countries, in particular in economically successful developing countries such as Thailand. There are 
therefore good reasons to consider its use from an economic angle. i.e. in terms of competing demands on the 
production factor •environment• which has limited absorptive capacities to deal with the problems of pollution. The 
scarcity of the resources not only implies that different uses of the e."'vironment are competing af any given point 
in time: the issue is complicated by the problem of inter-generational distribution, i.e. the fact that present use 
increasiugly precludes future use of the environment. 

What. then, are the main uses or functions of the environment in an economic perspective? Four different 
functions can be distinguished: 

- Location function: The environment provides the space for locating economic activities, infrastructure and 
residential as well ..s recreational areas; 

- Resource provision/unction: The various natural resources (air, water, energy, minerals. etc.) are used 
as inputs for the production system; 

- Absorption Junction: The environment must ultimately absorb all unutilize.d by-products and p<>llutants 
from prodiiction and consumption activities; 

- Public good function: The environment offers a number of public goods (e.g. air to breathe, or the 
recreational value of an intact ecosystem) from the use of which no individual can or should be excluded. 

If the environment is to continue fulfilling these functions, its degradation must be kept under control. If 
nvt, ecological systems may collapse. Even if the causes of degradation are removed it may take a long time and 
great efforts and costs to restore the environment - if this is possible at all. Thus, the exploitation of the ecosystem 
for short-term benefits may tum out to be extremely eApensive in both monetary and non-monetary terms (e.g. 
health) in the long run. \II of this calls for a very cautious approach to the use of the environment and the need 
for early measures when the absorptive limits of the environment are not yet reached. 

There are not only good ecological but also economic arguments for such a stn.. :' .,;,1•;,, -.hction -
to focus the discussion en the subject of the prCllCOt report - is more expensive at later . '' ··• , ; ·•~ arty phase 

modest efforts can be extremely effective. A developing oountry 11ueh as Thailand can thus achieve great reductions 
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in (indumial) pollution al n-latively low cost. unlike the OECD countries. Moreover. ID t.arly ecological re
orieolalioo of industry should enable Thai industry to develop ID efficient domestic ET industry; this should put 
Thailand al a comparative adv1Dtage in the medium term, once (industrial) pollution abatement bas become a major 
issue in neighbouring countries as well. Japan provides a good ex.ample.: 

To protect the environment. the Government Im a choice between direct regulatioos oo the one band and 
the use of economic instruments on the other band. Furthermore, it Im to decide whether the polluter or society 
al large should pay for a reduction in the level of pollution, or whether a combination of these possibilities is most 
appropriate. As will be argued. from a theoretical point of view the use of economic instruments and the 
incorporation of the polluter-pays-principle are the most efficient ways to achieve a reduction in pollution. At the 
same time. there will often be a occd for a flexible apprmch and combinations of measures. The various policy 
optioos are briefly discussed now. 

While, direct regulatioos continue to be the most COllllllDllly used eoviroomeotal policy instrumeo~. 
economic i.nstrumeots are in many cases more (cost)-efficient for controlling and reduciri pollution. They are an 
altempt to introduce quasi-prices to certain uses of the eoviromneot and/or to create artificial markets for the use 
of the environment as production tilctor. The common characteristic of economic instruments is their •indirect 
nature•. By incnming the costs of pollution and/or reducing the costs of pollution abatement. economic instruments 
utiliz.e the profit motive to reach socially desirable results. 

Among the major advantages of economic instruments are their flexibility and cost effectiveness. Pollution 
reduction by regulatioos which lower maximum emissions may put a tremendous financial burden on some heavy 
polluters without touching other polluters. Economic instruments favour pollution reduction in fields where costs 

for doing so are low compared to the benefits. In contrast to regulatory instruments. they leave ~ choice of 
compliance to the polluter who can be expected to select the least costly option. Economic instruments may thus 
be as effective as direct regulation in reducing pollution, at a lower cost for society. Moreover, the existence of 
economic instruments, if properly appliec!. provides permanent incentives to make industrial products and processes 
less polluting, not only through end-of-pipe control measures but also by giving incentives to move towards cleaneT 
production technologies. 

Economic instruments can only be effective in a well-functioning marltet system. Such a system. Im 
inherent characteristics which can contribute to limiting pollution: it will tend to minimiz.e demand for inputs for 
a given level of output (indirectly contributing to a reduction of unwanted outputs) and to accelerate the introduction 
and diffusion of more efficient De\\' technologies (which would also reduce the ecological burden). But ecological 
efficiency gains can only be guaranteed on the input side, Dot on the output side. The incrnsed production and use 
of (often unrecyclable) packaging material is a good example and a proof that the market system is Dot working 
efficiently once the price mechanism fai?s to indicate shortages. This is often the case on the output side (emissions) 
where the burden can be easily shifted onto the environment and thus onto society at large. Nevertheless, 
strengthening the market system, with accelerated diffusion of new technologies and with a removal of price 
distortions - in particular the abolishment of directly or indirectly subsidiz.ed inputs (e.g. energy prices) - should 
result in improvements in ecological terms. 

In tbe case of Thailand, the artificially low price of lignite 1Dd the tendency of enterprises to shift 
production to the use of this low-cost energy input bas led to increased air pollution. Another example is the 
artificially low price of water for industry (and other users) which supports the pnclice of simply diluting 
wastewater instead of properly treating it. In a country with frequent droughts and water shortages, water (and 
energy) prices have been frozen in nominal terms in recent years while in•lation on average reached some 6 per cent 
annually. 

However, even strengthened markets, which in the case of Thailand would not require major policy 
changes, provide only part of the answer. The various functions of the environment are a classic case where the 
unfettered operation of market forces tends to fail to deliver 11CUptable results. In economic tenns: the existence 
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of widespread externalities leads to a divergence between private and social costs and benefits. External costs are 
not reflected in the equilibrium price charged. Government intervention is thus required to avoid excessive demand 
on the environment, which may cause irreversible damage. Major ecological problam due to market failure, i.e. 
due to excessive use of the environment, can also be interpreted as a result of lack of property rights for air, water 

etc. which may call for government intervention to create appropriate substitutes (e.g. tradeable emission rights -
sec below). Whatever the economic explanation for excessive use of the environment, it is clear that govemmeot 
intervention based on economic instruments should go beyond mere strengthening of the market system. 

In the case of Thailand, the most appropriate economic instruments would seem to include charges (e.g. 
effluent charges, user charges. product charges, administrative charges for registering potentially haDtdous products, 
etc.)1, environmental taxes, deposit refund schemes, the use of ecological liability insurance and tradeable emission 
rights. 

Environmental charges and taxes are intended to integrate external costs into the pricing mechanism, thus 
removing distortior.s due to wrong price signals4

• As pollution is reduced, the taxes or charges should go down. 
A gradual introduction of these instruments, with pmlictable increases in the future is essential to give enterprises 
sufficient time to reorgmiu their production process. In Thailand, it would appear appropriate to phase them in 
over a 7 to 10 year period, the normal time period for an investment in equipment. 

The introduction of the concept of strict liability in NEQA as well as in the amended Factory Act bas 
boosted the use of ecological liability iru."Urance. However, it is not yet clear wb~ it will be sufficient to invite 
the private sector to offer and make use of such insurance schemes, or whether such insurance should he compulsory 
for all companies dealing with potentially hazardous materials or waste. Especially small industrial companies - the 
fastest rising segment in Thailand - will find it difficult to pay for ecological damage unless coveml by such 
inslL-ance schemes. Their advantage is lo put pressure on individual enterprises to minimiu risks in order to 
minimize insurance rates. 

A deposit refund system can he a good instrument to reduce solid waste and some types of baz.ardous W2Ste. 

Such a system, which may include cans, hordes and other packaging material but also tyres, refrig:rators, TVs, cars, 
etc., can he an incentive for reconsidering the whole production process in order to mimmize waste. Such system 
can help to reduce the negative environmental effects in the market system, as the price mechanism fails to deliver 
the correct signals. Moreover, without a system guaranteeing correct pricing of (solid) waste, a shift towards clean 
production technologies - preventing waste and pollution rather than reducing them - remains very unlikely. Deposit 
refund systems can be an efficient instrument in this respect. However, such systems have to he carefully designed 
in order to avoid illegal dumping. 

In this context, a proposzl by TORI which should he seriously coosideml concerns the creation of a special 
hazardous waste refund scheme. Under the scheme, central treatment and disposal facilities for hazardous wastes 
would be established, financed by waste charges. The operation of the treatment and disposal facilities would oo 
contnicted out to private waste management firms through competitive bidding. It was calculated that a charge of 
Bt l,000/tonne on the 600,000 tonnes of industrial hazardous wastes projected for 1991 would raise Bt 600 million. 
This would he equivalent to 0.3 per cect of GDP or l.S per cent of net profits of the 17,000 industrial plants 
generating hazardous wastes. Factories would deposit their waste charges in advance for the entire year on the basis 
of an estimate of the amount of waste to he delivered. In addition, companies would pay about the same amount 
as their waste charges into an escrow account as a bond ensuring the delivery of waste'. The latter amount would 
be returned to the producer, with interest, after delivery of the waste. Factories which manage to lower waste per 
unit of output (as verified by accredited private environmental auditing firms) would he eligible for rebates'. 

This scheme contrasts with the current system in operation at Thailand's only hazardous waste treatment 
center at Bangkhuntian, which does not offer incentives for firms to reduce waste -;ince the contract amounl is 
specified in advance and no rebates are granted for reduced deliveries. The intention may be to discourage illegal 
disposal in view of the weak state of Thailand's environmental audit system. 
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Finally. tradeable emission rights are a way of compemating for the lack of property rights in the field of 
the environment. For such a system to succeed, efficient mooitoring is a sine qua non. and its introduction will 
therefore depend OD improvements in the institutional infrastructure. 

F.cooomic instruments which only apply to end-of-pipe technology, such as import duJy reduction on 
pollution control equipment in Thailand, have a delaying effect OD the introduction of integrated processes of clean 
technology and strengthen the general leodeacy of enterprises in Thailand to choose end-of-pipe technologies added 
to existing facilities. Thus, the structure of the customs duties reductions scheme should be analyzed and redesigned 
from this perspective. As most of the machinery and equipment is still imported, the authorities could reduce the 
attractiveness of polluting technologies by levying import duties based on the likely amount of emissions during the 
expected lifetime of 11 piece of equipment. From an economic point of view, such an import tariff would be nothing 
more than an emission charge that is shifted forward to the time and point of importation in order to minimiu 
administration and transaction costs. (In order not to infringe on GA IT rules, a similar cost burden could be 
imposed as well on potential domestic suppliers). 

The polluter-pays-principle CPPPl, as endorsed by NEQA 1992, is well-suited to the conditions of a market 
economy, as it creates an incentive structure in the economy which will prompt entetprises to adopt production 
processes - and consumers to buy goods - which cause less environmental damage. Even if the cost for PPP may 
be ultimately shifted to the consumer, it does make a significant difference whether a person pays as consumer or 
as a taxpayer. In the first case, the spur of the market system can be maintained while in the second case it is lost. 
What may be equally important is that only PPP provides a lasting incentive for more environmentally-friendly 
production systems. 

Limits to the practical application of PPP may arise for social reasons as well as due to foreign competition 
c•competitiveness imperative·). In both cases the increased burden can be offset by appropriate adaptations of the 
tax system. In order to remain competitive, for instance, Thai enterprises might be compensated for additional 
expenses due to PPP by tax reductions. This should result - at least at the subsectoral level - in no significant 
changes in the overall cost burden, but enterprises would still have an incentive to shift towards cleaner production 
processes. 

The general superiority of economic instruments does not imply however that they are prelerable to d11ect 
regulations under all circumstances. Many haz.ardous and toxic substances have irreversible adverse effoc~ CID human 
health and the environment if surpassing certain critical limits. This necessitates compulsory preventive measur~ 
rather than reliance on the likely r~ses of polluters to indirect incentives. The question of c:forcemeot 
capabilities is also critical, in particular in a developing C0W1try such as Thailand where institutional and 
administrative capacities are already over-sttained. This may call for economic instruments in some cases, and direct 
regulation in others. While direct regulations are needed to set upper limits for pollution and to prevent the collapse 
of the ecological system. economic instrJments would present the mosc efficient way to actually lower the level of 
pollution. Attention should be given to iMovative w&ys of combining both approaches, providing incentives for 
polluters to -:amply with regulations. The deposit refund scheme proposed by TORI for haz.ardous waste 
mar.agement is a case in poin:. 

Given the. limited human, technical, and financial resources in dealing with ecological proble~. the Thai 
Government will have to establish priorities in dealing with these. This requires evaluation of relative environmental 
risks. A good example of the results of envircnmental risk assessment is a 1990 USAID study, which determined 
that le.ad exposure - principally from the burning ofle.aded petrol - was among the most serious urban environmental 
problems in Thailand. Reduction in IQ levels of children raised in Bangkok was estimated to be a major social cost 
associated with high ambient le.ad levels. Soon after thi!. study was published, the Thai Gov<'rnJr.P.nt introduced 
mewan:s to speed up the phase-in of unleaded petrol. Such &55C88ments can thus be a powerful influaice on 
government priorities and policies. Since the environmental situation changes very rapidly in Thailand, with the 
growth of new industries and new types of environmenlal risk, it may be worthwhile to consider preparing updated 
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environmental risk tiSeSSlllellts at frequent intervals - perhaps every 3-4 !eatS - to help the authorities to establish 
clear priorities. 

5.1.2 Selected economic policies with strong mvironmmtal impact 

5.1.2.1 lnffSbnent promotion policies 

Although the investment P• ..>motion policy of 801 is said to have become stroager ecologically oriented, 
it is difficult to identify specific meuures - except the establishment of industrial estates outside Bmgkolt - which 
would substantiate such a statement. The attraction of new enterprises still b&s clear priority over ecological 
considerations. The following recommendations are based on the analysis in Chapter 3 of this report and aim at 
helping 801 to ensure that investment, and in particular foreign investment, is promored with due consideration of 
its environmental impact. 

~lopmnrl of opumional mvironmmtal guidelines 

Standardiu:d operational guidelines, including quc;tioonaires relating to p~ control, would be required 
to alert BO! staff working in the various Investment Promotion Divisions, but particularly those dealing with 
pollution-intensive industries, to the environmental implications of the industries they are promoting. Such 
guidelines would have to be integrated in the BOl's investment promotion procedure from the very beginning, if 
the rcquimnents of Section 19 of the 1977 IPA are to be met. Carefully designed environmental questionnaires 
rdating to the environmental provisions of the IPA, comp(~ by investors as a standvd part of the investment 
promotion procedure, need not complicate the procedures unduly. 

U!•imately, the guidelines and standardiu:d questionnaires would allow the 801 to develop its own internal, 
enviroomental profiles of the projects it is promoting. Such profiles could be shared with other agencies, notably 
DIW and MOSTE's Pollution Control Department, to enable monitoring of compliance with the environmental 
provisions of the IPA. 

To develop these guidelines for each industrial sector, a true assessment of the environmental impact of 
various FDI categories must be made. The studies by Mahidol University and the ADB-funded Samut Prakhan 
iedustrial waste stream studies could provide a starting point. Such guidelines could be developed in conjunction 
with and tailored to the joint operating needs of environmental specialists at DIW and MOSTE. This would 
stimulate a higher degree of inter-agency communication between 801. DIW and MOSTE, which is the key to 
ensuring that the environmental provisions of the IPA are complied with. To facilitate this process, a series of joint 
801, DIW and MOSTE seminars could be held to investigate where duplication of environmental management roles 
can be eradicated and complementary functions strengthened for more effective control of 801-promoted industries. 

Industrial decentralization monitoring programme 

The 801-promoted process of encouraging industrial decentraliution and creating a manufacturing base 
outside 8MR and the surrounding provinces bas significant environmental implications. It appears essential, 
therefore, to set up a monitoring programme aimed at tracking the operations of companies - both new investors 
and relocation cases - taltini advantage of the new Zone 2 and Zone 3 incentives. This is another case which would 
require 801 to liaise with DIW and MOSTE, but above all with the provincial authorities concerned, to ensure that 
the decentraliution proce&S does not lead to a spreading of industrial pollution from BMR to outlying provinces. 
A properly organized monitoring programme could be an effective instrument for guiding the process of 
decentralizing environmental management which is an integral element of the 1992 Environment Act. 
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Cnation of ·Grttn Promotion z.ona• 

The possibility of 801 pro-actively targeting environmental equipment and product manufacturers to set 
up in specially created •oreen Promotion Zones• should be invr.stigatcd. Such incfastries could serve the (emerging) 
enviroomcntal market."> both in Thailand and in the region. Thailand mppears to p<&eSS the required engineering and 
manuf.auring expertise to establish a cost-effective and competitive environmental equipment industry. By adopting 
a forward-looking approach, ROI would be &cilitating the development of a much-needed enviroommtal product 
manuf.auring and support service industry. As part of this ~. the waiving of local content requirements for 
proprietary environmental technologies (See the Volvo case study and the delays in introducing the clean air
cooditiooing system) could be investigated. 

Manufactllring of pollwion con1rol equi~lll as BO/ •promot«i activitia• 

The manu&cturing of pollution control equipment is not yet eligible for special investment inceotives. It 
might make economic and ecological sense for the ROI to declare the manufacturing of pollution control equipment 
and processes a •promoted activity•. Producers of pollution control equipment would then become eligible for the 
full range of investment incentives - csmitia!ly tax exemptions on profits and customs duties excmpcioos. This 
would strengthen the position of domestic producers vis-a-vis ET imports, which to a large degree are subject to 
lower import duties than the equipment needed by Thai manufacturers to produce ET goods. 

Ecological labelling 

Special rccognition or special incentives for firms using adequate environmental control equipment ate not 

yet institutionaliud in Thailand. Special labelling - controlled by the 801 or other institutions such as MOI or Fil -
could serve as a first step to recognize environmental efforts undertaken by enterprises in lbailand. Thus, demand 

for ET equipment could be further raised. 

Compara1iw regional study of environme111al approacha of invu1me111 promotion agenda 

A study should be launched on the policies, approaches and instruments applied by other investment 
promotion agencies in the region (e.g. Malaysia, Singapore) in addressing environmental issues of FOi. This study 
should put special emphasis on the concrete assistance provided by such agencies to investors pursuing ambitious 
environmental management programmes as part of their corporate strategy. The objective of the study ~ould be to 
identify approaches applicable to Thailand and to suggest methods to integrate them into an enhanced environmental 
function of the 801. 

Study of the e11vironme111al pnfonnance of NIC-bas«l TNCs 

A significant share of total FOi inflows now originates in Asian NICs. Compared to OECD-based TNCs, 
the companies in question arc exposed to relatively little pressure at home to adopt environmentally sound practices 
in their overseas operations. They also tend to be technologically less well endowed and thus less capable to transfer 
low-pollution or clean technology. It is proposed, therefore, to undertake an in-depth empirical study of their 
environmental performance and to establish an information base for appropriate action by 801. 

5.1.2.2 Locational policies 

The sucuss of various locational policies in reducing pollution problems has been limited so far. Although 
a number of industrial estates with adequate waste treatment sy.:tcms exist the large majority of existing plants is 
still located outside estatei; and a majority of industrial establishments is still located in and around Bangkok. Thus. 
pnictical ~llperience with the ecological impact of industrial estates is limited. The estates are 1eneta1ly 
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well-equipped for handling wastewater. For solid waste, there are already limitations with regard to ~ for 
landfills, leading to increased use of incinerators. For baurdous wastes, the estates tend to rely on DIW facilities 
which however are insufficient. The reliance on public facilities may thus need to be reconsidered, although there 
are good reasons to have more common hcilities - for example for small industries - to alleviate the problem. 

The usefuln..~ ('f the 801 investment promotion zones concept is limited because incentives are only 
available to ROI-promoted firms. Moreover, the incentives gnmted for location in Zone I, the most congested and 
polluted zone, remain rather generous, which indirectly weakens the incentives gnmted for Zones 2 and 3. 

Experience with industrial firms located or relocated to rural areas outside industrial estates ba.s been rather 
mixed, from an ecological po;nt of view. Non-compliance with environmental regulations often cannot be controlled. 
Such industrial establishments have tended to become a target for popular complaints and attracted ·unwanted• 
publicity. It can be expected that NGO-based monitoring activities will inc~ after having been legally sanctioned 
by NEQA. This is likely to put increasing pressure on firms to (re-)locate to IEAT and BOI estates. 

The DIW has attempted to locate industries generating similar waste in a common area so that waste 

treatment facilities could be established. The concentration of sugar refineries or tanneries are good examples in this 
context. In fact, industrial rooing has Jong been incorporated into the law governing the issue of factory licenses, 
with permits to be is..o;ued in line with officially adopted land use plans. But the adoption of land use plans has been 
slow: in an important industrial area like Samutprakam, south of Bangkok, such a plan has only recently been 
adopted. 

One instrument for reducing the concentration of polluters in and around Bangkok would be to differentiate 
the ambient and emission standards for different localities in Thailand, depending, among other things, on the 
existence of other polluting sources and the exact type of those polluting sources in the area. Thus, one could 
imagine - depending on the location - different combinations of air and water pollution standards for industrial 
enterprises. This would be an incentive for firms to look for sites where ambimt standards may be still less strict, 
thus redlh:ing the burden on locations which are already close to environmental collapse, giving them the 
opportunity to recover. The proposed system in fact functions indirectly because environmental standards are hardly 
enforced outside the Bangkok area, but this of course is no solution. 

5.1.2.3 Envirorunental pricing and pollution prevention incentives 

At present there is no system of environmental pricing in Thailand. As in most other countries, regulations 
and permits are the main means of fighting pollution. While the polluter-pays-principle has in principle been 
accepted in Government policies there are no iilcentives for firms to improve on official standards. 

Environmental pricing could be introduced via the tax system. While overall taxes for enterprises could 
be reduced, taxes could be levied on various toxic emissions, ?roviding strong incentives to reduce emissions. 
Environmental auditing is ntleded for this system to work. Such a change in the taxation system should be 
introduced gradually and should not cause disruptions in production, discourage expansion or discriminate against 
industry or individual suhsectors. 

Another approach is the scheme proposed hy TORI to levy pollution charges from industry to finance the 
construction of waste treatment facilities, with refunds for enterprises which reduce their waste output (set: above). 
Again, the key element in such a schemr. is an efficient environmental audit system to 11.ak.e sure that firms do not 
dispose of the waste by other means. One medium-term aim should thus be to i.nprove Thailand's environmental 
audit system. While the TRDI system is likely to work well in the medium term with established medium and large 
scale firms, which hav~ a functioning accounting system and a public reputation to defend, it would provide no 
encouragement to small firms, particularly because it involves audits and pre-payment. Neither is likely to be 
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popular, and the latter could be a problem. Monitoring small firms is perhaps only possible if it involves the public 
or NGOs in a watchdog role, for which NEQA provides the legal basis. 

S.1.2.4 Technology pol~ 

Central to the long-term success or failure of environmental policies in Thailand is the creation of an 
economic environment which allows for fast adaptation of new technologies to the special needs of Thailand. In this 
context, the main priority is to achieve accelerated introduction of clean technologies, including low-wute and 
noo-wute technologies. The same applies to recycling technologies as well as technologies which reduce the input 
of raw materials. 

Both the Factories Act and the IPA empower the MOI and the 801 to specify measures for the selection 
of clean technologies and to give incentives for their use. But in practice the choice of technologies bas rested with 
the industries who have in most cases decided on production technologies and processes before applying for a permit 
to establish a plant. Experience bas shown that even if there is an explicit demand by -ibai industries to support 
them in the selection p~ of clean technologies (as was the case with some chemical producers), the actual 
quality of ldvice given by Government agencies tended to be rather poor as they lack the latest detailed 
technological information. 

The best way of promoting new technologies would be to revise all policies and regulations which still 
hamper their introduction, such as the current practice of customs duties reductions which are de facto limited to 
end-of-pipe technologies and thus act as a bias in favour of these. 

Another way would be to provide better access to cheap finance for the purchase of clean technology. The 
recently established Environment Fund is one initiative in this respect. However, the demands of the public sector 
on that fund are so large that disbursements of the fund to the private sector are very limited. Thus, there is an 
argument in favour of increasing that fund and to make it self-financing by means of pollution charges. Another 
financing scheme is the environmental lending facility created by IFCT. Once loan repayments commence, the IFCT 
facility will presumably become self-financing. Special attention, however, needs to be given to ensuring that 
financing is made available on favourable terms to small- and medium-scale enterprises, since they will often have 
difficulties in financing pollution control investments. 

Small and medium-scale enterprises may also need technical assistance in the selection of appropriate 
pollution control technologies; therefore, financing should be made available for the costs of hiring environmental 
consultants and not solely for the purchase of plant and equipment. An environmental consultant may be able to 
recommend ways to achieve significant pollution reductions with only modest fixed investments, through 
improvements in engineering and management practices. It should be empbasii.ed again that assistance should be 
clearly focussed on waste-reduction and pollution prevention rather than on end-of-pipt. treatment, as the gains for 
the enterprise and society are potentially larger. 

One way of strengthening plant-level environmental management would be to set up an industrial 
environmental audit programme. 7 Firms which agree to participate in the programme could be eligible for low
interest loans to finance waste minimization investments. Specialists familiar with the industry would conduct 
environmental a1Jdits or pollution reduction appraisals. Among the variables to be eumined during the audit are: 
the maicrials used in production, the manner in which they are handled, energy use, standard housekeeping 
practicea, engineering controls, ventilation and exhaust syste~. waste handling, treatment and disposal. Records 
of levels of hazardous substancea in wastewater (pre- and post-treatment) and in air would be examined and 
compliance with existing operating permits and performance standards ascertained. 



Following the audit, the auditor would submit to the firm as well as to the government a report containing 
bis assessment of existing practice and a series of specific recomrrw:nd.ations for improving environmental 
performance. The recommendations would empbasi?Je process and equipment changes which can reduce material and 
energy rcquiremc:ots md waste. Where waste cannot be eliminated, coosideration should be given to recovery and 
recycling. If the firm accepts the audit results md ·~ to adopt the measures recommended, it would become 
eligible for financial assistance; the degree of conditionality of any loans would dq>end on the expected financial 
rate of return from any required investments. A follow-up audit could be conducted after one year. This would 
provide the basis for determining the effectiveness of the measures proposc:.d both in environmental and in economic 
terms. 

Finally, the process of introduction of ·clean technologies· can be accelerated with pilot plants and better 
information, showing industrialists the likely costs ar.d benefits involved. Seminars and study tours may further 
contribute to the information dissemination process. This approach was used by FTI to foster the introduction of 
clean technologies, especially in the dyeing and printing industries and in the pulp and paper industry. Other 
industries where clean technologies would lead to major benefits include electronics, metal working and finishing, 
tanning etc .. A number of pilot projects have been established for these industries. Information and pilot plants 
however do not yet deal with re-cycling or re-use technologies very often. Several industrialized countries have 
made considerable progress in this respect. Thus, this is an area where international co-operation could be explon:d. 
Positive experience with international co-operation programmes exists, and future transfer of know-bow and 
technology to lbailand should build on this experience. TNCs located in lbailand which use advanced ET (see the 
case studies in Annex 8) could also be involved in such transfer programmes, although these might primarily benefit 
the larger Thai companies. 

S.1.2.S ProYision of common environmental facilities 

Firms with low turnovers are most lilely to find in-house treatment facilities unaffordable. For these, 
common waste treatment facilities are a sc·iuhon. This approach is practiced &t the Bang Khuntien baz.ardous waste 
treatment facility, which serves a number of small electronics firms. The government is planning construction of 
several more such treatment plants at Ratchithuri, Chonburi, Saraburi, and possibly Rayong. However, progress in 
the implementation of these projecui is rather slow, partly because of increased resistance by local communities and 
NGOs. A stronger involvement of NGOs in the early stages of the planning process and giving them more 
responsibility in presenting alternative soh:tions might help to solve that impasse. The formulation of a charge 
system which allows cost recovery while discouraging illegal dumping, as mentioned ~fore, is one of the difficult 
issues facing the government as well as the managers of those facilitiet 

Cornman recycling facilities may also be needed for a number of waste products. In the case of the 
electronics industry, for instance, solvent recovery/recycling is one area which could benefit from such facilities. 
This is particularly important as the government seeks to encourage n:duced consumption of chlorinated solvents 
that are controlled under the Montreal Protocol (see Chapter 4 on the electronics industry). If recycling is found 
to be viable, an important consideration will be certification of the quality of the recycled product, since e.g. 
electronics firms require solvents of a very high degree of purity. Without such guarantees, customers are unliktly 
to purchase the recycled product. 

5.1.3 Strengthening or ill'ititutional capabilities 

Pollution control in Thciland still largely relies on regulation rather than on economic incentives. Although 
the regulatory and institutional framework to control pollution is impressive, there is a general problem of lack of 
manpower, of finance and equipment as well as of coordination, although the latter is improving. As a consequence, 
the quality of the environment is worsening through rapid industrial growth. 
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One problem is the strong competition for stilled labour by the rapidly expanding private sector. which 
bas drawn many qualified people away from govemmcnt service in rcceot years. This is difficult to mocdy via a 
realignment of public/private ~tor pay scales since the necessary adjustments would place unacceptable strains oa 
public finance. As discussed, the government may need to devise measures which provide stronger inceatives to self
policing by polluters - either individually or collectively. e.g. through industry associations, NGOs, etc. Anotha 
pos&bility is to stimulate the role of independent environmental auditing finm to monitor and report on the 
environmental performance of enterprises. 

5.1.3.1 llfgulating lll1d controlliOI imtitutiom 

The main agencies respoosibie for regulation and control of industrial pollution are DIW and to a limited 
extent MOSTE. DIW bas direct authority to inspect and control industries' compliance with the regulations while 
MOSTE bas respoosibilit} in setting overall guidelines. However. given its increased powers. MOSTE is likely to 
play ID increasingly important role in the field of industrial pollution monitoring and control as well. Other 
agencies, such as the Ministry of Health and local administrations (in particular the Bangkok Metropolitan 
Administration) and a large number of speciali7.ed agencies with very specific tasks also fulfill some monitoring and 
controlling activities. The sh.->rtage of manpower is illustrated by the fact that DIW currently bas about 200 
inspectors for all factories in Thailand (some 100,000), and only one laboratory to check the quality of effluents 
and emissions. 

Under the circumstances, the only feasible way to have a country-wide system of pollution control are 
controls at the planning stage, and in particular at the time when operating licenses (in which pollution control 
measures are described in detail) are issued. In this context it is proposed that Government agencies study the 
concept of Best Available Control Technology (BACT). Using BACT me;ms that the industries are responsible for 
incorporating the best available technologies in the plant design; the controlling agencies only have to check and 
approve the design. The advantage of such a scheme is that it allows a relatively small workforce to handle the task. 
The drawback is that factories often do nc.t use the equipment efficiently. partly as a result of lack of subsequent 
inspections by the authorities. A significant increase in the number of inspectors would therefore be required also 
within this approach. 

Apart from inadequate staffing, there is the problem of lack of co-ordination of activities among monitoring 
agencies. There is a need to standardize analytical procedures as well as to harmonize monitoring policies and 
objectives in order to make results complementary and thus save time, costs and efforts while making monitoring 
of the industrial sector more effective. The very rapid growth of the informal sector. which shows an even stronger 
tendency towards violation of environmental standards, makes it even more important that monitoring capabilities 
and activities of individual Government agencies are barmoni7.ed and made more efficient. 

Better training for pollution control officers is also needed. Foreign technical cooperation could play ID 

important role here. In accordance with efforts to decentralize the monitoring and enforcement effort, it will be 
necessary to decentraliz.e the training effort as well. Thus, it may be useful to consider a series of training 
workshops located in the major areas of concentration of poiluting enterprises. Besides Government officers. it may 
also be worthwhile to invite participants from industry and from local community organizations and non
govemmmtal organizations (NGOs). Unfortunately, there are few appropriate training facilities. So far, only four 
institutions in Thailand offer undergraduate degrees in environmental engineering (Chulalongkom, Khon Kaeo. 
Chieng Mai, and Kasetsart U!liversities). MOI has sent 280 stdf members to Cbulalongkom University for a four
day course in environmental engineering. While not sufficient, this programme has already produced positive results. 
There are now more environmental officers in the provinces who can deal immediately with problems without 
having to wait for instructions from Bangkuk. 
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5.1.3.l Policy and planning imtitutions 

The control agencies basicall) also act as planning agencies. However, while in monitoring and controlling 
most of the power is with DIW, environmental policy and planning is mainly d<n: by MOSTE's Office of 
Environmental Policy and Planning (OEPP). The Department of Pollution Control (DPC) in that ministry also plays 
a role. Environmental policies and planning are formulated within the policy framework set by NESDB. 

Like other Government agencies in the field of the environment, DPC and OEEP lack a sufficient number 
of qualified human resources. However. in this case the effects may be even more serious as policy and planning 
requires not only academic experience but also understanding of related problems at the grass root level, i.e. in 
enterprises and among various groups of society affected by pollution. Shortage of qualified personnel at the 
provincial level is also an obstacle to the decentraliwion of policy and planning activities required by NEQA. 

Despite the fact that there are strong linkages between environmental quality and sectoral development 
issues. there appears to be a lack of policy integration: the ecological implications of the promotion of various 
industrial subsectors do not seem to be always clear to the various agencies. It seems that the existing co-ordinating 
committees have not always brought about actual co-ordination, because central and local Govemmcot have 
conflicting policies regarding control over wastewater and wastewater treatment plants, land reclamation in coastal 
areas, etc. Thus, there is a need to investigate w11ys of strengthening co-ordination within the existing institutional 
structure. 

5.1.3.3 Financing institutions 

The financing sci1emes for environmental investments initiated in recent years (the Environment Fund, the 
environmental facility of IFCT) also suffer from a lack of experienced administrators who can properly evaluate the 
feasibility of proposed investments in pollution control or cleaner process technologies. There is therefore a need 
to provide at least basic training to loan officers on environmental technology evaluation. As pollution control 
investments become more widespread, loans for that purpose are likely to become a more important part of the 
portfolios of other financial institutions as well. It may, therefore, be appropriate to consider offering short courses 
on environmental loan evaluation for the interested personnel of financial institutions as a group - perhaps in co
operation with a banking trade association. 

5.1.3.4 Academic institutions and consultants 

There are good capabilities m this field although the actual number of institutions in lbailand that offer 
undergraduate degrees in Environmental Engineering (Cbulalongkom, Khoo Kaeo, Chiang Mai, and Kasetsart 
University) is rather limited. Know-bow transfer has slowed down in recent years dw: to lack of new students and 
trainees. This is the result of limited student enrolments despite the fact that graduates find themselves in high 
demand, in particular for consultancy work. 

Although the human resource base in academic institutions as well as in the consultancy sector is good, 
this cannot be 11&id about the equipment available, which is far from being state-of-the-art technology. This sector 
urgently needs support in acquiring new technology, which - given the existing good human resource base - could 
be readily absorbed and the know-h~w transferred to industry. 
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5.2 Selected Proposals for Technical Cooperation 

In this section, a number of concrete proposals are put forth in terms of lecbnical cooperation requiremeols. 
The firsl of lhese calls for a high-level meering to be convened IO address stralegic policy and inslitutiooal issues 
raised by this report. which clearly revealed a need for grealer co-ordination of induslrial pollution control efforls 
in Thailand. The resl of the proposals highlight a number of programmes or programme areas for polential technical 
co-operation by the international community. Drawn from information presented in previous chapters. Ibey are 
intended IO assist lhe 1bai authorities and 1bai industry in combalting induslrial pollution more effectively. 

As bas been amply illustraled, the basis already exisls in Thailand for mosl of lhese 11etivities. Significant 
progress has been made in recent years, through, inter alia, stronger legislation and grealer empowerment of 
enforcing bodies, and economic incentives for enlerprises. However, some gaps and duplicalion still exist. The 
proposals in lhe following pages would furlher develop and refine the capacily for industrial pollution control 
through a combination of measures aimed at three l~vels: 

Government (strengthening ils ability to sel policy and provide the requisite legislalive and enforcement 
framework, including a combina1ion of regulations and economic incentives to encourage investment and 
enforce the polluter-pays-principle). 

lnslitutions (helping build up capacities IO analyze and apply technological options). 

Enterprises (ensuring adoplion and application of cleaner production or pollution abatement technologies 
at the plant level). 

The optimal solution to pollution is prevention at source, through cleaner production. End-of-pipe 
treatment, the norm today, should be viewed as the last resort and should be employed only to treat final, 
unavnidable wastes or when for other reasons no other economic alternative exisls. The aim is to save material, 
f1JW1cial and human resources - and therewith also the environment - by preventing as far as possible the generation 
of pollution. This effort must be broad-based and integrated, requiring inter alia raising awareness of the causes 
and effecls of industrial pollution; enabling full access to information on environmental technologies; promotion 
of cleaner production programmes in the various sectors; strengthening of the system of both private and government 
institutions to monitor and enforce standards; improving the ability of enterprises to take advantage of economic 
benefits of cleaner production; increasing the participation of women and NGOs; building up the capacity for local 
development of new environmental technologies and equipment manufacture rather than continued exclusive reliance 
on imported t~hnology and equipment. 

As pointed out in Chapter 40 of UNCED's Agenda 21, 

·Developing countries face a dual challenge: on the one hand, they have IO develop their industrial sectors, 
often from a very low base; and on the other hand, they have to adjust constantly to rapid advances in 
technology, changes in world markets and market access, international price structures and other trends 
and policy factors that affect international comparative advantage. This challenge is all the more daunting 
as developing countries have to face it despite a serious shortage of qualified and experienced manpower 
in all fields of industry and industrial development.• 

5.2.1 High-level meeting on strategic policy and imtitutional issues for C(H)rdination or Thailand's 
industrial pollution control programme 

The present report was drawn up using many sources and in its draft form was discussed with numerous 
officials, both Governmental and non-Govemmenta!. All made valuable contributions, but it was striking how little 
overview there was on th~ issues discussed and how little clarity concerning the mer~-;ures taken thus far by the 
Government of Thailand. This was confirmed by the report itself. In fact, in spite of the many legislative measures 
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there are still many operational details to be worked out cooceming the mechanics of monitoring industrial pollution 
and enforcing industrial pollution control measures. Also, although MOSTE has been given significant 
responsibility, in the absence of a designated •Environmental Protection Agency·. the exact responsibilities of 
various parts of MOSTE, MOI, NESDB. etc. must be ascertained, as well as the modes of co-operation necessary 
to avoid duplication and waste. 1be role of the industrial private sector as well as that of FOi should also be 
e:umioOO. 

The idea for such a meeting was raised at all meetings held during a mission from UNlDO Headquarters 
in late July 1993. The idea received unanimous support from all parties. Therefore, it is recommended that a 
high-level meeting be convened under the auspices of UNIDO and UNDP to bring together top Governmental and 
non-Governmental decision-makers with a view to elaborating specific measures to operationalize industrial pollution 
control policies in Thailand. The said meeting would be held in Thai and English. and take place for 1-3 days at 
a venue outside of Bangkok. The meeting could also review the specific proposals for technical co-operation 
outlined below. 

5.2.2 Establislunent of an energy and environment infonnation system for small- and mediwn-scale 
enterprises 

•Information within many countries is not adequately managed, because of shortage of financial resources 
and trained manpower, lack of awareness of the value and ava!lability of such information and other immediate or 
pressing problems, especially in developing countries. Even where such information is available, it may not be 
easily accessible, either because of the lack of technology for effective access or because of associated costs, 
especially for information held outside the countries and available conunercialty• (UNIDO Medium-term Plan 1992· 
1997). 

Previous chapters of this report have shown that it is often the myriad small- and medium-scale enterprises, 
which are not in compliance with Government pollution-control regulations. Very often such enterprises see 
compliance as not economic or viable for their limited operations, or assume that the pollution they create is too 
small to be of significance. However, with the sheer number of small- and medium-scale enterprises operating in 
many polluting sectors, the cumulative effect of the pollution they generate is overwhelming. 

On the Government's side, public awareness about pollution will have to be raised and greater enforcement 
measures sought to bring these small-scale polluters in line with official targets. For the enterprises themselves, 
access to specific technolo2ical information is crucial. A study conducted for UNIDO in Thailand in April 1993 
found that many local enterprises collect economic and trade information, but few were knowledgeable about actual 
technological information sources. They rely on overseas distributors for information about standards, specification 
and other regulations concerning their products, to which they then react. This puts them at a disadvanage :o 
enterprises involved in joint ventures or which are foreign-owned, whose foreign partner or parent company often 
provided up-to-date technological information which not only facilitates compliance but also provides a potential 
competitive edge to those enterprises. The study suggests setting up an Energy and Environment Information 
System (EEIS) for small- and medium-scale enterprises, with the aim of providing 'ready-to-use' information. 

To make use of such information attractive, not only must a system of incentives exist to promote 
alternative production processes which are energy-efficient, recycle or re-use waste, encourage substitution of raw 
materials or otherwi~ change production processes to be more environment-friendly, but the information must be 
easily accessible and relatively inexpensive, and perceived to offer value for the money expended. 

The report identific:d several important considerations, namely that the client be willing to pay for the EEIS 
information to be supplied, that it be well·targeted and that the technical staff capable of providing the service be 
provided. The main thrust of the EEIS proposal is to locate a Primary Contact Point in Thailand to act as the main 
repository of energy and environment technological information, supported by a network of Secondary Contact 
Points. n.e Primary Contact Point recommended in the study is the Library and Regional Documentation Center 
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of the Asim Institute of Technology. while the list of Seooodary Contact Points included S1dl orpnimioos 115 the 
Fedeaation of Thai Industries. MOllDIW. IEAT. IDRI. wl others. This octwort of primary and seooodary 
cma.cts would play an important put in gettin: the EEIS project operational. 

The entire project foresees support through. inter alia training. coqxater software tools. data delivery and 
support documentation/n.fereoce material on environmental issues. This system could also be the t.sis for 
Tbailwl's industrial sector component of the UNDP Sustainable Development Network. 

The new blSic environmental law (NEQAJ92) provides the mand.ie for initi8ting a tbint-puty 
environmental monitoring/auditing programme. Tcdmical aad financial assistance from intematioaaJ orpniDtioas 
could help bolster dW initiative. T ecbnical cooperation could be provided to help create a proper .a:reditation 
system to detennine the eligibility of coasulting finmlindividuals for certification. Training programmes could 
upgrade their capicities in a number of areas: to llCt 115 auditors (c:aergy. environmental and/or waste audits); to 
conduct environment impKI aS!CSSalUlts. to consult on selection of appropriate tecbnologies. de. The trained 
coasultaats would therefore serve not only to verify complimce wilh Government standards aad rqulatioas. but 
would also be engaged to advise enterprises on using environmental !eclmologies to improve their ovaall 
environmental performance and competitive position. 

The existing institutional framework sbould be used 115 much as possible. In particular, staff raoun:es aad 
training facilities at the joint Japmeseflbai Environment Raean:h and Training Center operated within the Office 
of the National Environmeot Doud could be drawn upon. 

S.l.4 Compliance with the Montreal Protocol on Subsaances which Deplete the <>mm Layer 

Uader the Multilateral Fund of the Montral Protocol, Article S countries, of wbicb Thailand is one. are 
entitled to technical assistance to help cover the incremeatal costs of converting to induslriaJ proceua dW do not 
utiliu CFCs and other oz.one-depleting substances (ODSs). 

As noted in Chapter 4 above, nearly half the CFC use in Thailmd is in the electronics sector, for 
chlorinated solvent cleaners needed for cleaning and degreasing. During the phase-out period, Ibis sector would 
requiR a syslem of collection and recycling of lhe&e chemicals. Suda a transitional measure may be useful, in 
particular for those enterprises which, for fmancial or technical reasons, are unable to convert quickly to allemalive 
cleaning systems. The same applies to the other secloR which toaeCber account for the remainder of CFC use in 
Thailand: Rfrigeratioo, foams and air-conditioning. 

UNIDO is one of the four implementing agencies of the Multilateral Fund of the Moatral ProCocol, aad 
the only one conducting plant-level work to reduce the actual amount of ODSs used in industrial applicalioas. A 
seminar took place ia late August 1993 in Bmgkok oa •feasibility study oa recyclinJ c;f CFCs from automobile 
air conditioners and other systems in Bm1kot•. The Multilateral Fund IMMI already decided ia an earlier meetinJ 
dW UNIDO would implement this project for the World Bmk, and at the ICllliaar the Thai Government focal poinl 
for Montreal Prococol projects expreucd a wish to co-operate with UNIOO in all mobile air<OnditioainJ projects 
in Thailand. 

CFC recyclinJ should become economically attni..:tive as the price of CFCs ca be expected to rise u world 
production is pbued out. If not. the Government could offer subsidia to encourap iavaiment in such common 
recyclin1 facilities. In any case, care should be takea dW supportin1 CFC recyclias will aoC delay their phuiDJ 
out, which in the long hill could nesaaively affect the competitiveaeu of Thai industry. 
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5.2.5 Natioml Cleaner Prochldion Centers (NCPU! 

Cleaner production. also called pollution prevention and W8Ste minimization. eliminates W8Ste .a source. 
thereby improving environmcnlal quality and often enbaciDg profitability. aeaner production requires lbe 
continuous application of m imegraled preventive enviroomenlal strategy to processes and products to nduce risks 
to humus and the environmeot. Sample-=tivities include enviroomenlal-. wmre- md energy audits. dcmoostnlioo 
projects. sector-specific training md information dissemination. 

UNIOO in co-operation with lbe United Nations Environment Prognmmc (UNDP) ue joindy lmmdaing 
a new programme on a pilot bGis to promote cleaer production. The progrumne will support nali.laal c1aDer 
productioo centers (NCPCs) in mpproximately 20 couotries for a five-yar period;. Uncler phase I of lbe 
progrunme. two to five centers will be funded for m initial tbree-yar period. Selection of host couotries will be 
completed during lbe winter of 1993/1994. 

~ ad UNEP mtici.,.ae that the centers will play a co-ordinating and calalytic role in cleaer 
production by providing tecbnical information md Dice. stimulating demooslralions of cleaer production 
ta:bniques md teclmologies. ad training industry md government professionals in this new area of induslrial 
enviromneotal mmagemcnt. They will be managed by experienced natioaals of the countries c:oncemed md hosted 
prefcnbly in existing institutions. Tbe NCPCs could. for instw:e, be locatt.d in iadustriaJ lade associmliom. 
chambers of commerce. industrial productivity centers, raan:b and development centers, universities or oCber 
industry~ organizations. 

UNIDO, with the~ of its field offices and UNEP's regioaaJ off"aces, will be responsible for 
monitoring the establishment of the NCPCs, md will provide long-term supervision of lbe engineering aspects of 
the centers in their demonstration projects, their audits of productioo processes and their life-cycle malyses of 
products. The UNIDO Country Directors will be able to draw on UNIDO engineering experience md expertise 
in lldvising industrial managers and plant O?eralion staff OD improving procedures, openliooaJ efficiency ad 
product yield, while also n:ducing pollutant discharge. UNIDO will also provide information on cleaer production 
tedmiqucs and lecbnologies through the Environment and Energy Information Sysaem (EEIS), part of lbe UNIDO 
INTIB programme. 

UNIDO, in co-operation with UNEP. will also be responsible for assisting the centers in formulatin1 
training programme. UNEP wii1 provide information on claner production techniques ad teclmologies dmJueh 
its lnternatiooal Cleaner Production Information Clearinghouse (ICPIC), working groups, technical docummts ad 
the Cleaner Production newi.letter. 

lodividual NCPCs will develop five-year and annual work plans and implement the llCtivitia deacribed in 
the plans. Both the five-year md annual work plans will be reviewed by their advisory boards, rq>raenlativea from 
Oovenunent and industry and a technical panel of UNIDO and UNEP advisors for the propammes. Thailand bu 
applied and is under consideration to host an NCPC. 

5.2., wasce minimization and 111111plina and eYah•tion al ..ae sanams al SMls in the eledroaics sector 

A lcdmical cooperation programme could be designed with the purpote of providing tecbnical auillanec 
to small- and medium-sale: electronics enlerpristS, for reducin1 waste pneration throup pror.eu innovation ad 
t.be imlall.aion of closed-loop recyclin1 systems. Improved aigineering and management pnictica are likely to be 
central to the effort; investments in plant and equipment and thus overall financin1 requirements would be small. 
Recovery of heavy metals and recyclina of waste water u well u of industrial solvents would be priority areas for 
technical assistance. Foreisn specialists may need to be hired initially for short periods to provide trainin1 to local 
consulbnts in industrial environmental auditing techniques. with specific reference to the elccrronica industry. 
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Small- md medium-scale industries in the electroaics sector must have a IDdiol for sampling and analyzing 
their waste properly. This requires equipment wbicb not llllDY small enterprises can afford. aad technical apertise 
which not mmy bave. It is important. tberaore. dm they can use public or privare laboratories for suda eval...._ 
at modest cost. 

As a first step, it would be useful to conduct an invmtory of lbe existing envimnmmtal labor.rory r.cililies 
in Thailand. their equipmml. and their fating/analytical e:apMli}ities. ~ UC a b privale laboratories saving 
the electronics and olber industries in Thailand which bave slate-of-the-art equipmenl. In addition. ~ are 
laboratories al a few universities. md the Envirmmmtal Raean:b aad Training Cader a.y also have the nee=• '7 
equipment to conduct evaluatioo/analysis of waste streams. 

An anmgemmt could then be made ~ the Govenunenl and the n:levD labonlories fOr the lana
to perform coamct analytical services on behalf of small cledroaics aderprises. Thae eataprises would be 
apected to sbouldtt put of the cost. since puticipmlioll in the eval1lllion progrmam: could yield catain bwfils. 
If enterprises are found. fOr es.ample. to bave waste shams coataining pollurma levels well within Govcnunmt 
standards. they could qualify for a refund (perhaps with a small incadive bonus). If Ibey are iD violaliml. the 
Govanmenl would offer lbem the oplion of kdmical assis&ana: and low-cost fimnciag to ensure c:ompli..:ie with 
staadards. 'The alternative would be to pay a fine. iD addition to which Ibey would be apected lo niducc tbcir 
pollulioa bdings al their own expense. Those not agreeing to the "voluntary moaitoring and eval1lllion • 
programme would still be ~ to perioclic moaitoring by the DIW and would face even stiffu penalties if found 
to he iD violation of staadards. 

"!be textile induslry is one of Thailand's most important amaur.cturing industries. employing over 600,000 
workers (including the waring ~ industry). 'The industry bas emcaged as a top foreign exclterap camer and 
efforts are being made to maintain this export drive. However.~ are severe coasaraials in tams of quotas 
placed oa the wearing~ sector. Hence. in order to fully develop this sector. one sollltioa would be to increase 
the domestic value added of the products coacemed by utilizing as much of the local raw materials as possible. To 
achieve Ibis, it is necessary that mid-stram sectors, namely the waving. knitting and finishing secton, be 
developed to meet the demands of the garment industry boda in Imm of quality and qumtity. 

Efforts to do so bave been hampered in put by the industry• s contribution to industrial pollution. in 
particular the colour and chemical effluents discharged into local waters. Alliscw:e to Ibis sector would lberefore 
have to focus on pollution reduction, which bas the added benefit of conserving raw matt:rials and improvias 
profitability. This could be .cbieved lbroup the folJowina measma: Allis&w:e would aim al reductioa of dya.1Uff 
and chemicals consumption, and dccrase the levd of effluents produced wilb their colounmt bd. by usia1 
optimized recipes; decrasing the pen:entage of n:p1oc:asia1 throup iastrumentaJ colour coatrols. recyclin1. and 
where pollible, of wash-off liquors from bleaching, merccrizins. scourin1 and aflerwasbing of dyed/printed 
11181eriids, together with using print-fas& RIDIWlts in ~formulaled recipe5. 
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26 July 1991. 

2. See llinistry of lftll.lstry: lftllatriel WUte .._•ammt Study: Prc:blem end lleUures <prepered by Engineerina 
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5. This in&t~t is elso celled • tlperf~ band". Performnce bonds ere ..,.ents to eutllorities in 
ns-ctetion of ca11pl ience 11ith i..,osed reguletions. Refunding tekes plece llhen ca11pl ience has lbP.en 
edliewd. 

6. TDll, The Greening of Th•i lrdatry: ProcU:ing llore end Polluting Less. a.ngltolt. Dec:elllber 1990. 

1. USAID!Philippines (1991). lrDlstrial Envir~t•l llenegment Project (492-0465): Project Peper. Septemer • 
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AftNU A 
ANNU - Tl\ble 1 so2 Eml11lon by Sector 

S02 Emission by Sector 

1911 1991 Ht INte 1996 for1c11t 

I Tcnwa Share 1991 Tonnes Share 1991 Growth of so2 Econonilc 10 Tomei lh1re 1996 Growth of 102 pol lutlon r.rowth (MVA, eliutclty 
GDP) of MVA 

1991•100 1991•100 

ll"dntry (excl. 99,901 27.6 209,549 21.5 209 247 o.a5 279, 736 21 .6 134 
energy) 

Power -ration 212 205 511.6 547 an 56.4 258 348 0.74 815.637 62.9 149 

Ref ineriea 9 994 2.7 13 791 1 .4 139 .. .. 31.483 2.4 228 

S\btotal1' 322,000 89.0 170,216 79.3 239 256 0.93 1. 126,856 86.9 :46 
(llO.lstrY) 

Aaricul ture 11 ]79 5. 1 31 509 3.3 m .. .. .. o.o 0 

.... &c:-. 7.007 1.9 5.435 0.6 79 .. .. 5.213 0.4 96 

Trenaaortation 14 475 4.0 163-834 16.9 1 132 .. .. 146.174 11.S 90 

Total (Inc\. 361,861 100.0 970,994 100.0 269 214 1.25 1,297,121 ,oo.o 134 
other 1ectorl) 

Sourcu: TDRI, The Green!"' of Thal Industry: Pr~ing 111r• Ind pollutl"I l•••· l1"9kok 1990, p. 17. UNIDO, Glob9l !conc1111ttrlc Dat•be•• 1993. ., 
Th• calculation of econcl9fc growth rates wH beaed on tlN aeries of MVA HDre11ed In def\1ted 1990 US·dollar. 
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ANNEX Table A-2 NOz Emiaaion by Sector 

1981 1991 •It h•t• 1996 forec11t ·-
Tomes Share 1981 Tomes Share 1991 Growth of N02 Econo111lc Growth NO TomH Shire 1996 Growth of N02 pollution OCVA GOP) 1l11tftlty 

of MVA 
1981•100 1991•100 

ll'W'Utry <e11cl. 25,463 11 .8 70,429 13., zn 247 t.12 98,312 12.3 140 
-rft'> 

Power -ration 29.704 11.8 86 818 16. 1 292 348 0.84 129,396 16.2 149 

Refiner in 1.470 0.7 2 048 0.4 139 284 0.49 4.676 0.6 228 

Sl.btot1l1a 56,637 26.2 159,295 29.6 281 256 1.10 232,444 29. 1 146 
(lrdlstry) 

Agricvl ture 5 028 2.3 8 885 1. 7 1n .. .. 10. 182 1.3 11~ 

•es. & c~. 36 250 16.8 26 375 4.9 73 .. . . 23,171 2.9 aa 
Tr-rt1tlon 118 135 54.7. 344 328 63.9 291 .. .. 532.186 66.7 ,,, 
Tot1l <Incl. 216,050 100.0 538,884 100.0 249 214 1. 16 797,983 100.0 148 
other sectors) 

Sources: TD•I, The Greening of Thal Industry: Producing 1110re Ind polluting le11, langkok 1990, p, 17. UNIDO, Globel Econo1111trlc D1t1bll1e 1993. 

. a: !he calculation of econo11lc trowth rat11 was bllaed on ti• Hrl11 of MVA expreaaed In defl1ted 1990 US·dollar. 
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ANNEX Table A-3 C02 Emlaalon by Sector 

1981 1991 est l1111te 1996 forec11t 

lhousend Shire 1981 lhousard tomes Shire 1991 GrONth of C02 EcOl'IOllllC GrONth co Thousard Shire 1996 GrONth of 
tonnes nollutlon (MVA GOP) elistlclty tOIYlll co .. 

- of MVA 
1981•100 1991•100 

Industry (excl. 13.458 22.7 25.282 22.7 188 247 0.76 33,897 22.3 134. 1 
energy) 

P-r -ration 9 923 16.8 28 780 25.9 290 348 0.83 43 293 28.4 150.4 

"•fineries 973 1.6 1 356 1.2 139 .. .. 3 09S 2.0 221.2 

Sl.btot1l11 24,354 41.1 55,418 49.9 228 256 0.89 I0,285 52.7 144.9 
(Industry) 

Agriculture 2 983 5.0 5 026 4.5 168 .. .. 5 579 3.7 111.0 

Res. & c~. 19 1al 32.4 15.496 13.9 81 .. .. 14 803 9.7 95.5 

lr.,.portation 12 705 21.5 35.224 31.7 277 .. .. 51 372 n.a 145.8 

total (incl. 59,225 100.0 111, 163 100.0 188 214 o.88 152,219 100.0 \]6,9 
other sectors) 

Sources: TO.I, The Greening of lh1I Industry: Pr~lng .ure 1rd polluting less, l1ngkok 1990, p. 17, UNIOO, Globll Econo1111trlc D1t1bl1e 1993. 

I/ The calcul1tion of ec:ono111ic gro..th r1t11 .i11 besed on time series of MVA 111pre11ed In defl1ted 1990 US·doll1r. 
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ANHU Table A-4 Total Suspended Matter (SPM) Emission by Sector 

1981 1991 Hti1111te 1996 forecHt 

Tonnes I Share 1981 Tonn.1 Share 1991 Growth of SPM Econo111lc Growth IPM Tonnet lhar• 1996 Growth of 
aollutton (MVA, GOP) elHtlclty '"" of MVA 

1991•100 1991•100 

lnclatry (excl. 90,624 19.8 351,451 56.6 3U 247 1.57 413,907 60.6 134.8 
energy) 

Power aeneretlon 11.578 Z.5 16. 757 2.7 145 348 0.42 21.142 3.7 112. 1 

aefinerin 53Z o. 1 742 o. 1 139 214 0.49 1 .694 0.2 221.3 

5'.Dtotal/a 10Z, 734 ZZ.4 368,950 59.5 359 256 1 .40 504,443 64.5 136.7 
Clnclatry) 

A9r i culture 1,577 0.3 3,341 0.5 212 .. .. 3.821 0.5 114.6 

an. le~. 189.717 41.4 121.067 20.6 68 .. . . 99.016 12.7 17.4 

Transportation 49.0~ 10.7 120. 174 19.4 245 .. .. 175.214 22.4 145.9 

Total (incl. 458,478 100.0 620,532 100.0 135 214 0.63 782,630 100.0 126. 1 
othar sec:torl) 

Sourc": TORI, The Greenine of Thai lnclatry: Productne 110re and polluting le11, lanekok 1990, p. 17. uttlOO, Globel !cono1111trlc D1tabl1e 1993. 

a/ The celculation of ec:ona.lc 1rowth ratea .,., baaed on ti• sertH of MVA expre11ed tn deflated 1990 US·doll1r. 
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ANNEX Table A-5 S01 Emission by industrial subsector 

1986 1991 esti•te 1996 forecast 

TOIW1e5 Share Tonnes Share Growth of Econcmic SOz Tonnes Share Grow 
1986 1991 SOz Growth el as· 1996 th 

pollution CMVA. ti city of 
GDP> of MVA SO;i 

1986=100 1991 
=100 

"ining 1.197 0.4 2.211 0.2 123 .. .. 2, 176 0.2 98 -- 101.618 22.9 201.681 20.a HB 176 1.13 272.0Z3 21.0 m 
t.cturirw 

• food 23.614 5.3 34,741 3.6 147 160 0.92 46,431 3.6 134 

• Textile 15.612 3.5 30.225 3.1 194 200 0.97 48.931 3.a 162 

• WOOd 997 0.2 2,249 0.2 226 160 1.41 3,4n 0.3 155 

. ,_,. a.551 1.9 17.123 1.8 200 145 1.38 25 211 1.9 147 

• Chemicals 3,246 0.7 7.049 0.7 217 141 1.54 4,059 0.3 58 
Ceacl. oil 
refining) 

• •on·•tal 38,098 8.6 85 024 a.a 223 186 1.20 103.249 8.o 121 

• Basic 5,547 1.3 8,640 0.9 156 165 0.95 12,018 0.9 139 
•t•l 

• other 6,014 1.4 16,630 1.7 277 .. 77 'Za,647 2.2 172 

COnstruc· 3, 169 0.7 4,656 0.5 147 204 0.72 5,538 0.4 119 
ti on 

Jncbtry 106,644 24.0 208,548 21.5 196 247 0.79 279,736 21.6 134 
Ceacl. 
energy) 

Powr 206,816 46.6 547,an 56.4 265 348 0.76 815,637 62.9 149 
veneration 

Refineries 10,502 2.4 13. 791 1.4 131 . . .. 31,483 2.4 228 

s.Motal .. m.MZ 7J.O 110.216 19.] 238 256 0.93 1.126.856 86.9 146 
Ura.try) 

Tot1l 443,805 100.0 970,994 100.0 219 214 1.02 1,297, 121 100.0 134 
(incl. 
other 
HCtOt"I) 

Sourua: TDRJ. The Grccni111 orlbai lnduttry: Produeifts more and pollulins lcal, S.llfkok 1990, p. 17. UNIOO, Global &OllOllldric: 
Dmlabuc 1993. 

"' The i:alculalion or ccCICllMllM: 1rowih me• •• bated on lime aerica of MV A npl"UMd in deflated 1990 US-dollar. 
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1986 1991 esti•te 1996 forecut 

T~ SM re Tonnes SM re Growth of Economic .,_ Tonnes Shere Growth 
1986 1991 .,_ Growth el es- 1996 of 10z 

pollution (llVA. ti city 
GDP) of llVA 

1986=100 1991•100 

llining 1.246 0_4 2.102 0_4 169 -- -- 2.647 0-3 126 . ...,_ 28.61& 9.2 Q.05 11.& 222 115 1.26 •.m 11.0 1:JP 
fecturi .. 

- Food 10.725 3.5 15.045 2.8 140 160 0.88 19.295 2.4 128 

• Textile 1.902 0.6 3.81& 0.7 201 200 1.01 6.201 0.8 162 

- Wood 188 0.1 355 0.1 189 160 1.18 535 C.1 151 

. ,_,. 1.541 0.5 5.446 1.0 353 145 2.43 8.067 1.0 148 

- Chellicels 900 0.3 1.886 0.4 21(1 141 1.49 2.511 0.3 1n 
Ce~l. oil 
refining) 

• lon·•tal 11.595 3.7 n.216 6.2 286 186 1.54 45.467 5.7 137 

• lesic 855 0.3 1,495 0.3 175 165 1.06 2, 117 0.3 142 
•tal 

- other 912 0.3 2, 173 0.4 238 .. .. 3,829 0.5 176 

Construction 3.510 1.1 4.656 0.9 1n 204 0.65 7.702 1.0 165 

..... try 33.373 10.7 10.429 13.1 211 lA.7 0.15 •.m 12.3 140 
<acl. 
enerw> 
P~r 34,543 11.1 86,818 16.1 251 348 o.n 129,396 16.2 149 
generation 

Refineries 1.560 0.5 2.048 0.4 131 .. .. 4 676 0.6 228 

S4btotel- ll'l.476 22.4 159.295 29.6 Zl9 256 O.IW m.444 29.1 146 
(lnclatry) 

Total <incl. 310,893 100.0 538,884 100.0 173 214 0.81 797,983 100.0 148 
other 
sectors> 

Soun:ca: TDRI. The Grccni .. o('J'hai lftdullry: Producilll more and pollutint lcaa, laftlkok 1990, p. 17. UND>O, Global &onomctrie Dacabue 
1993. 

" The c.k:ulation of economic Jrowdl ncu w11balcoonlime1eriu ofMVA expretKd in dcflaled 1990 US-dollar. 
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ANNEX Table A - 7 : Carbon Dioride (COJ) emmion by industrial subsedor 

1986 1991 esti•te 1996 forecast 

Tomes Shllre Tomes Share Growth of Economic CO: Tomes Share lirwth 
thousands 1986 1991 CO: Growth el as- thousand 1996 of CO: 

pollution (ICVA, ticity 
GDP> of MVA 

1986z100 1991•100 

Rining 158 0_2 232 0.2 147 .. .. 292 0.2 126 ..... 15.8'1 21.8 2'.529 22.1 155 176 o.• lZ.115 21.5 134 
fecturim 

• Food 9.860 13.6 12,721. 11.4 129 160 0.81 15.694 10.3 123 

- Textile 809 1.1 1.553 1.4 192 200 0.96 2,522 1.7 162 

- WOOd 143 0.2 233 0.2 163 160 1.02 339 0.2 145 

- P-r 439 0.6 997 0.9 227 145 1.57 1.477 1.0 148 

- Ch•icals 573 0.8 1,095 1.0 191 141 1.35 1,534 1.0 140 
<excl. oil 
refining) 

• lon-•tal 3.211 4.4 6 349 5.7 198 186 1.06 8.639 5.7 136 

- Basic 343 0.5 587 0.5 171 165 1.04 832 0.6 142 
•t•l 

• other 462 0.6 992 0.9 215 .. .. 1.748 1.2 176 

Construction 366 0.5 520 0.5 142 204 0.70 819 0.5 158 

lrdatry 16.365 22.5 25.2112 22.7 154 247 0.62 n.197 22.3 134 
(acl • ..,., 
Power 11.481 15.8 28,780 25.9 251 348 0.72 43,293 28.4 150 
aeneration 

Refineries 1.032 1.4 1.356 1.2 131 .. .. 3 095 2.0 228 

5'.tltotat• 21.818 'JR.1 55,418 49.9 192 256 0.75 ao.2.115 52.7 145 
Urdatry) 

Total <incl. 72,783 100.0 111, 163 100.0 153 214 0.72 152,219 100.0 137 
other 
sectors> 

Souru1: TDRI. The Orunins of Thai lndu•ry: Producins more and pollutina lcal, Banakok 1990, p. 17. 
UNJDO, Global &OllOlllCUK Da1aba1e 1993. 

"' The calculation of economic srow1h n1e1 w11 baled on lime 1eric1 of MV A cxpreucd in clcftaled 1990 US-dol!ar. 
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ANNEX Table A - 8 : Suspended particulate matter (SPM) emission 
by industrial subsector 

1986 1991 esti•te 1996 forecest 

Tames Shere Tomes Shere Growth of Economic SPiii Tomes Shere Gniwth 
1986 1991 SPiii Growth el es- 1996 of SPiii 

pollution (llCVA, ticity 
GDP) of llCVA 

1986=100 1991=100 

Mining 310 IJ.O 498 0. 1 161 .. .. 628 0. 1 126 ...... 157.653 22.5 349.807 56.4 222 176 1.26 471.415 60.2 135 
fecturina 

• Food 93,573 13.4 127.353 20.5 136 160 0.85 \57.627 20.1 124 

• Textile 1.316 0.2 3,780 0.6 237 200 1.44 6, 140 0.8 162 

• Wood 283 0.0 430 0.1 152 160 0.95 603 0.1 140 

• P8Dl!r 4.877 0.7 23.294 4.6 580 145 4.00 41 .914 5.4 148 

• Chemicals 2,463 0.4 3,691 0.6 150 141 1.06 5,238 0.7 142 
(excl. oil 
refining) 

• llon·11et1l 25.732 3.7 181.402 29.2 705 186 3.79 252.488 32.3 139 ··--
• Besic 1,447 0.2 3, 153 0.5 218 165 1.32 4,465 0.6 142 
•t•l 

• other 961 0. 1 1,703 0.3 177 .. .. 3,000 0.4 176 

ConstMJCtion 817 0.1 1.146 0.2 140 204 0.69 1,804 0.2 157 

lrdatry 1511.780 22.7 351.451 56.6 221 247 0.19 473.907 60.6 135 
<acl. 
enerw> 
PONer 19,961 2.9 16,757 2.7 84 348 0.24 23,842 3.7 172 
11ener1tion 

Refineries 565 0.1 742 0. 1 131 .. .. 1,694 0.2 223 

smtotal• 119.306 25.6 361.950 59.5 206 256 O.IO 504.443 64.5 137 
(lrdatry) 

Total (incl. 699,7'8 100.0 620,532 100.0 89 214 0.42 782,630 100.0 126 
other 
sectors> 

Soun:c1: TORI, The Gtccnins ofTJuii lndullll')': Proclucins mc>R and pollutins lcA, Bansk?t 1990, p. 17. 
UNIDO, Global &onomctric Databa1e 1993. 

" The calcula1ion of economic srow1h n1e1 wa1 baled on lime 1eriea of MV A cxprc.-1 in dcllaled 1990 UMollar. 
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AlllEX Tele A-9: DistrUiutian of IOl-Approwed Projects br Dwnersltip 
Cirwestmnt of value projects in the --.fKturilll sector. •illian milt) 

Before 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987-
1987 1991 

Total Project 258,822 63,695 U12.266 163,037 169,340 ea. 125 666,463 
~lA 

Thai-!Mled 112,448 21.102 56,574 56,852 60,059 9,491 204,679 

(share in total) 43.41 34.11 31.01 34.91 35.51 10.SX 30.7'1 

Joint Ventures 121 ,464 30,429 104,626 80,027 116,492 63,438 365,012 

(share in total> 46.91 47.81 57.41 49. 11 51.1% 72.01 54.SX 

Foreign 24,910 11,564 21,066 26, 158 22,789 15,196 96,m 
SIJ>sidiaries 

(share in total> 9.6% 18.2% 11.61 16.01 13.5% 17.2% 14.5% 

Export Projects 46,686 54, 178 131,601 98,296 106,373 57,451 447,899 

(share in total) 18.01 85.1% 72.ZX 60.31 62.SX 65.2% 67.ZX 

Thai-owned 12,695 19,620 39,894 24,571 32,919 4,268 121.211 

<share in total) 4.91 30.81 21.91 15.1% 19.4% 4.81 18.2% 

(share in export 27.ZX 36.2% 30.3% 25.01 30.91 7.41 27.11 
fir'llS) 

Joint Ventures 15,810 23, 163 70,652 48,003 50,873 38,259 230,951 

(share in total> 6.1% 36.4% 38.Sl 29.4% 30.01 43.41 34.7'1 

Cshare in export 33.91 42.81 53.7'1 48.Sl 47.8% 66.61 51.61 
f i I'll&) 

Foreign 18, 181 11,395 21,055 25,722 22,581 14,924 95,6n 
Sl.tlsidiaries 
(share in total> 7.0X 17.91 11.6% 15.8% 13.31 16.91 14.41 

(share in export 38.91 21.0X 16.0X 26.2% 21.zx ~-111 21.41 
firms> 

Notes: Export projects are those 11ith an explicit export requirement specified in the condition of prOllOtion 

Source: Extracted from the Board of Investment Main database 



~ TIMe A-10: listrilluti• of ... -.......... Projects bJ .....,...ip 
(...-,.. of prvjects in die --.cturi .. MCtW) 

lefwe 1917-
1987 1917 1tll ,.. 1990 1991 1991 

Total Project ........ la 1.403 500 1.245 935 622 312 3.614 

Thai-owwd 722. 196 497 310 165 70 1.m 
(IMre in totel> 51.51 39.21 39.91 33.21 26.51 22.41 34.D 

Joint Ventures 599 216 560 419 321 177 1.753 
(IMre in tot•l> 42.71 43.21 45.0I 51.21 51.61 56.71 48.51 

Foreign 82 88 188 146 136 65 623 
S&aidieries 

CIMre in totel) 5.81 17.61 15.11 15.61 21.91 20.Sl 17.21 

&port Projects 437 450 1.110 804 538 263 3.165 
(IMre in totel) 31.11 90.0I 19.21 86.0I 86.51 114.D 17.61 

Thlli-owwd 204 175 419 245 131 49 1.019 
Cshllre in totel) 14.51 35.0I 33.71 26.21 21.11 15.i'I 21.21 
CIMre in uport 46.71 38.91 37.71 30.51 24.D 11.61 32.21 

fil'8S) 

Joint Ventures 115 188 504 415 273 150 1.530 
<IMre in totel) 13.21 37.61 40.51 44.41 43.91 48.11 42.D 
(share in eaport 42.31 41.Sl 45.41 51.61 50.71 57.0I 48.D 

firm) 

Foreipi 48 17 117 144 134 64 616 
S&aidieries 

Cshllre in totel) 3.41 17.41 15.0I 15.41 21.51 20.51 17.0I 
(shere in eaport 11.0I 19.31 16.Sl 17.91 24.91 24.D 19.51 

firm> 

lotes: Eaport projects ere those 11ith en explicit eaport recJ.lire.nt specified in the condition of prmotion. 

Source: Elltrected fr• the loerd of Investment lllain Det-.. 
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MllEX Tllble A-11 : llet 1-.t ...... ~ '-tic •-tmnt 1919-1991 
<mlli• ... t> 

Tear Foreitn Direct Gross Domestic FDI as S of 5ross Priwate FDI as S of 

lnwestmnt lrwestmnt Gross O-tic lusiness CroFs Priwate 

Inflows lrwestmnt lrwestmnt lusiness 
liwestmnt 

1970 891 37,731 2-l6S 2',566 3.62S 

1971 808 37.136 2_1as 25.412 3.17S 

1972 1,427 36,872 3.87S 27.216 5.24S 

1973 1,605 59,958 2-681 31,526 4. 17S 

1974 3,1136 74.365 5.16S 54,628 7.02S 

1975 1.745 81,134 2.15X 53,676 3.25S 

1976 1,614 83, 109 1.94X 55,1148 2-lm 

1977 2, 164 108,480 1.99'1 74,870 2.lm 

1978 1,011 137,496 0.74S 15,891 1.1as 

1979 1.121 152,050 0.74% 100,434 1.12X 

1980 3.871 174.045 2.m 107.104 3.6U 

1981 6.414 199.723 3.211 120,059 5.Y.X 

1982 4.331 189,577 2.28X 125,793 3.44S 

1983 8,225 236,090 3.48S 144,808 5.681 

1984 9,644 242,506 3.9C 156,546 6.16S 

1985 4.442 243,949 1.m 148,363 2.99'1 

1986 6,908 238,643 Z.lm 155,087 4.451 

1987 9,044 299,790 3.02S 218,1168 4.13S 

19M 27,964 434,546 6.441 329,614 8.48S 

1989 45,698 559,707 8.16S 457,891 9.9C 

1990 62,516 753,952 8.291 597,321 10.471 

source: hnt of Thlli lend, 
l•tionel Eccincmic end Soci•l Develas-t'lt loerd 



105 -- Tmllle A-1Z: ...,,Ktllnd ~ c..tri ... i--' .._,., U-fllWilteil Firm (•illi- .. t> 

Sector Thai Joint Forei l" Total Total Thai Joint Foreitn Total 
(>90l) Venhre (100l) IE-ts (>90l) Venture (100l> 

f-'. kwratn. ' 17.48< 13,661 162 32,010 141,522 12.41 9.7% 0.61 ZZ.61 
Tabecco 

Tutiles 1.122 4.236 325 1.284 19,844 11.lll 21.n 1.61 41.7% 

UHri"I ippal"tl, 2.111 J,DI 112 6.130 106.90 2.0l 3.61 0.11 5.7% 
leether Procllcts, 
F-t-

Wood Procllcts & 464 574 0 1,031 5, 112 9.1% 11.ZX O.Ol zo.n 
Furniture 

Paper, Paper 566 127 17 no 1,560 36.JS 1.1% 1.11 45.5% 
Procl.cts & Printing 

0-icals, O..ical 1,056 3,911 2,355 7,329 16,009 6.6X 24.51 14.7% 45.lll 
& Petrol- Procllcts 

~ ProiNcts 3,115 1,953 1,224 7,062 30, 160 12.91 6.51 4.11 23.41 

Plastic Procllcts 1.m 1,611 151 3,622 7,421 24.0l ZZ.11 2.0I 48.lll 

Ion-Metallic Mineral 1,315 7J9 31 2, 155 7,271 19.0l 10.ZX 0.41 29.6X 
PrOINcts 

lasic Metal PrOINcts 109 225 9 343 3,600 J.Ol 6.2" o.n 9.51 

F•icated Metal 675 2,1159 3,432 6,966 10,311 6.51 27.51 33.11 67.11 
PrOINcts 

llon-IElec:trinl 9'2 3,016 11,253 15,211 56,0t.9 1.71 5.41 20. 1% 27.11 
RK!linef'Y 

IElectr i cal RKfl i nefY 153 1,299 2,622 11,073 6B,325 0.2" 22.1% 64.1% 16.51 
& Appliances 

!Electronic PrOINcts 15 6,121 "'· 112 
41,017 

(TVs, aadios, etc.) 

Tr-.port IECJ,1ip11nt 174 1,266 211 1,722 5,715 3.0I 22.ZX 4.91 30.11 

Professional & 304 133 2,091 1.2za 7,178 3.91 10.61 26.51 41.0I 
scientific IECJ.lis-r'lt 

Other Manufacturing 3,159 3,592 2,142 10,292 31,203 10.11 9.41 7.41 26.91 
lnclstries 

Total 31,768 57,635 68,719 165, 192 526,00Z 7.41 11.0I 13. 11 31.41 

lotes: • CCJllPrises mnufactured exports broad~y •fined. 
Sources: IEatracted fr• the loard of lrwestmnt Survey datase. 

• C0111Piled fr• Trade Statistics of the Cult- Departmnt. 
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AlllEI Tlble A-U: listrilluti .. of IDl-111Pccud &part Projects br lcti..tity er,.. 

,....,.. of projects in die mnufucturi,. u.:tor) 

lef ore 19t7-
1987 1987 19U 1989 1990 1991 1991 

Joint Wlnblra 1115 188 504 415 273 150 1.5:so 

lortll Merica 15 10 32 27 14 12 95 

<•re in joint ventures) a.1s 5.n 6.:!-X 6.5S 5.1S 8.0l 6.2% 

J91*' 39 n 145 110 n 49 448 

<"'-" in joint wntures> 21.1% 38.n 28.81 26.5% 26.4% 32.71 29.31 

Eurcipe Md Otller DCS 40 25 56 61 45 21 208 

<•re in joint ventures) 21.61 11.n 11.11 14.71 16.51 14.0l 13.61 

llC Ccuttries 57 51 195 160 101 48 555 

<•re in joint wntures> :so.a 27.1% 38.71 38.61 37.0l 32.0l 36.31 

ASEAI 14 6 32 22 13 9 82 
<lhllre in joint wnturesJ 7.61 3.21 6.n 5.n 4.81 6.0l 5.4S 

Otller LDC Ccultries 20 24 44 3S 28 11 142 
(share in joint ventures) 10.a 12.a 1.71 1.4S 10.31 7.31 9.31 

foreitn ... idi•i• 48 17 187 144 134 64 616 

lortll Merica 16 6 12 5 11 2 36 
Clhllre in .W.idiaries> 33.31 6.ft 6.4S 3.51 1.21 3.11 5.81 

J91*' 16 34 57 47 42 33 213 

c-.re in .W.idiaries) 33.31 39.11 30.51 32.61 31.31 51.61 34.61 

Europe and Other DCS 10 6 16 22 a 5 57 

(lhlire in .W.idiaries> 20.81 6.ft 8.61 15.31 6.0l 7.81 9.31 

llC Cou'\trf es z 36 95 52 67 19 269 
(share in IWl&idiaries) 4.ZS 41.41 50.81 36.11 50.0X 29.71 43.71 

ASEAI 1 3 5 7 2 18 

(lhlire in .W.idfaries) Z.11 3.41 2.71 4.ft 0.71 3.11 2.ft 

Other LDC Cowltries 3 2 2 11 5 3 23 
(shere in -*idiaries) 6.31 2.31 1.11 7.61 3.71 4.71 3.71 

lotes: • Export projects are those with an explicit export r9CJ1iremnt specified in the condition of prcmotiO". 
SOurce: Extr.cted f ram the loard of lnwst.nt detabese 
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lllEX Tele A -14: IDI •-tmmtJProject Sbtiatics Jin-he. 1992 

ProcM:t I Tot8l I a.ngtolt I 
Pr= I Peri•ter I East em 

Proposed Sites 445 59 34 6l 91 

Investment (I.•> 213.065.1 55.419.2 22,695.6 9.111.7 75.160.6 

~Sites 371 61 24 53 91 

~ lnvestmnt (8.•> 275.389.8 14.119.:: 24,036.1 6.270.4 191.158.3 

Proposed Sites. 385 6" 28 55 78 
P.--otion Certificate lissued 

Investment. Prmotion 457,234.8 291.195.9 ~.651.7 9.169.2 n3.447.9 
Certificate Issued <•-•> 

P~ Sites, Operetion 456 6l 55 81 62 
has begin. 

Investment, operetion hes 95.609.9 '?.~.5 10.828.3 14.227.9 26,550.9 
begin (8 .... ) 

Foreign Registered cepitel. 12.244.3 1.447.6 2.761.1 589.3 2.605.4 
by procllct/region (8.•) 

Foreign Registered cepit•l. 18.556.2 1.010.1 3.293.1 1.317.9 10,900.6 
eppl ication epprowd (8 . .,) 

Foreign Registered cepitel, 14.366.4 7.276.8 585.2 1 .ooa.2 3.159.9 
Prmotion tertif ic:ete Issued 

<•-•> 
Foreign Registered cepit•l. 16.506.2 834.5 1.928.6 5,110.7 3,417.9 
Operetion hu ~ (8 . .,) 

• TOTAL COVERS 53 SECTORS AllO 10 REGIOll 

• All proposed sites end investment ere clusified by pr-cxb:t end region. 

SCUtCE: EIG CO •• LTD. EXTRACTIOll FROM IOI DATA BASE (MARCH. 199!) 
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Mlle Tete A-15: IOI lintSl ... l/PICMKI STATISTICS .IM-llK, 19P1 

...a ma lllliilllC SMllJ PEltlllETEI EAS1!B ...... 
- . Sita m 216 47 68 Ma .. ·--It 0.-) 

1281.tM.5 32.lOT.9 6.2.IZ.6 10.495.J 159.IZ7.I .. ., d' iit. 616 18 53 61 129 
--i~i-

IWbWillt, m. 1w.1 m.367.a •.•.2 9,506.4 60,SIK.I 
..... icati• 

O.m> 
P144_d' Sites., 50 76 61 IB 129 
"-ti• Certifiate ...... 
IWtwllt, "'-ti• •.620.7 35,6\7.6 11,957.4 18,47.J..6 76,2J611.1 
CertifiAte 
,_...O_..> 

••......,Sit-. 447 56 II> 91 99 
.... ject ......... ·-·-'-It. 74.154.2 Z,765.2 10,"'3.8 9."4).8 D,11>4.9 
"'°ject .. -.no.-.> 
foreiF -istered Cmpibl a,7611.4 1,11112.5 1.177.0 1.174.5 13,061.8 
(8..91) 

foreiF ... istered 12.m.1 19,731.0 3,129.6 20 620.9 17,1CB.D 
Clpibt. wt icetian 

. <•.1n> 
foreiF hli•tered 15.269.9 2,157.Z 1,217.3 1.347.0 5,381.9 
c:.pibl, ""-'tian 
Certificete Jawd (l.111) 

... iatend Capibt, 37,692.4 2.125.J 3.485.1 4,4JZ.7 16.720.6 
_.,.ian "- -..i (l..1n) 

SIUICE: IEIG m., llD. EXTUCJICll FmM IDI Mii DATA USE 
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M1E1 Tlble 16: - OF IM\l'IElll tel'IYJTIES 

PROJECTS IEC51VlllG PIKKJTU• CEITIFJCATES • 1990 TO 1992 

1990 1991 1992 

lkllber Value of lkllber of value of lkllber of Value of 
of Investments Projects lrwestmnt Projects lrwestmnt 

Projects Cllil. USS> (Iii l. USS> (Iii l. USS) 

Tahl 730 7,562 534 7, 141 378 11.ocn 

., Sector 

Agricultural Prom.cu 98 566 11 311 41 178 

llinerals I. Cer•ics 19 78 18 171 12 12 

Garments & Textiles 46 323 32 :;as 13 204 

Other Light lrdatry 17'- 573 82 457 64 324 

Chai ca ls 49 1,329 39 1,395 22 3,659 

lletal Processing 103 1,374 61 1,098 46 1,016 

Electronics & Electrical 95 835 105 941 14 696 

Services 146 2.414 120 2,313 89 11,142 

., c:a.wtry 

Japan 137 1,540 134 1,673 90 1,256 

~ited States 42 555 34 553 29 3,236 

East Asian llCs 

Tai...i 113 353 53 218 39 549 

Kong Kong 44 901 32 443 16 6,340 

Korea 16 69 16 169 14 394 

Singapore 27 263 30 516 20 324 

Europe 

~ited ICfngdcm 30 809 15 359 19 601 

Genrany 10 30 3 377 9 72 

Switzerland 14 150 6 31 5 39 

France 16 83 1 164 6 31 

Netherlands 9 260 1 42 1 49 

Projects rece1v1ng prCM10tion certificates ... t have alreMtV registered a CCllllP8"'f and pmid .._., a percentage of 
registered capital. 
The data in the section classified by country does not aod to the total as projects with 110re than one foreign 
shareholder are cbble counted. 
Source: HG Co., Ltd. Extraction frm IOI •in data bue. 
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Type of Activity INmer of OutflCN 11(1) 

i'lmnts mldtirf 1111/l itre 

Distillery 17 20 - 1.500 35.000 - 40.000 

Alcohol-proclll:ing z 120 35.000 

SUgar 35 200 - z.ooo 200 - 3.000 

Pal11-oil 11 Z5 - 140 6.700 - Z7.700 

Yegetable-oi l 4 20 - 60 z.ooo - 14.000 

latural rUlber 68 20 - 200 zt.0 - s.aoo 

MSG 1 120 100.000 

Pickle & sauce Z5 1 - 50 Z70 - 9,050 

c.n.ry 18 20 - z.ooo 560 - 3.500 

Stemed fish Z5 z - 5 730 - 1.000 

Ice creem Z3 1 - 10 Z20 - z.ooo 

Frozen-ceafood 5 30 - 1.200 430 - z.100 

Sleughterhouse & frozen 4 3 - 1.500 450 - 900 

-t 

llleat-processing 9 0-5 - 30 350 - 4,600 

loodle 169 1 - 80 500 - 5,500 

Transparent noodle 12 20 - zso 480 - 19.IOO 

Pulp & peper •ill 3 z - 80 400 - 10.000 

Parboiled rice 53 15 - 300 600 - 1.000 

Lac 7 n/a 950 - 1.000 

TAPIOCA STAICH 58 20 - 1.200 6.400 - 7.650 

Glucose s~ a 2 - 80 370 - 10,000 

SOurce: Chavadej. ~th. "Application of Arwerobic Trntmnt for A9ro-lrQl&trial WUtes in ft.ail ..... 1990 
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ANNEX B 

COMPANY INTERVIEWS 
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CASE STUDY 1: NESTLE O'llAllAND) LTD 

Contact: 

2S March 1993 
Salvador Pigern. Tedmical Director 

Marco Bernasconi. Group Engm.,ering Manager 

Tel: 256-9119 
Fax: 256-9156 

ANN£XB 

Much of the discussioo revolved around a new. 801-promolld instant coffee plant in Cluicboengsm 
province. which was opened in 1992. The plant was cst.blisbed as a rdocatioo of an old plant locared on 
Banpa-Tl'll Roed in Samul Pnkan Province. The old plant bad the following ms.dvaotages: it was too small; 
not based on the latest technology; located in a raidenlial area; and lbrft was a limited possibility to extend 
operations there. In conlnSt. d:e new plant is Slate of the art equipped and is considered to be the most 

advanced instant coffee plant in Nestle's world-wide operations. 

Production Process 

Instant coffee is produced from green coffee beans. grown in Thailand. Some chemicals are used in 
the plmt but only in small amounts: hydrochloric acid; sodium hydroxide; and cl~g agents. Salt is also 
used in the process. 

The new plant incorporates an incinerator which also geoerates 70 '5 of the power required to geoerate 
steam which is used in the production process. The incinerator. which cost Bahl 100 million. allows for 
maximum heal recuperation and is also considered Slate of the art by Nestle. A wet scrubbet- catches the ashes 
from the incinerator. Management considers that the incinerator saves money and reduces waste volumes. Tbe 
level of sav.''lp depend. to some extent. on the price of oil. Spent coffee ground. a waste from the production 
process. is a so used as fuel. 

In the Samut Prakan plant, spent coff-,e was dumped by the truckload every day. In the new plant only 
one truck of ashes per week needs to be disposed off in the city dump. Olher power RlqUiremenas are met by 
burning the highest domestic grade. low sulphur, fuel oil. 

Tbe plant's activated sludge waste water tratmcnt system meets ~ standards. Tbe color of the 
effluent from tbe coffee production process is black and is considered the plants IDOlt serious waste sttt.am 
challenge. Water is drawn from deep wells on site. Tbe wa.er is brxkisb, and bas to be treated bef~ it cm 
be used. Saltwater and freah water is separated by electrodial ysis. Tbe salt water is then evaporated in a US$ l .4 
million titanium evaporator. Nestle is now in discussions with the Thai fisheries authority, to sell the remaining 
salt - two trucks per day - to shrimp farmers in the area. At present these farmers truck in 1eawater from the 
coest for their needs. 

General obsetyatjons 

Nestle has a global policy to abide by local environmental regulations, in the tint instt&nce. If IOQI 
laws are deemed inadequate, company standards come into force. 

An environmental coordinator sics at Head Office in Switz.eriand. So far be bu never visited Thailand. 
Summaries of locally conducted environmental surveys are sent to the environmental coordinator. Every Natle 
f.ctory in Thailand hu an environmental committee which draws up environmental .ction plan& fa! its f11eility. 
Bangkok head office make& environme&tal surveys of uch f~tory on an mmuaJ buis. 
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Nestle bas a global policy to phase out the use of CFCs. A Nestle plant in Malaysia bas shifted to 
ammnoia-bued air-conditioning. This might be introduced to Thailand if it works well in Malaysia. Nestle 
(Thailand) tries to cut down on water usage in all of its plants. In coosideralion of the current water crisis in 
the country the company expects water prices to increue in future. The company operates an extcmive 
recycling programme. A separation system for tin cans. steel, glus • .,-per, etc. is employed at its plants. The 
waste minimiDlioo program ties in with product Uld packaging design. 

Nestle (Thailand) has three plants located in industrial estates, Uld these C.Cilities are connected to the 
Industrial Estates' centralized waste water treatment system. They therefore have no waste water treatment of 
their own for tbeae plants. The waste water treatment systems of the IE are said to be frequently out of order, 
due to Md maintenance standards by IE staff. As a result, untreated waste waters from the Nestle plants are 
releued to the surrounding area. 

The company feels it has little clout with which to pressure local subcontractors to improve their 
eoviroomcotal performance. 
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CASE STUDY 2: STANLEY TOO~ LTD 

Date: Mar..h 19, 1993 
Interview: Edward Rubesch, Engineering Project Mm.ager 

Cont.ct: Tel: 316-3249/31~71/316-3629 
Fax: 316-8655 

Stanley Tools l.Jdisa lOOpen:eot, US owned, 801-promored company, mostly a.uemblinghmd tools. 
It was first establ:sbed in Thailand in 1989-90, with a flciory in Samutprabo Province, employing 80. The 
compeny primarily produces lape rules, with bolh metal md fiberglass bbides, as well as the assembling wort 
for a variety of other tool product lines. Stanley is in a growth stage in Thailmd md plms to continually add 
capatilities to its operation. This will allow the company to perform in Thailmd more of the processing steps 

involved in manufacturing its products. 

Stanley are now looking to expand their operations md want to set up a new md larger factory within 
1993. They are investigating various options, building a gneofield plaait or identifying suitable premises already 
built, for this purpose. 

Production Process 

Wask. from the present plant is mostly in solid form such as plastic scn._'5 md is taken care of by the 
public garbage collection system. The current production process produces DO waste water, md therefore no 
treatment system exists. 

At the moment, the bulk of the Samut Prabn plant's pollution is in the fonn of industrial solvents 
which are disposed of through an industrial waste service. Paints used are water-based. Small amounts of 
lacquer is used for coating the band tools. Admittedly, this is not bandied in the best of ways md would not 
be considered up to US standards. The lacquer is picked up by the professional waste diftJ>OSal service 
,mentioned above. The engineer did not know where the waste finally ends up. As Stanley's capabilities 
increase, the company anticipates the need to install their own waste-water treatment facility for the new plant. 

The company is cu1 rently using a local subcontnletor for small volumes of electroplating. They have 
not checked his environmental record or bis environmental management performance. The company feels that 
it is ~ a small customer for tbf' electroplator, that it bas DO leverage over the subcontnctor to improve bis 
environmental standards. 

US bead office will soon conduct an environmental audit of the Thai plant. It is felt that the Thai 
plant's environmental performance will be determined more by bead office's comments after this check - rather 
than by Thai or US environmental legal regimes. 

The planned expansion and relocation is seen as a chance to improve environmental performance. In 
future, electro-plating will be done in-house. It is likely that the entire plating process, including a waste water 
treatment system, will be bought second-hand from an existing plant in the United Stata. 

General obseryatjons 

Stanley Works, the parent company, has a very rigorous environmental policy for all of its companies 
worldwide, which is usually more stringent than local environmental laws. The rea&OnJ for this are twofold. 
Fintly, the company bu a history of being a •good-neighbor• and is intent on maintaining this position in each 
of the comnwnjties in which its comp111ies are located. Secood, the beadquarten and many of its operations 
are located in the Northeast United Stata, which because of its industrial heritage, is now saddled with a 
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number of heavily polluted and environmentally-damaged ~. even where factories no longer exist. No 
company in this area (or the whole of the U.S.) is unaware of the potential environmental liabilities. At the 
corporate level. Stanley Works bas an environmental deputmeot which is responsible for implementing the 
company's policies. Every manufacturing site is required to undergo regular environmental audits. 

At the moment, Stanley in Thailand does not utilize •green• or •enviroomeot-friendty• promotional 
strategies. However, in Europe, Stanley divisions in the U.K. and France have taken the lead with green 
packaging and use this as a promotional advantage. The U.S. is also following suit. Once their campaigns are 
implemented, it will not take long for the methods to be incorporated into the Thai operations, the engineer 
maintains, especially with the wave of environmental coocern in Thailand. 

Stanley environmental corporate policy seeim to be above the compliance level of Thailand. The 
operation in Thailand is working to adhere to its corporate standards and believes this will satisfy my 
regulations in Thailand. 

In general, environmental incentives make a positive impact on manufacturing because they require 
greater control of the entire process. This results in more forethought in the design of the product, the layout 
of the manufacturing operation, and tighter control of the day-to-day running of the plant. More lldvmtages 
result than just a cleaner environment. Indeed. this may be seen this as m opportunity to provide a better 
overall product to the customer, rather than a restriction. It is from this perspective that some Japanese 
companies see this as a competitive advantage for them and are even ahead of legislation in implementing 
changes. 

Of course, if environmental incentives have advantages in all aspects of a manufacturing operation, the 
flip side is that Thailand (especially its vendors) 1m•st be able to support these advantages. It must be able to 
provide the skilled people to support a design effort in both packaging and products. (Right now. it seems most 
mechanical engineers are construction and structural engineers, rather than design engineers.) It must be able 
to provide the right materials. (The wide-range of plastics, including some more-environmentally-friendly ones, 
are not as available in Thailand as in the West, and heavy duties will tend to prevent them from being available 
until they are 11'Jlde locally.) And it needs to have a packaging industry which is willing to benefit from finding 
a creative solution rather than re-producing the same old packaging. 

If the vendors exist which provide the services that referred to above, they are not easy to find. 
Perhaps, what is needed is a reliable source of industrial product/service information (like the Thomas Register 
in the U.S.) 

• 
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CASE STUDY 3: VOLVO (THAILAND) 
THAI-SWEDISH ~MBLY fl'SA) CO., LTD. 

Date: Much 26, 1993 
Interview: Interview 1: Volvo 1bailaod 

Mr Bo Gaden, Business Development Mmager. 

Interview 2: Thai-Swedish Assembly (TSA) Co .• 1.Jd 
Mr Ingwr F. Muhl, General Plmt Mauger 
Khuu Naurepont Poagcharoen. 
Maintenance md Personnel Manager 

Tel: 316-2577-80 
Fu: 316-2582 

Thai-Swedish Assembly Co., 1.Jd, manufactun:s Volvo and Renault cars in Thailand (only the Volvo 
production process and marbling policies is coosideral in this Case SCudy). It WllS established in 1976 and 
does not have BOI promotion. 

The compmy coaa.1ders itself and is viewed by many in Thailand. and intemationally. as highly 
environmentally aware. For example, its European puent ce>mpm1y is Je.ding the way to develop schemes for 
recycling of cars. This initiative would be premature in Thailand primarily because the country Wets the 
supporting industries to service such a ~ycling initiative. However. in principle, if such a support industry 
were to develop here, recycling options may be introduced in the future in Thailand. •Green• sales mpmeots 
are used in Volvo's Thailand marketing programme. 

The Thai operations follows Volvo's corporate environmental staodards, which, in many instances, are 
move the compliance with Thai regulations. Tbe Thai plmt has been subject to a recat environmental revision 
(from Sweden). The respondent does not believe the revision extended to include local suppliers. 

In 1993 !he company is introducing a new car air conditioning svstem which does noc use 01.0pe= 

dc;pleting CFCs. It is introducing a substance called R 134, which requimt new air-a>oditioning tecbnology, 
that does not-exist in Thailand. As loa•-conteots requirements forced the company to use Jocally...mde 
products, importing the technology was not an option. This had the effect that the feclmology's introduction 
to Thailand was delayed while the local subcontractor, Nippoodeoso, was assisted in developing cap9bilities to 
produce the modified air-conditioning system. 

This shift to •green• air-conditiooing will be mentioned in the marketing of the new Volvo 960 models 
that ate coming OD the marker. The new technology was introduced in August 1992. 

Production Process 

At the Thai assembly plant, the painting of can is done in a solvent-based procas. Solvent paa in 
the air are burned in an incinerator, before the air is released to the outside. One plant in Sweden bu 
introduced a water-base paint. but this is not used in Thailand. lnstaad of spraying by band, TSA bu cbanaed 
to •dipping• the car frames into chemical baths. The same method is used in the pareat compay'1 plants in 
Sweden. 

In a connected wute generating activity, TSA bas recently cut down drutically OD chemical 
consumption in ~ plant, just by changing behavior. Staff used to wash their overalls in solvents. Whal 
finished, Ibey would pour the used solvent into the drainage system. Now, staff overalls are seat out for 
wuhina with a profeasional washina service. Also in an effort to reduce chemical comumption, lhe compeny 
ha stopped painting IOllle covered areas on the cars. 
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Solvmt emissions have been cut down from 32 liters per 1D1Dufactund car to 12-13 liters/car injust 
one year. The improvement bas come about because of better handling md control of cbemicals. Usage records 
have been kept since 1992. 

TSA bas recmtly upgraded irs wastc water treatment system - investing 10 million Baht for a wb8t is 
considered a mae of the art pbnt. TSA bas cut down on irs e:onsumption of aw water. from 10.soo cubic 
meters per month in January 1992 to S. 100 cubic meters/month in February 1992. 1bis was Khiewd just by 
mending lats in the piping system. md monitoring of real waler usage by installing flow meters Ill various 
poinrs. In Decembef' 1992. usage bad fallen to 3,600 cubic meters/month. Water is drawn from a well on site. 
TSA .-ys I Bahl per cubic meter for the waler it draws. Thus. in moodary tenm. the saving is ntber 
insignifiamt. On the other band. the plant site in Samul Pnbn province bas suffered significant !md subsidence 
in the 17 years since TSA was established. The company believes however that waler fees may rise in future 
md this will increase the financial motivation for the efficient use of waler in the plant. 

Since 1991. TSA bas been running an energy savings program. basically a a cost-saving measure. The 
company bought two capacitors for its plant at 300.000 Bahl per piece from ABB. 

Waste sludge is taken care of by a prof~oaal waste service, SGS Environmental. which for a fee. 
tnmsports solid sludge to ils c:entraliud treatment facility Ill Bang Khuntien. 

Hazardous waste is ·taken care or by a scrap dealer. TSA does not know where it ends up. In future, 
the company will probably store ba7.ardous waste on site. If a private company could handle, treat and dispose 
of the baDrdous waste properly. TSA would be very much willing to .-y for the service. just like it does with 
SGS. 

Recycled paper, wood and plastic scrap.is sold to a scrap dealer. Suppliers ICI and DuPont take some 
of TSA·s used chemicals back. Paint is also returned to the supplier. The respondents felt that oils and 
solvents. which TSA pays the scrap dealer to take care of. might also be recycled. 

lo 1991. TSA installed an incinerator to bum fumes from solvents, oo order from Sweden. The 
incinerator was in operation in early 1992. A second incinerator is being installed in a new expansion. The 
total cost to install them is 100 million Baht. It is believed that TSA is the first car manufacturer in Thailand 
to use incinerators. Competitors are known to just release the fumes to the air. The incioc:rators are also used 
for energy generation. 

Thai law does not cover air pollution such as solvents released to the air. But it is believed that a new 
law to regulate this type of air pollution will be promulgated in the near future. 

General obseryations 

A main reason why the company is trying to improve its enviroomenfal management is that its global 
marketing is strongly revolving around the themes of safety and the environment. This is also the case for 
Volvo's marketing campaigns in Thailand. 

The company is also keen that its own corporate performance should be ahead of tougher environmental 
compliance standards developing around the world. TSA strives to comply with Thai law. If there is no 
covering Thai Law, the company will go bt Swedish law. An environmental committee will be set up shortly 
at TSA which will follow direct orders from Sweden. The respondents stated that all environmental 
improvement activitie» so far, have actually saved money. 

In the past, the company tw been lobbying the Thai government to require catalytic converters on all 
cars or set emission standards that in effect force car manufacturers to fit all cars with catalytic converters. The 
reason: the company wanted to stop having to update an increasingly •obsotete• series of engina still using 
leaded 1asoline for small markets such as Thailand, whill': the rest of the world is shifting to unleaded gasoliM. 
Today, all 1bailand-manufactured TSA can are fitted with catalytic converters, as required by Thai law from 
January 1993 - and comply with EC emission standards. 
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As there is often only ooe supplier in Thailand producing a certain automotive put. and lbe volumes 
ordered are quite small, it would be difficult for Volvo to pressure suppliers to improve their environmental 
pcrfonmnce. 

The Thai Maintenance and Personnel Manager is responsible for environmental management al the 
p~mt. Sweden has expressed that a Swede should have the responsibility, but TSA feels that it is better if the 
knowledge is transferred to a local, so that there will be continuity al lbe plant, considering that foreign staff 
are rotated regularly. 
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CASE STUDY 4: OCCIDENTAL CHEMICALS (OXYCllEM) FAR EAST LTD. 

Coat.ct: 

March 19. 1993 
Kevin F. Smith. Representative Director 

Tel: 253-8733-4. 2S2-SS9S 
Fu: 2SS-m3 

Bf!cbrouncl 

Occideotal Chemicals Far East Ltd is the molber compay of three joint-vmbJR firms in Tbailmd. Two 
of the Ns are mmufllChuing plants ad are located in Bmgpoo lndusbW Estate. Samut Prabn Province. 

The three JVs are: 

a. Siam Occideotal Electrochemical Co .• Ltd. established in 1990 md a producer of cbemicals for general 
industrial use. such as caustic soda. cblorine and hydrocbloric 11eid. 90~ of which is sold locally. 

b. Thai Occidental Chemical Ltd., established in 1985 md a producer of chrome sulphate, 60~ of output 
is exported. the balaoce being sold locally. primarily to the Imber industry. 

c. Cbemtrans (Thailand) Ltd. Safe Delivery. is a JV with Australian company lnsitec The specialist firm 
provides safe transportation of lwardous chemicals md was rqistered in March 1993. 

Oxycbem received 801 promotion md were grated reduced import duties on nwcbinery and raw 
materials (toxic chemicals). Oxycbem companies are required by their own corporate regulations to use the 
higher of US or local environmental standards. Roughly 20~ of total capital cost is devoted to pollution 
control lecbnologies. 

Production Process 

The Thai chrome plant is using a closed system where everything involved in the ,:>rocess is recycled. 
Oxycbem considers its processes in Thailand state of the art. The Thai chrome sulphate plant will be the most 
advmced of all plants in the company's global operations. 

One waste effluent, that for solid particles di550lved in the waste water. coostaotly exceed& Tbai 
standards. The solid matter. however. is a small amount of salt but Thai 5tlDdards don't differentiate between 
salt and heavy metals. The problem will be solved by May. 

Three environmental engineers are working at Siam Occidental, one at Tbai Occidental. Daily 
measurements are taken in two surrounding kbloogs and in soil, to monitor that no chemical lab occur. 
Analysis is done in-house. 

In Thailand, the company is training customers in the safe use of chemicals. The sales system is beina 
computerized in order for the company to be able to keep track of where its products are aoing. There are 
problems with some customers of chrome sulphate. The customer hue is a hip number of small clients, IUCb 
u &anneries. It is so (ragmented that it is impossible for the compay to ensure that all customers are handlina 
the chemicals in a safe manner (as it is in the United Slates, under Responsible Care). Improved aovernmeat 
enforcement is perceived by Oxycbem as the only way to solve the problem. 

No Thai aovemment aaency bas ever visited the plants to monitor or inspect its environmental 
performance. But EIAs were required by the Ministry of lndua.y before startina up the factories. 
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Thai Occidenral is operating a salt mining operation in Korat. "'ilicll supplies the single most importaal 
raw Dlllerial for its production proc:e5$ • salt. The compmy is considering to slop running the mine. as it would 
require huge investments OD environmental upgnding. Other mining opetatioos in the Northeast are tDOWD 
to have caused economic damage to farmers. as fields have become salinated after- leabge of water from the 
salt mining operations. A decision OD the mines fUture is to be made by June 1993. 

The reasons for the compaay's pro«tive stmce Oil environmental mmagemmt are: to avoid liability 
for clean-up costs in the future; pressure from the US mutet to perform al home and in the Third World; and 
in the US. the company is having to spend substantial amounts on clan up operations of its older plants wl 
it wants to avoid having to do the same elsewhere in future. 

The compmay is running •the worts• of corporate enviroamearalism: Responsible Care. Environmental 
Audits. Waste Minimization IDd Energy Efficiency Programmes. etc. 

However. enviroomearal rquJatioas are said not to be enfon:ed within the Bangpoo lndustrial Estate. 

The compuy is part of the Energy IDd Chemical Manufacturing Committee within the American 
Chamber of Commerce in Thailand. a grouping that i.'; said to account for 70~ of tolal US direct investment 
to Thailand. The group bas issur.d a position ...,a which provides a code of conduct on eovironmearal issues. 
The group is working clO!lely with - llld in support of - the Chemical Club of the Federation of Thai Industries. 
which is seen as a key to affecting the development of government standards IDd policies in Thailand. 

Staff are following strict safety procedures al the plants but safety thinking md awareness is at a low 
level for all staff calegories. Management believe a long process is requiml before 1bai employees intemali:r.e 
safety thinking. Strict safety meamres implemented - wearing of gas masks al all times etc - have also caused 
fear among employees. There are right-to-know stations. with information on all chemicals, placed ia several 
spots around the plants. Workers do DOI use them very much. however. 

Oxycbem is planning to start a dialogue with the communities surrounding the site of its plants al 

Bangpoo. for example. by inviting school children to familiari:r.e themselves with the industry. 
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CASE STUDY S: 3M TIIAILAND 

April l, 1993 
Thomas F. Beddow, Mmaging Director 

Stephen E. Stolberg, Senior Mmager, Mmu&cturing, 
Engioeeriog cl: T ec:bnical Service 

Tel: 326-0780,326-00IJS 
Fu: 3~17 

3M ms been in Tbailmd 2S years and is registered as 100~ foreign owned under the Treaty of Amity 
between 1bailmd ad the us. 

Planning for the Lat ICnbag r.ctory started S-yeus ago ad production of box-saling blpe, abnsive 
belts and decorative gnpbics, started in October 1992. The Thailand subsidury of 3M bas 296 employees 
worting in the Lat Krabag &ctory; 18 trained engineers ad 278 uastilled laborers. 3M TbUland receives 
direction on 3M environmental policy from 3M's Headquarters in St. Plul, Minne&ola. As 3M bas only 
recently begun manuf.auring in Thailmd, Ibey do not, as yet, use many local suppliers, except for pectaging 
supplies ad film, but this may cbange in the ac:ar future with the on-going developmmt of the Lat ICnbag 
&cility. 

Production Process 

The 3M Lat ICnbag plmt manufactures J*bging tapes, such as in:lustrial box tapes, which require 
a lot of coating. Coating requires the use of solvents. Solvents are potmtially a key source of soil ad 
groundwater contamination. 

At the 3M Lat Knbang plant, 3M began using a water-bucd solvent to C09l the tapes, therefore 
significantly reducing factory generation of possible contaminlmts. 3M Thailmd is therefore not coasideml a 
serious polluter, compared to older 3M plmts in other countries. 

3M's bard (equipment) investment in industrial environmental management in Tbailmd exceeds US 
$7SO,OOO for the Lat Krabang FICtory. This bas been invested on m air handling system; catch buiD in the spill 
coatainment building (to prevent seepage and resulting soil/groundwater c:ontamimtion) and in investment in 
solid waste management for factory outflow. 

In the factory, a Haurd Control Program is in place which include& implementing baDnl control 
standards and procedures at the initial training level for both skilled ad uosltilled workers. The me of safety 
control equipment, including gloves, boots, glasses, air filters, etc., is mandatory. 3M in Tbailmd utilil.CS the 
Japanese S-S System used to sort out uonecasary production proceuea, develop good work blbita ad safety 
babita. Namely: S-S; Sort, Situate, Scrub, Stay Clean, Study. 

CHALLENGE '9S is a waste minimii.ation program which emphasizes efficiency at every task level 
(employee, profeuional, llWlaJement, senior management). It includea efficiency in the area of: waste, ener11, 
cycle-time, and unit cost. As part of this initiative, there is an emphasis on reduction 1>f solid waste in tbc 
flCtory. For example, incineration is to be scrapped during Challenge '95 because it results in heavy residual 
sludse disposal. 

Recyclins is a btaoc:h program of Cballense '95. 3M sells exceu plastics, papen, can:tbouda to Tbai 
recyclins compania. No names were aiveo. Profits from recycling are put back into the 3M environment md 
social prosnuns. 
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3M soft (social ~rams.~. training) environmental investment has DOI ~ measuml because 
ii is ongoing md involves ,..nous sou..~ of 3M funding. 

3M bas a glohal environrneatal policy. named JP Plus (Pollutioo Prevention Pays Plus). E ...... sis is 
OD manufKluriog development by coming up wilb waste-minimising production methods. from lbe start. The 
3M environmental goal is 10 be pollution free. world wide. by lbe yeu 2000- SS per cent of 3M fa:tories 
world wide are now ISO 9000 certified. 3M Thailand has begun certification procedutt.s dlis year. 

3M Environmental Audit is cootrolled from beadquuters in SI. Paul. It is used lo easure that all 
subsidiaries are following 3M corpor.ue environmental standards. In the last one (1992}. the eoviroammlal 
audit es.posed lbal not all of 3M Thailand·s lewd or owned buildings "~ supp1iu·s buildings were aheslos
free. As a n:sult. 3M Thailand will ensure that the asbestos regulation is foll~ more strictly. 

Regarding hiring an on-site. r.ctory mviroamental engineer in Thailand the n:spoadent IDllde lbe 
following commcnt: ·At 3M. caring for the ca'-ironment is everybody's n:sponsibility. If we designate a Thai 
lo do somedling. be will only do the job be is clesipated lo do and aotbing beyond that. The other employees 
will do only their jobs .00 will pus off anything lo do wilb environmental management lo the mm hired lo 

do that job. It just doesn't work in Thailand lo designate oaly l eovirnomenl officu. Group wort. group 
pressu.-e md group responsibility are imporunt cultural coasideralioas. • 

In Thailand. 3M is active on the &ergy and CbemicaJ Manufacturers Committce of iunCbun 
(American Cbainhers of Commerce) 3M contributes to the committee by bringing in ideas based on the 
company•s worldwide experience m ~y efficiency. hazardous wasce management and environmental qualiry 
control. 

In Thailand. the company bas two Environmenlal Publications. Internally. the magazine ·s.waddee· 
is distributed lo all employees and an es.lemal publication: ·Kob Khuu·. Both internal and extcmal 
environmental programs emphasize the following: waste minimimion; waste tratment; social Hsisiaace and 
educalion; occupational health and safety; global assistance lo environmental coocerns; and assistance lo 

domestic environmental coocems. 

For 3M mtemal programmes in Thailand. it must be noted that at Ibis point the company primarily 
uses foreign suppliers. To local suppliers lhe company distributes information on environmental standards and 
3M expectations. Recently. this bas included sending all suppliers information on lhe use of CFC's and 
standards in production p~. 20~ of the suppliers CORlacted responded ·yes, we are following these 
standards•. Tbe n:st. management believe. did not understand, or did not want to Wldentand, the initiative. 

3M sends out invitation Idlers lo all its suppliers lo attend its environmental and safety seminan and 
conferences. However,3M has not yet exlended iL-. 3P Plu.-. programme lo its supplier networks in Thailand. 

3M External Programs in Thailand are mostly related lo environmental and social development. Tbe 
promotional benefit for 3M is goodwill, as well as a cleaner environment in lhe factory. etc. The extemal 
programmes are based on the belief thal in order for Thailand lo have balanced growth. opportuniriea must be 
cruled up North. The people and businessmen up North must Wldentand the environmental and developmental 
coocepcs. The programmes stress that Bangkok is not Thailand's only key to developmeJI. 

Initiatives include: financial as5istance to the NGO Magic Eyes. for crarion of village environmental 
education pr~rammes; assistance bas been offered lo the Population Oevelopmeol Association (PDA) for a 
water tank project in a village in Northern Thailand; and 3M are involved in •TBIRD. (Thai Business In Rural 
Development) which is a program for offering sofr loans lo villa1ea in Thailand to specialise in one specific 
industry. 

In the TBIRD pilot project, Klong Muang Village. lw been offered assistance to establish a sillcwonn 
rai1in1 businas. The next project will 5f>ecialise a village in silk spiMing. 
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CASE STUDY ': DUPONI' 111All.4ND 

March 17 , 1993 
Khu'l Thimcbai Ongmahutmoogkol 

Managing Dindor" 
Cootlict: Tel: 236-0026, 2384361 

Fu.: 238-4396 

Du Pont employs 130,000 people worldwide, with its own operations in more Ihm 70 countries md 
iavolvemeot in 120 countries. Core business areas include: agricultural md industrial cbemialls; medical 
kdmologies; electronics md 8Cl'OSpKe; and energy, coal md gasoline. 

Du Pont bas bad an office in Thailmd since 1971. Not including its joint-venture pu1Der5 in the 
ccuntry, the company employs 110 people directly. Originally, the compuy was 801 promoced but only in 
terms of the lmd it bought. That category was later abadoned by the 801. A manufacturing plut at Bmg 
Poo produces agricultural cbemicaJs and a joint-venture plut with TOA at Bagna Tnd produces automative 
paint. Du Poot is looking for differmt types of joint-venture partnerships for future expmsioa. 

Production process 

Du Poot's environmental and safety standards ue far higher Ihm those presently required by the Thai 
government. The Responsible Care programme is followed in all manufacturing plants. Products stewudsbip 
md training customers in the use of products is also viewed as an important element of assisting Thailand 
improve its environmental mmagemeot track record. 

ID Du Poofs two plants in lbailmd pollution control costs account for between S and 2S percent of 
total investment. in the agricultural chemicals plant, ~ wastewater is the major coocem, a USS million 
wastewater collection and flood proccction system was introduced in 1982. ID the automative plant, spray 
booths and protective equipment increased overall investment costs by 10 perceot. 

Du Pont bas established a training centre for appropriate use and safety techniques related to the use 
of automative paint. Educatioaal and training literahlre is distributed to employees and customers to inform 
them of safe handling techniques for Du Pont products. 

General observations 

The Energy and Chemical Manufacturers Committee at AmCbam, of which Du Pont is a member, is 
cumntly discussing the appropriate form under which Responsible Care (RC) can be introduced into Thailand. 
RC bas not yet officially been adopted. This committee has also acted as unofficial advisor to the Thai 
pemment on its various new environmental and industrial laws. It works in clOle collaboration with the 
Chemical and Petro-chemical Committees of the Federation of Thai lnduscriea (FTI). 

ID 1992 Du Pont co-sponsored a report: •Asia Pacific and the Environment: IDveating in the future•, 
wbicb surveyed environmental iuuea in 12 regional countries. The report, whicll retails for US$400, has been 
distributed to a select group of sovemment, industry. NGO and academic figura in Thailand. 
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CASEmJDY7: CIBA GEIGY (l'llAIUND) LTD. 

Coalact: 

March 22. 1993 
Ronald W. Goodey. Mmaging Director 

Norbert Straub. Fimncial Affairs Directoc" 
Soogsri Voogpbmlusct. Executive Director. 

Lepl Affairs and Humm Resomces 

Tel: SSI-1046 
Fu: SS2-1S39 

Ciba-Geigy have been 1ep1esented in Tbailmd for 30-years. In 1971-72 a pbarmaceutical division called 
Ciba-Geigy (Thailand) Ltd w.s created and lbe distribution of pbarmaceutical products bcpn. The fatae Thai 
trldiug and distributing compmy. Dielbelm. DOW distributes Ciba-Oeigy pbarmaceutical products in lbe couatry. 

Formod•ting of die products began in the early 1980s after a compmy with a fxtory unit al 

Ramtlaaenheng. Bangkok. was purchased. Mmufacturing of phamwceuticals and fonnulatioa of agricultural 
products in association with 3nl parties commenced in 1984. Re-formulation of chemicals products COlllllftlCed 
in 1986 when the compay•s Lal Krabag plant came on stream. The company also produces dyes and pigments 
al its Thai operations. 

The compmy is not DOI-promoted as a deliberate corporate preference, it prefers to stand alone in lbe 
country. When it mws some of the diffi~ties md delays for companies who deal with the 801 it is glad that 
it cboac this course. 

In 1985/86 the companies administrative and sales operatioas were relocated to the praeot Ciba-Geigy 
buil<ling OD the highway IO the international airport. 

The group of companies worldwide underwent a major rc-orpniDtion in 1990 witb its 6 divisions split 
further to 14 divisions. 11 of these divisions are represented in Thailand, the maj\ll' ones being pbanmceuticals. 
agricultural products and the dyes and chemicals divisions. 

Ciba-Geigy management feels dial it is one of the fore-namers on corporate environmental practice md 
lclS hith standards for itself. In part, this relates to the high environmental standards set in the home country, 
Switzerland, of the parent company. 

The t 986 fire at the plant belonging co Sandoz. the second largest Swiss chemical manufacturer, which 
resulted in contaminated water spilling into the Rhine, means that Swiu companies were subject co stringent 
moailOring of their environmental performance by the home government and this bas resulted in their having 
esported high environmental standards to operations around the world. 

J>roductjon process 

In-plant environmental management al Ciba-Gei11'1 factories in Thailand meets witb the bipat 
government standards around the world. 

When Ciba-Geigy works with local third patiea in Thailand, for example to rcfonnulate agricultural 
chemicals, they monitor the performance of the domeltic operator. Although their standards~ unlikely co 
meet t.'x>le of Ciba-Geigy plants, the company works with local manufactureB and refomwlators co improve 
their environmental manaaement practica and co help them uJ>Bfllde their related capabilitiea. If a local tbird 
party comistently fails co perfonn according to a certain level of standards Ciba-Oeiay will drop chem. 
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However. in some cases where Ciba-Oeigy bas 5larted with a formu.btor and then: are a very limited 
DUDlher of other producers to make an agreement with. the cconomic:s sometimes over-rule the environmmtal 
coasideratiom. 

Safe manufacturing and product stewudsbip are to the fore in Ciba-Oeigy·s corporare policy in 
Thailand. When cbemicals are deliveral to :bird party operators. such as formulators. Ciba-Oeigy t*es met 
the empty drums or if they are unusable makes holes in them and emures they cannot be used for other purposes 
such as storing Mter. Containers for the compmy·s pesticides are dissolvable. Safety Data Sheets. trmslatal 

into Thai. are used as a mallet" of routine when dangerous products or raw materials are bandied in the course 
of production. Emphasis is pllced on appropriate product usage and Ciba-Oeigy staff wort with client groups 
to educate them on safe handling practices. for pbarmaceutical. agricultural and dye stuff products distributal 
by the distnbuting company. Diethelm, it is possible to tnck the products by use of serial hllcb numbers. It 
would be possible to nail any product in a short period of time. 

General observations 

Ciba-Oeigy considers itself a ground-breaker oo the environmmt. They were one of the first European 
corporations to set up an Issue Management Team on environment and if not the first. one of the very earliest 
to start direct negotiations with the environmental NGO community. 

The COIDplDy initialed a no-smoking rule in all its buildings from 1.1.93 and its fleet of 12 trucks have 
been fitted with an exhau'<t emission control device at a cost of Baht IS0.000. Its fleet also uses Unleaded 
Gasoline (ULG), which bas been on sale in Thailand since May 1991 . 

• 
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Prorale: The £neru and Clmnical Manuraduri .. Committet (ECMC) of the American a.mben al 
C.....ce in Tbailancl 

A number of TNC executives interviewed referred to the work of the ECMC of AmClwn as the most 
effertive aod pnHCtive TNC initialive on the envil'ODIDCllt underway io Thailand. Members of the committee 
are rq>arted to acpresenl US c:ompuies 8CCOUlltiog fOf' betYtU:D 60 wl 70 percent of total US FDI io Thailand. 

At the 19th meeting of the committee on January 7.1993, a position paper on Health. Safety and the 
Environment, was presented. The paper states that: •Member compaies are committed to develop and support 

initiatives io Thailand io the areas of health. safety and the environment consistent with these principles.• 

The committee, with both senior Thai and foreign executives as representatives, bas strong political, 
business aod industrial connections which cover the entire spectrum of Thai society. For that reason the ECMC. 
which has impressive technical support and access to world leading expertise on health, safety and environment, 
must be vit.Wal as a key vehicle for initiating wl impl.emeotiog eoviroomental improvement programmes fOf' 
Thai industry. 

The ECMC also bas sound contacts with the Federation of Thai lodustries various industry' 
committees. In many ways, the m.te up of the ECMC, aod its economic influence and bearing on various key 
market sectors, places it io a stroog position to work directly with Thai industry possibly also in co-operation 
with iotcmational aid agencies, attemptiog to implement environmental improvement projects. 


